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A b stract
Param eter estim ation techniques for data modelled as a sum of damped complex 
exponentials are proving to be a successful alternative to Fourier transform methods 
for spectral estimation. This thesis investigates such techniques in the context of 
NMR spectroscopy where the models are of the form
y(n)  =  2 > /tei*ke(- i,‘+,2’r/‘)A‘n +  e(n)
k=1
for n =  1 , . . . ,  N.  In practice these models have many term s and are fitted to large 
data sets. The resulting computations are readily vectorized and suit a supercom­
puter environment. W ith such com putational power, numerical problems arising 
when applying param eter estim ation techniques to large models can be addressed 
along with questions about theoretical statistical properties of these alternative 
methods.
The first technique discussed is Prony’s method which uses the difference equation 
satisfied by the noise free data  to provide an alternative reparam eterisation. This can 
be shown to be statistically inconsistent and so does not lead to reliable param eter 
estimates. A statistically consistent version of Prony’s method, referred to as the 
GRA algorithm, performs well for small models but is shown to succumb to problems 
of numerical ill-conditioning with increased model complexity.
Another extension of Prony’s method, the ORA algorithm, which was previously 
believed to lead to maximum likelihood estim ates is shown to be dependent on
the choice of the constraint on the coefficients of the difference equation. Only 
certain forms of this constraint lead to consistent param eter estimates. Even then 
the algorithm encounters the same numerical problems as the ORA algorithm when 
applied to larger models.
An extension of Prony’s m ethod being used extensively in practice is the Kumaresan- 
Tufts LP method. Although this produces good param eter estimates at high signal 
to noise its performance deteriorates below a threshold signal to noise level. The 
dependence of this threshold behaviour on the numerical rank of the coefficient 
m atrix is explored in some depth.
As these three verions of Prony’s method are inadequate for NMR analysis we focus 
on the development of a state  space realization of the system producing the noise-free 
signal. This leads to the Hankel Singular Value Decomposition (HSVD) algorithm 
which is shown to be equivalent theoretically to Prony’s m ethod but displays superior 
estim ation accuracy when applied to real and simulated data. This difference in 
sensitivity to perturbations in the data is due to the nature of the computations in 
the two approaches. The HSVD algorithm uses a singular value decomposition which 
is less sensitive to perturbations than the corresponding Propy step, and replaces 
the calculation of zeros of a large order polynomial by the solution of the eigenvalues 
of a normal m atrix.
Two-dimensional NMR experiments provide a spectral estim ation problem that can 
be solved by a sequence of applications of the one-dimensional HSVD algorithm. In 
the NMR context, no other technique available is reliable enough to estim ate the 
param eters from the resulting data sets which are modelled as the sum of many 
damped complex exponentials.
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C h ap ter 1
In trod u ction
1.1 M otiva tion
This study on param eter estim ation of models of many damped exponentials is moti­
vated by the problem of spectral estim ation in Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) 
spectroscopy. The data collected is the m agnetisation of the precessing molecules in 
solution as they settle to equilibrium after being perturbed by a magnetic pulse, and 
is referred to as the Free Induction Decay (FID). The FID can be modelled as a sum 
of dam ped complex exponentials. For complicated molecules there may be many 
hundreds of term s in the model. Thus the aim of this thesis is to investigate param ­
eter estim ation techniques for such models. The features of the different algorithms 
to be discussed cover theoretical statistical foundations, computational aspects of 
the implementations and possible problems when applying these algorithms to real 
data. Amongst other things, this will require tha t the algorithm does not develop 
numerical ill-conditioning as the number of term s in the model and also the number 
of data points become large.
A restriction on previous comparative studies is the large amount of computer time
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required for these analyses on conventional machines. To avoid this, it has been com­
mon practice to use estim ation methods which assume statistical properties such as 
stationarity to estim ate param eters in the damped exponential model for which the 
data  is not stationary. This is frequently justified on the grounds tha t the resulting 
com putation time is minimised. However with the advent of supercomputers, it is 
possible to concentrate on implementing theoretically sound methods rather than 
methods tha t minimise com putational time. Ideally, a param eter estim ation tech­
nique which gives the best possible estimates for noisy data will satisfy statistical 
requirements such as consistency and minimum variance. In fact, as the NMR data 
is expensive and time-consuming to collect, long com putation times for the analy­
ses are acceptable, provided the techniques used extract the maximum amount of 
information from the experimental data.
1.2 Fourier Transform
The data  in the FID is collected as complex data as the m agnetisation is measured
in two perpendicular directions. The FID is modelled as follows,
K
y(n)  =  2^ rjte,fl!>ke^_bfc+l27r^ fc^Atn -f e(n) (1.1)
Jfc=i
for n = 1 where e(n) is complex normal noise. The param eters and fa
represent the am plitude and phase of the K  exponentials while 6jt and fk are the 
damping and frequency param eters and A t is the tim e interval between observations.
The chemist prefers to extract information from the Fourier transform spectrum  of 
the noise-free tim e domain data. That is,
V  frfcA* +  i2ir(fk -  f ) A t
h \ rke (6* A0 2 + (2*(/jfc -  / )  At)2 ‘
This represents a sum of K  complex Lorentzian lineshapes. As /  —> for each k 
the spectrum  displays peaks and the sharpness of these peaks is governed by the
2
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Figure 1.1: Simulated Free Induction Decay.
damping parameters 6*. The larger bk the wider the peak. As 6* —► 0 we approach 
the line spectrum of a non-damped sum of sinusoids.
Thus the parameters of the model (1.1) can be interpreted as follows, the fk are the 
frequencies at which the spectrum has peaks, the 6* are related to the width of the 
peaks and the complex amplitudes are equal to the amplitudes and phases of the 
spectral peaks. Figure (1.1) shows a simulated FID and Figure (1.2) is its Fourier 
transform spectrum.
There are, however, some problems with using the discrete Fourier transform on 
NMR data sets. A major problem arises if the data set is truncated so that it 
does not completely cover the decay of the damping parameters. This leads to
3
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Frequency /
F igu re 1.2: Fourier Transform Spectrum
Following figures use the same axes.
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leakage of peaks into the sidelobes of the transform. Possible filtering methods to 
reduce this effect are discussed in Stephenson (1988). The most common method 
in practice is to multiply the decaying FID by a bell-shaped window function. This 
unfortunately leads to a loss of resolution in the spectrum  because it broadens the 
peaks. Intuitively this is to be expected because there will be a loss of information 
from the initial part of the FID and this is the portion of the decaying signal with 
the highest signal to noise ratio. The artifacts introduced into the spectrum by 
the Fourier transform and the loss of resolution due to attem pts to eliminate these 
artifacts mean tha t, for a noisy data set with close peaks, it may be impossible to 
separate spectral peaks or to discern signal from noise peaks.
It is because of these disadvantages of using the Fourier transform spectrum  that 
alternative param eter estim ation techniques are being developed. The aim of such 
techniques is to produce accurate estim ates of all 4K  param eters in the model (1.1) 
and, if so desired, these estim ates can be used to generate an estim ate of the spec­
trum .
Most results of estim ation procedures are presented as a spectral plot in this the­
sis as it leads to direct visual comparison with the Fourier transform. There are 
several forms of spectra from which to choose. The NMR chemist prefers to use 
phase-sensitive spectra which are obtained from various quadrants of the real and 
imaginary parts of the spectrum . The examples in this thesis are all plotted as abso­
lute value spectra. Such spectra display the same characteristics as a phase-sensitive 
spectrum  and both are obtained from the same set of estimates of the parameters 
in (1.1). Because different NMR experiments lead to different constructions of the 
phase-sensitive spectra, the absolute value spectrum  is chosen for plotting as being 
more standard.
Thus when a spectrum  in this thesis is plotted from the estim ates of the 4K  param-
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eters of the tim e domain model the formula used is as follows,
K  rk
S{ f )  =  t i  (6kA 0 2 +  (2x(fk ~ f W ) 2
or equivalently,
K  rk
S{n)  =  £ [  (bkA t y  +  (2x( fkAt  -  n S W/ N ) ) 2 
where n =  1 , . . . ,  N  and where S W  is the spectral width. W hen a Fourier transform 
spectrum  is plotted it is also the absolute value spectrum  of the calculated discrete 
Fourier transform.
1.3 N on-L inear L east Squares
To fit the model (1.1) to the data y ( l ) , . . .  , y ( N)  a non-linear least squares problem 
must be solved. For normal noise, the maximum likelihood param eter estimates
rk,<t>k, bk and fk minimise the sum of squares
KN
£
71=1
y(n) -  £  r t e,**e(- ,,‘+i2' /‘)A<n 
k =  1
(1.3)
This is a non-linear optimization problem and has the reputation of being difficult to 
solve. Any optimization procedure used requires initial estimates of the parameters 
to begin its iterative minimisation. Badly chosen initial estimates will lead to the 
minimisation converging (if it can) to a local rather than a global minimum.
Another difficulty with this least squares problem is th a t the response surface repre­
sented by (1.3) as a function of the 4K  param eters displays large flat areas around 
the true param eter values. This means tha t for a large range of param eter values, 
there may not be a significant reduction in the sum of squares. It is not easy to find 
a minimum in such a situation.
Varah (1985) considers this problem when fitting sums of real exponentials. He 
shows tha t, for two particular models, the response surfaces display flat areas around
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the correct minimum point. Similar results can be shown for specific examples of 
the model (1.1).
Figures (1.3) and (1.4) show the response surface at different values of the parameters 
in the model
yt =  2e-< cos t +  2.5e_1'5< cos l At.
By expressing the cosine term s as the sum of conjugate complex term s this model 
can be w ritten in the same form as (1.1). As there are more than two parameters 
in this case the response surface is plotted as a function of two of the parameters 
while the remaining param eters are fixed at their true values. Figure (1.3) gives 
a plot of the sum of squares (1.3) for varying values of the frequencies / i  and f 2. 
The true values of / i  and / 2 are 1.0 and 1.4 and &i,62,ri and r 2 are held at their 
true values in the model for the calculations. The resulting response surface should 
display a clear minimum at the true values of f i  and / 2. However Figure (1.3) has 
a long valley shape making it difficult to exactly find the minimum. Figure (1.4) 
shows the response surface as a function of the damping param eters b\ and &2 with 
the frequencies and am plitudes held constant. It is even more difficult to find a 
minimum point here as the surface is mainly flat.
Because of the difficulty of solving this non-linear optimization problem, alternative 
param eter estim ation techniques are used. Most of these methods are known to 
be sub-optimal in some way; some ignore the decay in the data and others will 
be shown to treat a complicated error term  as normal noise in order to obtain a 
solution. However these techniques may provide satisfactory initial estimates to 
start the non-linear iterative optimization.
7
p l o t  o f  f 1 f 2 s u r  f d e e
F igu re  1.3: Response Surface as a Function of the Frequencies.
p l o t  o f  b 1 b 2  s u r f a c e
F igu re  1.4: Response Surface as a Function of the Dampings.
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1.4 A u toregression  and Linear P red ic tio n
A full review of the application of autoregressive and linear predictive methods to 
NMR data  is given in Stephenson (1988) and this section summarises his review. 
Much of the relevant theory is drawn from Kay and Marple (1981) or can be found 
in Marple (1987). The motivation for using linear prediction comes from the com­
monly used practice of zero-filling to increase the resolution of the Fourier transform 
spectrum . For truncated NMR data a Fourier transform spectrum  of more points 
than the tim e domain data can be obtained by extending the data set with zero 
entries to the required number of points before doing the transform. This will pro­
duce more points in the spectrum  and so appear to improve the resolution but it is 
not the correct spectrum. If it is possible to predict the shape of the data after the 
truncation then predicted data values can be used rather than zero values. Then, 
if the prediction is accurate, the resulting Fourier transform will genuinely be of 
higher resolution.
The function used to define the prediction relationship is the linear form
M
y(n ) = ~  a ( m ) y ( n - m )  +  e(n) (1.4)
m = l
for n =  1 , . . . ,  N  and where e(n) is assumed to be white noise. This is called Linear 
Prediction or LP and defines y(n)  as satisfying an autoregressive (AR) model. It 
will be shown in Chapter 2 th a t, for data modelled as a sum of exponentials as in 
(1.1), the linear prediction relationship satisfied is actually an autoregressive moving 
average (ARMA) model because the error term  has a more complicated structure 
than just white noise.
There are several methods for solving for the coefficients a ( m ) in (1.4). In summary 
they all involve setting up a m atrix  of autocorrelation coefficients which is then used 
in a Levinson recursion to solve the Yule-Walker equations to give the coefficients
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a(m).  There are improvements to this method due to Burg (1967) and, as such, 
the autoregressive modelling technique has been applied to NMR data, see Ni and 
Scheraga (1986). There is, however, a serious problem in applying the AR modelling 
to damped exponentials. The major assumption made in setting up the Yule-Walker 
equations which define a recursive relationship between the autocorrelation coeffi­
cients in terms of the LP coefficients is that the data is stationary. In fact such 
an assumption is crucial in defining and calculating the autocorrelation coefficients 
with NMR data. This assumption is invalid because the decay in the data means 
that it is not stationary. That is, statistical properties of the data such as the mean 
are not constant over time. This same assumption of stationarity is required for the 
Burg modification. As a result autoregressive methods are not suitable for modelling 
damped exponentials. In some NMR experiments the damping is extremely light 
and in this situation Ni and Scheraga (1986) and Barone et al. (1987) claim limited 
success with AR modelling.
A more justifiable approach to solving for the coefficients of (1.4) is the covariance 
method. In this case the LP coefficients a(m) are solved directly from an overde­
termined system of equations defined by (1.4). In the autoregressive modelling case 
it is the normal equations arising from these equations which are used. For the 
covariance method the a(m) are found as the least squares solution to the system 
of equations y = Aa,
'  y ( M+  1) N
v y( N)  j
y(M)  — 1)
Ky ( N -  1) y(N — 2) y ( N - M )
Tang and Norris (1986) use this approach and discuss the virtues of using either 
the Householder decomposition or the singular value decomposition of the matrix A 
to solve the equations. These authors then use the LP coefficients to calculate the 
spectrum directly. To do this, the LP coefficients are used to extend the data indefi-
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nitely and the Fourier transform is obtained from the z transform of the infinite data 
set. Tang and Norris refer to this as the LPZ spectrum. This method of spectral 
estim ation is not pursued any further herein for two reasons. Firstly the LP method 
is purely a data  analysis approach and does not have any true statistical foundations 
which are necessary for a technique to be reliable at higher noise levels. For the LP 
m ethod the error e(n) is simply a prediction error and cannot be modelled proba­
bilistically. The second problem with using the LPZ method is in the calculation 
of the spectrum . W ithout going into details, suffice it to say tha t the calculation 
involves taking the Fourier transform of a truncated set of numbers. This leads to 
the same artifacts in the spectrum  as those seen when taking the Fourier transform 
of the original data.
A m ajor disadvantage of these LP methods is tha t the spectral estim ate does not 
give estim ates of the param eters in the model. Such param eter estimates will prove 
to be necessary in applications to NMR spectroscopy.
1 .5  T h e s is  O u tlin e
The most widely used m ethod for estim ating the param eters of the model (1.1) is 
Prony’s m ethod. Details of the conventional Prony’s method are given in Chapter 
2. Param eter estim ates obtained by this method are shown to be statistically sub- 
optim al in tha t they are not statistically consistent. This means tha t, for noisy data, 
increasing the number of data  points does not necessarily improve the accuracy of the 
param eter estimates. For a statistically consistent estim ation technique increasing 
the number of data  points produces param eter estim ates that converge to their true 
values. In practice Prony’s m ethod may produce adequate estimates when the signal 
to noise ratio is high but the reliability of the estim ates deteriorates rapidly as the 
noise level is increased.
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Chapter 2 also contains discussions of two modifications of Prony’s algorithm. These 
are the GRA algorithm of Osborne and Smyth (1987) and the ORA algorithm of 
Bresler and Macovski (1986). The first of these is statistically consistent while the 
la tter may be when a scaling constraint takes particular forms. Although both the 
GRA and ORA algorithms work well on data modelled by one or two exponentials, 
neither of these methods proves to be robust enough to apply to NMR type models 
with many damped complex exponentials. Some reasons for this are given in the 
conclusions of Chapter 2.
An extended Prony method is discussed in the work of Kumaresan and Tufts (1982). 
This proves to be more useful than the conventional Prony method on noisy data 
sets. Chapter 3 of this thesis is devoted to a discussion of the Kumaresan-Tufts 
algorithm. Spectral estimates arising from its application to a variety of simulated 
data  sets are given. This m ethod still does not produce accurate param eter estimates 
at more than minimal noise levels and so is not considered satisfactory for use on 
experimental data. The relationship between the numerical rank of a coefficient 
m atrix required in the calculations and the success of the algorithm at different 
noise levels is also investigated in some detail.
In Chapter 4 the Hankel Singular Value Decomposition (HSVD) algorithm for pa­
ram eter estim ation of sums of complex exponentials is given. This algorithm is 
based on a state-space interpretation of the underlying system producing the noise- 
free signal. This is shown to be theoretically equivalent to the conventional Prony’s 
m ethod but, in practice, it far outperforms any of the Prony type methods. Some 
theoretical justification for this is given as well as the spectral estimates obtained 
by applying the HSVD algorithm to the same simulated data sets used in Chapter 
3. Results of the analysis of a real NMR data set are then presented to show a 
practical application of the HSVD algorithm. The problem of estim ating the num­
ber of term s in the exponential is also covered and methods for estim ating K  from
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the output of the HSVD algorithm are discussed. This is an im portant part of the 
application of param eter estim ation techniques to real NMR data where the number 
of exponentials, K , is usually not known.
Current experimental practice in NMR studies is to extend the one-dimensional 
model to a two-dimensional sum of complex damped exponentials resulting in a two- 
dimensional spectrum. Various approaches for estim ating such spectra are discussed 
in Chapter 5 with the final decision being made to use a sequence of applications of 
the HSVD algorithm. This procedure is implemented on some simulated data sets 
to show its efficiency.
Some suggestions for future research are made in Chapter 6 and the m ajor conclu­
sions of the thesis summarised.
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C hapter 2
P ron y’s M ethod
2.1 In trod u ction
Prony’s m ethod has a long history of application to the modelling of experimental 
data as the sum of exponentials. The original formulation due to Baron de Prony 
(1795) is used to fit K  real exponentials to K  data points. The technique has since 
been extended to cover complex exponentials and larger numbers of data points. In 
this form it is widely used in many signal processing applications.
This chapter details the conventional Prony’s method. However the implementation 
of the algorithm and a study of its performance are left to the next chapter. After 
the outline of Prony’s m ethod there follows a discussion of some theoretical results 
th a t show th a t the conventional Prony’s m ethod does not provide statistically satis­
factory estim ates. There are two alternative proposed modifications. The Gradient 
Condition Reweighting Algorithm (GRA) is a modified Prony’s m ethod tha t is sta­
tistically consistent and the Objective Function Reweighting Algorithm (ORA) is 
shown, in a new result, to be statistically consistent when particular constraints are 
imposed. Indications are given of the possible complexities of implementing these
14
last two algorithms for models with many damped complex exponentials.
2.2 C on ven tion al P r o n y ’s M eth o d
Prony’s method for estim ating the param eters in a model expressed as a sum of
complex exponentials is a three-step procedure. Let the data be modelled as
K
y(n) = ^  rke'<t>ke(-f>k+*‘2nfk)&tn e^  (2.1)
k=\
for n =  1,2, . . . ,7V and where e(n) is a complex normal random variable. For 
this section we will assume tha t the data y(n)  are complex variates. For real data 
represented by a sum of K  real sinusoids a model of the form (2.1) has 2K  terms 
with each sinusoid expressed as a sum of a complex exponential and its complex 
conjugate.
If the noise-free part of the model is referred to as p(n)  it can be shown that the 
/x(n) satisfy a finite difference equation
K
fi(n) = — b(k)p(n — k ) (2.2)
k=i
for n =  K  +  1 , . . . ,  TV. The coefficients 6(1) , . . . ,  6(7V) are referred to as the Prony 
coefficients.
Now let Zk =  exp(—bk +  i2irfk)At  and define the polynomial B [ z ) =  n £ = i(z — Zk).
Kay and Marple (1981) give a derivation of the result tha t
B(z)  = z K +  6(1)zk - 1 +  b(2)zK~2 +  •. • +  b(K)  (2.3)
which means tha t the Zk are the roots of the K  degree polynomial formed from the 
Prony coefficients. The frequencies and dampings fk and bk can be obtained from 
the roots Zk.
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Using the estim ates for fk and 6*. a second least squares problem can be solved to 
estim ate the amplitudes r*. and phases <f>k.
In summary then, the three steps of Prony’s method are as follows,
i. Estim ate the Prony coefficients b(k) in /i(n) =  — Ylk=i b(k)ii(n — &)•
ii. Use these estimates to find the zeros of the polynomial B(z)  = z K -f 
b(l )zK~1 +  b(2)zK~2 +  . . .  +  b(K)  =  0.
iii. Solve for the r* and 0*.
Of course, in practice, we do not know the values of the noise-free model /z(n) and 
will have to use the noisy data  y(n).  As a result the results (2.2) and (2.3) become 
approxim ate and the amount of noise will affect the accuracy of the final parameter 
estimates.
Let the noise-free part of the model be
fi(n) = y(n) -  e(n),
then it follows tha t
K
y(n)  -  e(n) =  /x(n) = ~ Y 1  K k ) (y(n ~  k ) ~  e(n ~  k) ) »
k=l
y ( n ) =  -  6(/:)y(n -  A;) +  ^  6(^)e(n “  (2-4)
A:=l Jk=0
where 6(0) =  1. This is, in fact, an ARM A (autoregressive moving average) model. 
Such models are difficult to estim ate. In the NMR context with damped data, 
the usual methods which rely on assumed stationarity and the calculation of au­
tocorrelation coefficients will be unsuitable and iterative optimisation methods are 
necessary.
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In practice it is usual to ignore the moving average structure of the error term  in 
(2.4) and to assume that the model satisfies
K
y{n ) ~  -  K k )y{n -  k) +  e(n) say. (2.5)
k= l
The Prony coefficients are then estim ated as the least squares solution to the overde­
term ined system of equations
- b ( l ) y ( K ) - b ( 2 ) y ( K - l ) - . . . - b ( K ) y ( l )  =
—b(l)y(N  — 1) — b(2)y(N — 2) — . . .  — b(K)y(N — K )  = y(N).
This is N  — K  equations in K  unknowns.
The following section shows tha t the estim ates of the Prony coefficients thus ob­
tained do not satisfy desirable statistical properties. Chapter 3 discusses numerical 
problems associated with solving for the b(k). These estim ates of the b(k) obtained 
from the above set of equations are then used as the coefficients of the polynomial
B(z)  = zK +  6(1)**“ 1 +  . . .  +  b{K). •
The K  roots of the polynomial are where Zk is equal to exp(—6* +  i2irfk)At.
By taking logarithms of the **, the estim ates of the dampings and frequencies are 
obtained.
Let £\ , . . .  ,£k be the estim ates of the Zk and let c* =  for k = 1 , . . . , K .
Then using the estim ates Zk in the model (2.1) gives the following system of linear
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equations to be solved for the ck.
u Z2  •
.  \  
. Z K
A z \  . z 2 • ZK
(  \  
Cl , ( U  1
• C2
=
»(2)
•
\  C K  J v y ( N )  )
~ NV $  *
J v
• • z k )
( 2.6)
A discussion of the practical numerical considerations in solving this system of equa­
tions for damped data is given in Chapter 3.
2.3 S ep aration  o f V ariables in th e  E xp on en tia l 
M od el
To investigate some statistical properties of Prony’s method of param eter estimation 
we need to return to the original nonlinear least squares formulation of the param eter 
estim ation problem discussed in Chapter 1. T hat is, for data modelled as
K
y in ) = J 2  c*zk +  e(n)
it= i
for n =  1,2, . . . , iV,  the least squares estim ates of the param eters ck and zk(k = 
1 , 2 , . . . ,  K ) are obtained by solving the minimisation problem as follows: 
minciZ (j>(c, z) where <£(c, z) =  (y -  fi)H(y  -  /*), 
and y  =  ( y ( l ) , . . . ,  y{n))T,
and /x =  (E ?= i ckzk, Ejt=i c \z \ ,  • . .  , E fL i $ zk ) T •
This is more succinctly expressed as
y  =  A (z)c (2.7)
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where A(z) is the N  x K  m atrix
A(z) =
Z\ z 2 ... .  Z K
7 2z i z 2 .. z lK
z \ z 2 . ..  z k
Z (zj , Z2, . . . , Z/( ) j
and c is the vector of complex amplitudes,
C =  (c i , c2, . .  - , C K ) T .
Recall tha t ck =  rkel<f>k and 2 * =  exp(—bk +  i2irfk)A t  in the terminology of the first 
chapter.
Thus the objective function to be minimised is
(f)(c, z) =  (y -  A(z)c)// (y -  A(z)c). (2.8)
In the model (2.1) the param eters c i , . . . ,  ck are referred to as the linear parameters 
of the model while the exponentials Zi , . . . , zk  are the nonlinear parameters. An 
alternative but equivalent objective function can be obtained by separating the 
linear and nonlinear param eters. Golub and Pereyra (1973) show tha t for any fixed 
value of z the sum of squares
<t>(C, z) =  (y -  /i)"(y -  n)
is minimised by
c(z) =  (A//A)_1A //y
where the notation A(z) to  show the dependence of A on the param eters in z has 
been simplified for convenience.
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Substituting this expression for c(z) into (3.2) gives 
t/)(z) =  <j>(c(z ),z )
=  (y -  A ( A H A)~l A H y ) H (y  -  A (A HA)_1A"y)
=  y"(I -  A(AHA)_1A W)H(I -  A (A ff A)_1A w)y 
= y H( I -  A (A ffA ) - 1Aw)y
= y " ( I - P A)y (2.9)
where I is the N x N identity m atrix and P A = A(A'^A ) - 1  A -1' is the projection 
m atrix  on to the column space of the m atrix A.
Thus an alternative to minimising the objective function <^ >(c, z) is to minimise ip(z) 
with respect to the param eters in z and then to use these estim ates of z to find 
the estim ates of c. However this still involves a non-linear optim isation and the 
objective function can be further modified by introducing the Prony coefficients.
Define the N  x (N  — K)  m atrix X as
b{K)* 0
b(K — 1)* b(KY
x =
6(1)* 6(2)*
6(0)* 6(1)* ...
0 6(0)* • • •
\
0
0
0
0
where 6(0) =  1 and * denotes complex conjugate.
Hi)*  
HO) * ,
It follows tha t from (2.2) tha t
XHn = 0 .
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But X ^ /i =  X wA c and thus X ^ A  =  0, tha t is, the columns of X  and A span 
orthogonal spaces.
Returning to (2.9) we see that
j/>(z) = y " ( I - P A)y
= y" P x y
=  y HX ( X HX ) - l X Hy. (2. 10)
This form of rp(z) becomes the objective function for the first step of Prony’s method 
and ip(z) is minimised with respect to the Prony coefficients 6(0), 6 (1 ) ,. . . ,  6(A) 
rather than with respect to the param eters z of the original model. The final step 
to estim ate the complex amplitudes remains unchanged and an interm ediate step of 
solving for the z from the Prony coefficients is introduced. This is just the step of 
finding the roots of a polynomial discussed previously.
This separation of the variables and expression of the objective function in terms 
of the Prony coefficients appears in the works of Bresler and Macovski (1986), Ku- 
m aresan, Scharf and Shaw (1986), and Evans and Fischl (1973). It is also dealt 
with fully in the work of Osborne and Smyth (1987).
To show the dependence of 'ip(z ) on the Prony coefficients b  we can further modify 
equation (2.10). Introduce the (N  — K ) x K  m atrix Y  as follows,
y(k  +  1) y(k) y (i)
y(k +  2) y{k + 1) ••• 1/(2)
y(N)  y ( N - l )  ■■■
It is easily seen that
X Hy  = Y b.
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Substitution in (2.10) gives
il>(z) = xf>{b) = b HY H{ X HX ) - 1Y b .  (2.11)
The objective function ip is now more clearly shown to be a function of b. The 
statistical properties of the estim ates of the Prony coefficients and hence the esti­
m ates of the frequencies and dampings in the model (2.1) depend on the statistical 
expected value of ^>(b), or equivalently ip(z), and the m ethod used to minimise it.
In the conventional Prony’s m ethod outlined in the preceding section the first step 
of solving an approximate least squares problem to estim ate b is equivalent to min­
imising an objective function
=  b ^ Y ^ Y b  (2.12)
in which the central term  of (2.11), (X ^ X )-1 , is set equal to the identity m atrix. 
This follows from equation (2.5) where the error term  e(n ) is treated as white noise. 
Kay and Marple (1981) acknowledge this deficiency in Prony’s method and refer to 
the suboptim al conventional Prony’s method as the extended Prony’s method.
The function ?/>(b) which is to be minimised is a non-linear function of the Prony 
coefficients b so an iterative optimisation procedure must be used. It is reasonable 
to assume th a t a solution to the conventional Prony algorithm, (2.12), will provide 
starting values for this iteration. It is also worth noting at this point th a t the Prony 
coefficients will be constrained in some way leading to a constrained optim ization 
problem. The usual constraint is to require tha t 6(0) =  1. The constraint b ^ b  =  1 is 
also frequently used and others are possible. Kahn, Mackisack, Osborne and Smyth 
(1991) investigate the effect of the scaling of b on the behaviour of the solution to 
the constrained optimisation. They show tha t it is far from trivial in many cases. 
Further discussion of this result occurs in the following sections.
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A full statem ent of the minimisation problem is now given as follows,
minV>(b) =  b HY H( X HX ) - ' Y b  (2.13)
b
subject to the constraint 0(b) =  1.
There are two proposed methods for solving this problem, the modified Prony al­
gorithm of Osborne and Smyth (1987) and the supposedly maximum likelihood 
m ethod proposed by Bresler and Macovski (1986). The differences between the two 
methods depend on the interrelationship between the updating of the estimates of 
b and the solution of the stationary points of the constrained objective function.
Osborne and Smyth find the gradient of the constrained objective function, tha t is,
V(V>(b) + A(rf(b) -  1))
and set this equal to zero. This is the necessary condition for the objective function 
to be minimised subject to the constraint and A is a Lagrange multiplier. The 
solution to this can be expressed as a nonlinear eigenvalue problem which is solved 
for new estim ates of b given the current estim ates. Kahn et al. refer to this as 
GRA, the Gradient condition Reweighting Algorithm and a full discussion of this 
algorithm is given in the following section.
Bresler and Macovski update the objective function directly and treat (X ^ X )-1 as 
constant for each iteration. This reduces the problem to a quadratic minimisation at 
each iteration. Kahn et al. refer to this as ORA, the Objective function Reweighting 
Algorithm. Bresler and Macovski call it the IQML algorithm for Iterative Quadratic 
Maximum Likelihood. Section 2.5 of this chapter shows, however, tha t the resulting 
estim ates are not maximum likelihood.
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2.4 G radient C on d ition  R ew eigh tin g  A lgorithm
In this section it will be assumed that real models are being used, tha t is
K
y (n ) =  ocke~ßktn (2.14)
k = i
for n = 1 , 2 , . . . ,  TV and where a k is real and ßk has a positive real part and, if the
imaginary part is non-zero, then the complex conjugate of ßk also occurs with the
same a k. This leads to models of the form
K
y ( n ) =  a k e ~ 0ktn cos ( f kt n +  <t>k)
k =i
where, in this case, the ßk are real. The real and imaginary parts of the complex 
NMR Free Induction Decay can be modelled in this way with K equal to twice the 
number of peaks.
To discuss some statistical properties of the estim ates of b we need to look at the 
asym ptotic behaviour of the estimates as the number of data points tends to infinity. 
For transient data if t n becomes infinite as n increases, for example tn = n, then 
ultim ately the data being collected gives no information on the model parameters. 
For large enough n the data  would just be noise. We thus require tha t the number 
of observations becomes infinite while t n remains within a finite tim e interval. This 
interval is chosen to be [0,1] and, for example, for equally spaced points in time 
t n =  n /N .
Osborne (1975) and Osborne and Smyth (1987) show tha t the objective function
V>( b) = bTYT(XTX )-1Yb 
= yTX(XTX )_1 Xry
is independent of the scaling of b but impose the constraint bTb =  1 so tha t the 
elements of b remain finite. They show that the necessary condition for
V>(b) + A(bTb -  1)
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to be a minimum is achieved when its gradient with respect to b is zero, that is
(B (b) -  AI)b =  0.
In this formula A is the Lagrange multiplier and B is the (K  +1) x (K + 1) symmetric 
m atrix function of b with elements
Bh =  y TX i(X TX ) - 1x T y  -  y TX (X TX )_1X fX J(X TX )_1X Ty  (2.15)
rs -y
where X, =  tha t is, a m atrix of zeros and ones.
The fact tha t 0 (b ) is independent of the scale of b implies tha t A =  0 and the 
iterative optim isation proceeds as follows: Given an estim ate b ^  solve
(B (bW ) -  A(*+1)I)b<fc+1> = 0 (2.16)
b(fc+1)Tb (fc+1) =  1
with A^+1) being the eigenvalue nearest to zero of B ( b ^ )  and b^k+v> its correspond­
ing eigenvector.
This can be solved by the method of inverse iteration and details of its implemen­
tation are given in Osborne and Smyth (1987). The similarities between the GRA 
m ethod and Pisarenko’s m ethod for frequency estim ation of purely harmonic data 
are outlined in Kahn et al. (1991). In Pisarenko’s m ethod the solution for the coef­
ficients b  is given by the eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue closest to zero 
of the variance-covariance m atrix.
It is also shown in Osborne and Sm yth’s work tha t estim ates of the Prony coeffi­
cients obtained by this m ethod are statistically consistent. That is, as the number 
of data  points becomes infinite the estim ates of the elements of b  tend to the true 
values which can be calculated as elementary functions of the damping parameters 
of the model. One problem with the conventional Prony’s m ethod is tha t the lim­
iting values of the coefficients for the recurrence model discussed here are in fact
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just multiples of the binomial coefficients and do not give any information about 
the damping parameters. Osborne and Smyth prefer to use an alternative form for 
the initial difference equation (2.2). Their difference form  leads to a theoretically 
rigorous development of the asym ptotic statistical behaviour of estim ates of b ob­
tained by the GRA algorithm. The behaviour of the recurrence form  can be derived 
from the results for the difference form. However as the recurrence form given in 
(2.2) is the formulation in common usage this thesis will not expand on the differ­
ence formulation except to acknowledge its superior statistical properties. Further 
discussion appears in Kahn et al. (1991).
At this point it is worthwhile showing tha t the conventional Prony procedure does 
not lead to statistically consistent estim ates of b. From equation (2.12) we have 
tha t the conventional Prony method minimises bTY TYb subject to </>(b) =  1. The 
necessary conditions for this are
Y rYb = AV^»(b)T
where A is the Lagrange multiplier associated with the constraint.
W riting y(i) =  fi(U) +  e,- =  m  +  et- for i =  1 , . . . ,  N  where et- ~  N ( 0, cr2) and the et- 
are independent we have tha t, as n —► oo,
1  T- Y t Y
n
(
( h k + i +  ejc+i) ••• (/*n  +  ejv)
 ^ (/H + ei) ( l * N - K  +  z n - k ) }
f (v k +i +  e/c+i) (^i +  ei)
 ^ (/ijV +  ejv) • * • { f ^ N - K +  c N - k ) I
Jo
'  1 . . .  ^
+  <t2I  +  negligible terms.
\ 1 1
The  first term  is the limiting contribution of the determ inistic part of the model 
and it should be noted tha t this is not explicitly dependent on the powers of the
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exponentials in the model. The second term  is the limiting contribution of the 
stochastic part of Y TY  and it is the same order of magnitude as the contribution 
from /i. This means that the objective function used in the conventional Prony’s 
m ethod has a significant portion which is subject to the random variability of the 
data. The resultant Prony coefficient estim ates will also be highly variable for 
significant noise. So Prony’s method is inconsistent, tha t is, the estimates of b do 
not converge to the true values as the number of data points increases in a finite 
interval. For data  sets with high signal to noise ratio this will not be of great concern 
but for low signal to noise it means tha t the usual implementation of Prony’s method 
is not a reliable estim ation technique.
Returning to the GRA m ethod, it is shown by Osborne (1975) and Osborne and 
Smyth (1987) to perform well on real, non-sinusoidal data with relatively few terms 
in the model. Kundu (1990) extends the GRA method to complex data and shows 
tha t for one particular model good estim ates of the param eters are obtained. These 
estim ates also satisfy desirable asym ptotic properties such as statistical consistency.
However the GRA method does not appear to be as successful at estim ating the 
param eters of models typical of NMR data. Keeping in mind the ultim ate goal of 
finding a successful estim ation technique for very large models it is unlikely that 
asym ptotic conditions will prevail. Even data sets of 1024 points are small when 
hundreds of param eters have to be estim ated. For large models considerations of 
numerical stability and sensitivity also become im portant.
The implementation of the GRA m ethod displayed extreme sensitivity at two points 
in the algorithm. The first was in the calculation of (X TX )-1 during the derivation 
of the m atrix  B. Although X TX  is theoretically positive definite, in practice this 
property fails and various ad hoc measures must be taken to continue the calcula­
tions.
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The second problem area is that in finding the solution to (2.16), that is in finding the 
eigenvector corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue, we are solving for the b which 
makes B singular. So for a b which gives an eigenvalue close to zero, the matrix B is 
nearly singular. As a result, several different package routines for finding eigenvalues 
can fail if the straightforward approach of finding the zero eigenvalue is used. It is 
preferable to use the inverse iteration technique to find the eigenvector of the zero 
eigenvalue and Stewart (1973) suggests implementing a Cholesky decomposition of 
the matrix B when solving the ill-conditioned system of linear equations that arises 
in this method. However the sensitivity of the (XTX )-1 calculation is such that the 
GRA algorithm is not reliable even if a refined inverse iteration step is included.
Although these problems do not appear when estimating the parameters of small 
models they inhibit the application of the GRA method to NMR data with complex 
models with many exponentials.
The current version of the GRA algorithm is implemented to analyse real data. 
Appendix 2.1 gives a derivation of the method for solving for the complex parameters 
of a complex model from the two series of real data formed from the real and 
imaginary parts of the complex data series.
Kundu (1990) avoids this complication by showing that the objective function can 
be minimised by differentiating with respect to the real and imaginary parts of the 
complex Prony coefficients b. The matrix B thus obtained is of the same form as 
(2.15) with all transpose operations replaced by complex conjugate transpose.
One final problem with GRA which inhibits its application to large problems is its 
dependence on knowledge of the true value of K , the number of exponentials in the 
model. Mackisack, Osborne and Smyth (1990) show that for models with one or two 
terms exact specification of K  is required. For example, if there is one exponential, 
trying to fit a model with two does not lead to an estimation of the correct frequency.
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It is not known whether this problem is so acute for large models.
2.5 O b jective  F u n ction  R ew eigh tin g  A lgorithm
This algorithm, referred to as ORA, differs from that of the previous section in that 
the objective function rather than its gradient is treated as a function of the kth 
estim ate of the Prony param eters in order to find the (k-\-l)th estim ate. This method 
is referred to as the Iterative Quadratic Maximum Likelihood method by Bresler and 
Macovski (1986). It is also used by Kumaresan, Scharf and Shaw (1986) and appears 
first in Evans and Fischl (1973). It is shown in this section tha t the behaviour of the 
estim ates from this technique is influenced by the constraints applied to the Prony 
coefficients. This will affect the success of the ORA at estim ating parameters from 
data  with significant amounts of noise. This complication of the ORA algorithm is 
not previously discussed in the literature.
The minimisation problem (2.13) is restated for convenience:
min 0 (b ) =  brY (X TX )_1Yb (2.17)
b
subject to the constraint </>(b) = 1.
As in the previous section the discussion will be restricted to real data and real 
coefficients b. Write
M(b) = XrX
then M (b(t)) shows the dependence of the m atrix M on the k th estim ate of b, b'*h 
Then a step of the ORA iteration takes the form
b<*+1> =  min b7’YTM (b(lc))~1Yb.
b,^(b)=l
The necessary conditions for this minimisation are
Y TM(b<*>)_1Yb = AV^(b)r (2.18)
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where A is a Lagrange multiplier. By comparison with equation (2.15) it can be
seen tha t the term  corresponding to the derivative of M(b) has been om itted from
the necessary conditions. Using the notation of Osborne (1975) this term  can be
expressed as V TV where
/  n n \Vi v2 . . .  vn- k  0 . . .  0
j - 0 v i • • • vn- k - l  vn- k  • • • 0
^ 0 0 . . .  V i  V 2 . . .  V N _ K  J
and v = M (b)-1Yb and thus v TXT =  bTV T.
Consider the statistical expectation of bTV TVb given the true values of b.
£ (b TV TVb) = £ (v rXTXv)
= E(bTY TM (b)-1M (b)M (b)-1Yb)
= E(yrXTM (b)-1Xy).
Substituting y = /z + e and recalling tha t X/z = 0 and E(e) =  0 we have
£ (b TV TVb) = cr2tr(XTM (b)-1X)
= <72*r(M(b)"1XX T)
=  a 2tr( IN- K)
= (N - K ) o r 2
where £r(Ijv-*:) is the trace of the ( N — K)  x ( N — K ) identity m atrix. This is 
equal to the sum of the diagonal elements of I n - k - The derivation of the last two 
lines uses standard results on the distribution of quadratic forms and the trace of a 
product of matrices, for example tfr(ABC) =  ir (CAB) =  tr(BC A ) .  These can be 
found in texts such as Graybill (1961).
It can thus be seen tha t the missing term  in the necessary conditions (2.18) becomes 
large as the number of data  points increases and it should not be ignored. For
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normal noise, maximising the likelihood is equivalent to minimising the objective 
function (2.13). As the ORA algorithm leaves out a non-negligible term  in this 
optim ization it is not a maximum likelihood technique. However it is possible that, 
for different constraints 0(b), judicious choice of the Lagrange multiplier A will lead 
to statistically consistent estim ates of the Prony coefficients b. The proof of this uses 
the difference formulation mentioned in the previous section and then derives the 
result for the recurrence form from the constraint in term s of the Prony coefficients 
for the difference form. It shows tha t large stochastic term s in the expression (2.18) 
can be cancelled by specific combinations of A and 0(b). A full proof, to appear in 
Kahn et al. (1991), shows tha t the constraint should be expressible in terms of some 
or all of the squares of the Prony coefficients, for example, ||b||2 =  1 or 6(1)2 ~  1* 
Some simulations follow later in this chapter to display this result.
We will now prove the less specific result tha t the Lagrange multiplier is not zero 
and thus the form of the constraint affects the statistical properties of the ORA 
algorithm. This contrasts with the statem ent of Bresler and Macovski th a t the 
specific choice of the scaling constraint does not affect the final result. Both these 
authors and Kumaresan, Scharf and Shaw choose to incorporate other constraints 
on the Prony coefficients directly into the calculation of the m atrix M (b (fc)) at each 
step of the iterative procedure. These constraints ensure tha t the resultant Prony 
coefficients lead to damped or undam ped sinusoids as required by the model.
To show tha t A is not zero for the ORA algorithm return to equation (2.18). The 
gradient vector V0(b) can be considered as a product of a m atrix V0 and the vector 
of Prony coefficients b. For example, if 0(b) = ||b||2 then V0 is the identity matrix. 
Thus we can say that
E(bTY TM(b)~1Yb) = A£(bTV0b).
For the constraint 0(b) =  1 the expectation jF(bTV0b) is equal to 1. Following the
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lines of the earlier proof of jF(bTV TVb) we have that
£'(bTY TM (b)_1Yb) = ^ (y TXTM (b )-1Xy)
= (.N - K ) ( j 2.
Thus the Lagrange multiplier A is equal to (N — K)a2.
Returning to the GRA algorithm of the previous section, it can be shown that in this 
case A is zero and the scaling constraint plays no part in the estimation procedure. 
The proof is from Osborne and Smyth (1987). The GRA algorithm consists of 
solving the generalized eigenvalue problem
(B(b) -  AI)b = 0
where B satisfies equation (2.15). In this case the constraint 0(b) = ||b ||2 = 1 is 
implicit. For other constraints the identity matrix is replaced by the matrix V0. 
The objective function to be mimimised,
V>(b) = yTpxy
is independent of ||b|| and so a must  be orthogonal to b. That is,
t>T^ ^  =  2bTB(b)b = 0.
It follows that
bTB(b)b -  bTAIb =  0
and so AI =  b TB(b)b = 0 and thus the Lagrange multiplier A is zero.
This means that there is a significant difference in the implementation of the GRA 
and ORA algorithms. In the former any constraint 0(b) = 1 can be used while, for 
the latter, an inappropriate choice of scaling of b can lead to bad estimates.
To show the effect of the scaling constraint on the behaviour of the ORA algorithm 
a simple model is used. It is
y(n) = e~/3n/yv + e(n)
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for n =  1 , . . . ,  TV where e(n) is normal noise.
The noise free part of the model satisfies the difference equation
T 6(2)/z1+i — 0
for i =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  iV — 1.
The rate constant ß  is calculated from the root 2  of the polynomial 6(2) +b ( \ ) z  =  0 
as z — e~P/N.
The matrix Y  =
»(1) 2/(2) ^
y ( N - l )  
and X T is the ( N  — 1) x N  matrix
/ 6(1) 6(2) 0 0 
0 6(1) 6(2) 0 
0 0 6(1) 6(2)
V
0
0
0
6(1) 6(2)
It then follows that M (b) =  X TX  can be expressed as
6(1)2 + 6(2)2 6(1)6(2) 0 
6(1)6(2) 6(1)2 + 6(2)2 6(1)6(2)
0 6(1)6(2) 6(l)2 +  6(2)2
V 6( 1)6(2) 6(1)2 + 6(2):
Two  different constraints on b are investigated by means of simulated data sets 
with increasing noise and number of data points. The two constraints used are 
*(*>) =  |(K 1) +  6(2))2 =  1 and *(b) =  |(6 (1 )2 +  6(2)2) =  1.
In both cases the iterative procedure involves calculating the objective function 
(2.17) for the current estimate of b then minimising it subject to the particular
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constraints on b. For such a simple model the b which satisfies the constrained 
minimisation can be calculated directly. However for the second constraint this 
calculation involves choosing the particular root of a quadratic which ensures that 
the zero of 6(2)-f6(l)z = 0 falls within the unit circle. This is equivalent to the direct 
inclusion of such constraints into the calculation of the objective function mentioned 
previously. The iterative procedure continues until the estimate of b converges.
It is possible to solve this minimisation more generally by treating it as a generalised 
non-linear eigenproblem as in the GRA algorithm. From (2.18) we have that
Y TM (bw )_1Yb -  AV#> = 0.
The number of eigenvalues A and eigenvectors b of this problem depends on the 
rank of V</>. The method of inverse iteration, see Golub and van Loan (1989), can 
be used to solve for A and its eigenvector b^k+l\  the next estimate of b.
The model simulated is y(n) = 50e-5n/iV -f e(n) where e(n) ~  A (^0,<t2) and N  takes 
the values 32, 64, and 128. The values of cr are 1, 5, 10 and 25. For each value of N  
and <r, 50 different data sets are simulated and the resultant estimates of the rate 
constant ß averaged over all successful estimations. Estimations are not deemed 
successful if they fail to converge in 20 iterations or if 2  is negative. The results 
are presented in Table 2.1 for the constraint ^(6( 1) + 6(2))2 and in Table 2.2 for 
the constraint \{b(l)2 + 6(2)2). The entries in the tables give the averaged estimates 
of the parameter ß = 5 over the successfully estimated data sets. The standard 
deviation of the estimates is shown in brackets and also the number of successful 
estimations out of the 50 simulated data sets.
These results indicate that the constraint </>(b) = \{b{l)2 + b(2)2) leads to a sta­
tistically consistent estimate of the rate constant ß. For high noise levels, as the 
number of data points increases, the estimate of ß moves closer to the true value. 
This behaviour is not observed for the constraint </>(b) = ^(6(1) + 6(2))2 = 1. The
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N = 3 2 II 05 4^ II i—1 to 00
( 7 =1 -5.1012 -5.0791 -5.0950
(.0191) (.0116) (.0082)
(50) (50) (50)
(7 =  5 -8.6111 -9.0255 -8.8861
(.3178) (.2970) (.1725)
(45) (45) (48)
(7 =  10 Failed Failed Failed
on all on all on all
iterations iterations iterations
Table 2.1: Averaged estimates of ß for the constraint </>(b) = |(6(1) + b(2))2 and different values 
of N . Variance and number of successful estimations given in brackets.
COII II 4^ JV=128
( 7 = 1 -4.9813 -5.0066 -4.9911
(.0160) (.0114) (.0063)
(50) (50) (50)
<7 =  5 -4.9674 -5.0135 -5.0541
(.0783) (.0574) (.0490)
(50) (50) (50)
(7 =  10 -4.5807 -5.1011 -5.0334
(.1569) (.1232) (.0884)
(50) (50) (50)
cr =  25 -3.7376 -4.4126 -4.5186
(.2322) (.2114) (.1935)
(50) (50) (50)
Table 2.2: Averaged estimates of ß  for the constraint </>(b) = |(6 (1 )2 +  6(2)2) and different values 
of N.  Variance and number of successful estimations given in brackets.
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consistent estim ation can also be dem onstrated using the constraints ^6( l ) 2 =  1 and
\ b ( 2 f  =  1.
W hen extending the application of the ORA algorithm to more involved models 
with complex exponentials, a recurring problem is the ill-conditioning of the m atrix 
M (b ). This has already been mentioned in the previous section as a complication 
of implementing the GRA algorithm. In Appendix 2.2 to this chapter it is shown 
th a t, for the simple model of one real damped exponential the eigenvalues of M (b) 
are, in decreasing order,
A! =  +  T * 2 +  0(iV~3), and
A/v =
N 2
/? 2 +  7T2
N 2
+  0 ( N ~ 3).
Thus the condition number of M (b ) which is equal to the ratio of the largest to the 
smallest eigenvalue of M (b ) is
This gets extremely large as the number of data points increases. As a result, the 
step of calculating the inverse of M  is likely to fail and this gets to be more of 
a problem as the size of the data set increases. Osborne and Smyth (1987) show 
tha t, in general, the least and greatest singular values of the m atrix X  are 0 (1) and 
0 ( N K ) respectively. They also acknowledge the problem of the ill-conditioning of
M  =  X TX.
Bresler and Macovski (1986) and Kumaresan, Scharf and Shaw (1986) present exam­
ples of the im plem entation of the ORA algorithm on complex data. Their algorithms 
show a marked deterioration in performance as the noise level is increased past a 
threshold value. This is typical of procedures tha t are not statistically consistent. 
There are no suggestions in the literature on methods of estim ating K , the number 
of exponentials in the model and it is not clear how robust the method is to inac­
curacies in the specification of K .  This drawback and the extreme sensitivity of the
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inversion of the m atrix M as well as the effect of the scaling of the coefficients b 
lead to the conclusion tha t the ORA algorithm will not be useful for the analysis 
of NMR data. The same is true for the conventional Prony’s method and the GRA 
modification to it. However, modifications to Prony’s m ethod which can be partially 
theoretically justified and which improve its performance on noisy data sets will be 
discussed in the next chapter.
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A P P E N D IX  2.1: F in d in g  th e  co m p lex  p a ra m e te r s  fro m  tw o se ries  of rea l 
d a ta .
Let the complex data be modelled as
y(n) = Y ,  r t e ^ ‘ e(- i’*+,2’r/‘)A‘n +  e(n) 
k=1
for n =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  N.
As the objective function to be minimised for the GRA m ethod, y HP x y  or, alterna­
tively, b HY H(X.Hyi)~l Y b , is a nondifferentiable function of the complex coefficients 
b , the data  must be split into two series of real data and the param eters of the real 
models estim ated.
Let y(n)  =  yi(n)  -f iy2(^), then
Vi{n ) = £  r *e bkAtn cos(27r/fcA*n +  <f>k) +  ei(n)
k=l
and
y*{n ) =  £  r*e bkAtU sin(27r/fcA tn  -(- <J)k) +  e2(n).
k = i
So, in effect, there are two series of real observations to estim ate the same 4K  
param eters. As e~bt cos (cut +  </>) and e~bt sin(u>t +  <f>) satisfy the same differential 
and hence difference equations, the two series should produce the same real Prony 
param eters b. However b  now has 2K  elements and we find both zk =  exp(—bk +  
i2irfk) and zk = exp(—bk — i27r f k) for k — 1 , . . . ,  K .
By combining the solutions obtained from the real and imaginary parts of the data
as follows the final K frequencies are obtained.
K
yi(n) = rke~bk*tn cos(27rfk A t n  +  (f>k)
k=l 
K
=  £ ÜLe *^fce ( - ftk + l'27r/ k ) Afn
k=l
_l_ — e ~ i4>ke ( - bk - r t* f k ) &tn
k=l ^
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By arbitrarily choosing as Zk those K  frequencies in the first two quadrants, tha t 
is, with 0 <  27r/fcAt < tt we can estim ate the and <j>k• Any of the Zk which are 
actually the conjugate of a true frequency in the original model will estim ate the 
corresponding phase 2ir — </>*.. Also,
m ( n )  =  £  -  r- ± e - ^ ( z i y .
k=l z z
Using the K  frequencies in the first two quadrants again gives further estimates of r* 
and <j>k and frequencies which are conjugates of the true frequencies in the complex 
model have phase estim ates of 7r — <f>k. Adding these gives
K
y{n)  =  Vi(n) +  m ( n )  =  rket4>kZk-
k=l
A simple example displays how term s cancel if conjugates of the true frequencies 
are chosen as Zk. Let K  = 2 and assume that the z\ chosen is the true Z\ while the 
z2 falling in the first two quadrants is in fact z%- Then
3/i M
iy2(n) =
|e^zr + |e - ^ ( ^ r
+  n e '(2” - * 2 ) ( z *)n +  ^ e - i(2
+ H e« * -h )(z - y  _  )ZJ .
2 2
It follows th a t
yi{n)  +  i y^n)
= n e '^ z f  + !£ (e-,'*2zjn + e*^ 2zj -  e~i<hz^n + e^2zj)
rie* ^z f +  r2ei<hz^.
For the model with K  exponentials again the param eters r* and (f>k will be estim ated
from the estim ates of fk  and b*. as
r f c e  —  Ck —  Crk “ I”  1Cik‘
For the real part of the data
K
Vi(n ) = J 2 ° k zk +  c*kz*kn
k=l 
K
= ^ ( 2 crk cos(2x/fcA^n) — 2c,  ^sin(27rf k A tn ) ) e ~bkAtn.
k=1
The param eters crk and c,*, k = 1, , K  will be estim ated from an overdetermined 
system of equations as in the final step of Prony’s method. Also let
m ( n )  =  J2 d k z k ~  d k z k n
k=i
K
=  5 ^ ( 2  dik cos(27r f k A tn )  +  2 drk sin(27r fk A t  n ))e_6fcAtn
k=i
with the drk and d^  similarly estimated.
Thus the coefficient of in y{n ) =  yi(n) +  iy2 (n) is
Crk “h T drk T ld{k — (Crk T drk) T T difc),
and the coefficient of (z£)n is
Crk ICik drk T — (Crk drk) Ct'jfc ^xk)'
ff the true z* has been chosen then crk = drk and c,jt =  d ^  and the coefficient of 
(z l )n is zero, ff the conjugate z* has been chosen then crk =  — drk and c,jt =  — d^  
and the coefficient of z£ is zero. In practical implementations these equalities will 
hold only approximately and for many peaks the cancellations may not be exact 
enough to produce the peaks of the complex model without ambiguity.
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A P P E N D IX  2.2: E ig en v a lu es  of M (b) for s im p le  m o d e l.
The m atrix  M (b ) =  X X T is given by
/ 0 0 
0 0 
0 0
V
Here, b\ and 62 represent the 6(1) and 6(2) of the main body of the chapter. Using 
the fact tha t the eigenvalues of the m atrix
b\ +  62 6 1 6 2 0 0
6i 62 b\ +  62 6 1 6 2 0
0 6 1 6 2 b\ + b\ 6 1 6 2
0 0 0 0
2 - 1 0 0 . . .  0
- 1  2 - 1 0 . . .  0
0 - 1 2 - 1 . . .  0
0 0 0 - 1  2
n ( £ ) 2 i = 1,2, . . . , n  -
=  1, 2, . . . , n  - 1,2 =  1, 2,
eigenvalues of M (b ) are
\  =  6^  +  62 +  26162 +  4(—6i62)sin2 ^
=  (6? +  *>2) -4 6 i6 2sin2 ( ^ )
The eigenvectors v,- are the same as those above with elements given by (vt)j =  
^ s i n  ( ^ )  =  l , 2 , . . . , n  -  l , i  =  l , 2, . . . , n  -  1.
For true values of 61 and 62, whatever the scaling constraint imposed, the Prony 
coefficients satisfy
b2 =  - e ~ % .
It then follows tha t
^ ( ß 2 +  i V )  + 0(n-3)
for 2 =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  n — 1.
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C h ap ter 3
E x ten sio n s and Im p lem en ta tio n s  
o f  P r o n y ’s M eth o d
3.1 In tro d u ctio n
Despite the wide use of the conventional Prony’s method it is well known that the 
resulting estim ates of the dampings and frequencies in the model are not reliable. 
As a result some m ajor modifications are in common usage. In the next section the 
details of the Kumaresan-Tufts extension of Prony’s method are given. It is then 
shown th a t problems arise when using this method for data with signal to noise ratio 
below a certain value. This threshold behaviour is well known but the concentration 
on the numerical rank of the coefficient m atrix presented here is different from 
previous explanations. For high signal to noise ratio the literature on the numerical 
performance of the Kumaresan-Tufts method is reviewed in Section 3.4. Finally 
some results are presented to show the performance of an extended Prony’s method 
on data  sets with several damped complex exponentials and noise of varying levels. 
These analyses are compared with those of an alternative estim ation procedure in
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Chapter 4.
Before moving on to the discussion of the next section some motivation is given by 
looking at the behaviour of the coefficient matrix A of the overdetermined system 
of linear equations to be solved in the first step of the conventional Prony method. 
Recall that, for data modelled as
K
y(n) = £ r.t e,**e(- ,,‘+i2’r/t>A,,i + e(n)
k = l
for n = 1 , t he noise free part of the model, //(n), satisfies a finite order 
difference equation as follows,
K n) =  -  K k)»(n -  * ) •
k= l
The Prony or linear prediction coefficients are estimated by finding the minimum 
norm solution to the system of equations Ab = Y, where
'  —y(K)  - y ( K - \ )-2,(1) N
- v ( K  + 1) -y(K)■■■ 2)A =  ,
K - y { N -  1) - y ( N - 2 ) . . .
b =  (6(1),..., b(K) f,  and Y = 1 ) , . . . ,  y(N))T.
Theoretically the rank of the matrix A should be equal to K.  But in practice with 
noisy data, A behaves as though it is of rank less than K . To display this we look 
at the singular values of A. The numerical rank or effective rank of A is the value 
of k after which the singular values cr* show a sudden drop to a low noise level. A 
more formal definition is given in Section 3.3. In theory the singular values should 
be non-zero for k =  1 , . . . ,  K  and then zero. The effect of the noise in the data is 
to make the zero singular values non-zero and, if the noise level is high enough, to 
decrease the markedness of the cutoff at K . If the matrix A displays a numerical
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rank less than the number of exponentials in the model, then some of the frequencies 
will not be estim ated by the Prony method.
Figure 3.1 displays the singular values for the m atrix A formed from a simulated 
data set of 1024 points with the underlying model having 25 peaks with varying 
am plitudes between 400 and 800 and added noise with standard deviation of 100. 
From this plot it appears tha t the numerical rank of A is about 15 because thereafter 
the singular values decrease gradually. This means tha t Prony’s method would have 
trouble estim ating all the peaks in the model.
To ensure th a t the rank of the coefficient m atrix is equal to the number of peaks, 
the number of columns in A must be increased. Figure 3.2 shows the singular values 
for A when
'-  y ( M )- y ( M - l )  —y (l)  ^
- y ( M  + 1) ~ y ( M)  . . .  - y (  2)
A =
K - y ( N -  1) - y { N -  2) . . .  - y ( N  -  M)  ,
and M  = 50. The singular values now display a cutoff at 22 so the numerical rank 
of A is 22. This is an improvement but M  will need to be larger still. Figure 3.3 
shows the singular values when M  =  100 and for this value of M  the numerical rank 
of A is 25.
There will now be more Prony coefficients than the number of exponentials in the 
model and a m ethod will have to be devised to separate the resulting noise and 
signal peaks. This modification to Prony’s method is discussed in the next section.
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SINGULAR VALUES,M=25
100009
80000
70000
60000
50000
40000
30000
1 00 00
F ig u re  3 .1 : Singular values o f the m a trix  A for M=25. Num erical rank o f A is 15.
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SINGULAR VALUES,M=50
1 1 0 0 0 9
1 0 0 0 0 9
8 0 0 0 0
7 0 0 0 0
6 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0
I I I I I I I I I
Figure 3.2: Singular values of the matrix A for M=50. Numerical rank of A is 22.
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3.2 K u m aresan -Tufts P ron y  M eth o d
The m ajor modification to Prony’s method introduced by Kumaresan and Tufts 
(1982) is to increase the length of the prediction equation. Further discussion ap­
pears in Tufts and Kumaresan (1982a, 1982b). For a model with K  exponential
term s the num ber of Prony coefficients will far exceed K.  Let the model be
K
y(n) = J 2 n e i'l,kel--h+i2*h)Atn + e(n) 
fc= 1
for n =  1 , . . . ,  N. The linear prediction equation used is of the form
M
v(n ) = Y2c(k)y(n -  k) (3.1)
k =l
for n =  M  4- 1, • • •, N.  This is referred to as forward prediction. Kumaresan and 
Tufts advocate the use of backwards prediction defined as
M
y i n Y  =  b( k ) y i n +  k Y  (3-2)
fc=i
for n — 1 , . . . ,  fV — M  where the * notation denotes the complex conjugate.
For non-damped data the linear prediction coefficients in (3.1) and (3.2) are related 
by c(k) =  b(M — k)* but this is not true for the damped case. The elements of b 
are referred to hereafter as LP (Linear Prediction) coefficients rather than  Prony 
coefficients as the difference equation is no longer exactly satisfied by the noise free 
model when M  is greater than K.
W hen the polynomial B(z)  is formed from the M  coefficients, tha t is,
B(z)  =  z M +  b(l)zM~l +  . . .  +  b(M -  \ ) z  +  b(M)  (3.3)
it will have M  zeros and the K  true zeros will have to be separated from the M  — K  
extraneous zeros. Kumaresan (1983) shows tha t the unique minimum norm solution 
to the overdetermined system of equations defined by (3.2), tha t is, the solution 
which minimises ||b ||2 =  |6(1)|2 +  |6(2)|2 H-----+  |6(M )|2, leads to a polynomial for
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which the M — K  extraneous zeros fall within the unit circle. Use of the backward 
prediction equation ensures tha t K  of the zeros of (3.3) correspond to the complex 
conjugates of the exponential terms e( -6fc+l27r/fc)A*n and as shown by Kumaresan and 
Tufts (1982), for damped data, these K  zeros will fall outside the unit circle. Thus 
the signal and noise zeros are separated by the unit circle.
Assuming th a t K  is known, Kumaresan and Tufts recommend using a Singular Value 
Decomposition (SVD) to solve for the LP coefficients 6 (1 ) ,.. . ,  b(M). The system of 
equations to be solved is A b =  Y  where
f 3/(2)* . . .  y(M)* '
a =  ; : ;
Ky ( N - M  + l)• . . .  )* , 
bT =  (6 ( l) , . . . ,6 (M )) ,
Y r =  ( j , ( l )* , . . . , y ( j V -M ) * ) .
The truncated SVD of A is obtained by discarding the last M  — K  singular values 
of A and the corresponding eigenvectors thus using a rank K  approximation to 
A, say A x ,  to solve for b as b =  A ^ Y  where A ^ denotes the pseudoinverse of 
A. Full details of this are given in the next section. In theory these last singular 
values should be zero but, as seen in the previous section, they are not quite zero. 
Such small singular values lead to large term s in the inverse of A and hence large 
fluctuations in the estim ate of b. Removing these singular values amounts to a noise 
reduction technique.
The Kumaresan-Tufts approach has been extensively applied to many different types 
of data  sets and is shown to outperform the conventional Prony’s method. However 
complications arise when using the SVD extension for very large models when the 
number of exponentials is unknown. For low signal to noise the singular values 
decay only gradually and there is no clearly defined cutoff point to separate non-
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zero and effectively zero singular values. Reducing the m atrix A to a lesser rank 
approxim ation with incorrect rank will lead to unreliable estimates of b. Further 
discussion on this is given in the next section. In such situations it seems more 
profitable to solve the overdetermined system of equations (3.2) by techniques such 
as the Householder reduction and then separate noise and signal zeros by their 
relationship to the unit circle. The influence of noise in the data will affect the 
accuracy of this separation of peaks with some noise peaks appearing outside the 
unit circle and some signal peaks being estim ated as inside the unit circle, especially 
for lightly dam ped data.
Porat and Friedlander (1986) modify the Kumaresan-Tufts m ethod by using both 
forward and backward prediction and averaging the corresponding poles of the trans­
fer function. The success of this modification relies on the fact tha t for both forwards 
and backwards prediction the M  — K  noise zeros of the M  degree polynomial B(z) 
formed from the LP coefficients will fall within the unit circle. For forwards pre­
diction the K  signal zeros will also fall within the unit circle and for backwards 
prediction these zeros correspond to the reflections in the unit circle of the signal 
peaks and will fall outside the unit circle. Porat and Friedlander’s technique is to 
compare the M  solutions from the forward prediction with the inverses of the M  so­
lutions from the backwards prediction. The K  solutions to the e(-b*+,27r/fc)Atn should 
be the K  values for which the forward solution and the inverse of the backwards 
solution are the closest. They suggest finding these by exhaustive search of the 
M 2 possible combinations. Their final step is to average the forwards and inverted 
backwards solutions for the K  signal peaks.
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3.3 Failure o f th e  T runcated  S V D .
As indicated in the previous section, using the truncated singular value decompo­
sition may fail to adequately estim ate the LP coefficients when the noise level is 
high. This fact is well known in the literature and is referred to as the threshold 
behaviour of the SVD, tha t is, the signal to noise ratio below which the variance of 
the estim ates of the LP coefficients b  increases rapidly. At higher signal to noise 
this variance has been shown in simulation studies such as Kumaresan and Tufts 
(1982) to approach the Cramer-Rao minimum variance.
Before giving an explanation of this behaviour the first step of the Prony method is
restated for convenience. The model which is being estim ated is
K
y(n)  =  +  e(n)
fc=l
for n =  1 , . . . ,  N.  Backwards prediction is used where the LP coefficients are defined 
by
M
y(n Y  = J 2 b(k )y(n + kY
k = i
for n =  1 , . . . ,  N  —  M.  These coefficients are estim ated by solving the overdetermined 
system of equations Ab =  Y where,
'  y(2)* . . .  y ( M  + l ) * N
a = ; :
Ky ( N - M  + l)* . . .  , 
b = (6(l), . . . ,6(M))T,
Y = (y(l)*,... - , y ( N  — M) ") t .
The solution is given by the b which minimises ||Ab — Y ||2 *
The Kumaresan-Tufts m ethod uses the SVD of A given by
M
A = UEV" =
t = i
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where the cr, are the singular values of A and u, and v, are the corresponding left 
and right singular vectors. Also <Xi >  <t2 >  • • • >  ctm >  0. This is then truncated to 
include only the first K  singular values and their corresponding singular vectors to 
give the rank K  approximation to A,
K
a k =Y1
j = i
Then the solution to b is given by
K ufY
b- s  « V i.
The exact least squares solution is given by
b0 =  > -------Vi.
t= l
(3.4)
(3.5)
The success of the truncated SVD solution for high signal to noise is claimed to be 
due to the exclusion of term s in (3.4) with negligible cr,- which lead to large variations 
in the calculations of b. This concept applies to situations where the numerical rank 
of A , defined as follows, is equal to K ,  the theoretical rank.
D efin ition:
The numerical rank, fc, of A is defined as the number of singular values of A strictly 
larger than a certain threshold r:
<?\ > * * • >  <?k > r > <7jfe+ i .
Chan and Hansen (1990) point out tha t this definition is reasonable provided there 
is a well-defined gap between the singular values cr* and crjt+i. However, if crk and 
crjt+i are approxim ately equal for the particular value of r  chosen then the numerical 
rank is not well determined with respect to r .
Chan and Hansen show tha t to guarantee a small perturbation in the calculation 
of the pseudo-inverse of the truncated SVD of the noisy m atrix A and hence an
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accurate solution for b, it is necessary that both ||E||2/(7jfe and CTk+i/crk are small. 
Here ||E||2 is the 2-norm of the matrix of errors E where the noisy matrix A = A0-|-E 
and A0 is derived from the noise free part of the model.
This means that we require that the matrix norm of the error is small compared 
with the kth singular value and so is the (k + l) th singular value. Figure 3.3 gives 
a plot of the singular values of A for a simulated data set with 25 damped peaks 
having absolute amplitudes ranging between 400 and 800 and added pseudo-random 
normal noise with a standard deviation of 50. There are 100 LP coefficients and so 
100 singular values. It can be seen that the singular values drop off markedly after 
number 25 and from then on take small values decaying gradually to zero. This is 
typical of data with high signal to noise where the singular values due to the A, in 
this case 25, signal peaks are very much larger than those due to the noise. The 
numerical rank is clearly defined and the truncated SVD will lead to good estimates 
of b. This means that estimates from the noisy data do not differ much from the 
true answers obtained from the noise-free data.
Rao (1988) gives a complete perturbation analysis of the truncated SVD estimation 
in which he defines the error matrix E as an acute perturbation of the noise free 
matrix A0 when the kth singular value <7* is greater than ||E||2. Although arguing in 
terms of the angle between subspaces generated by the noise-free matrix A0 and the 
matrix A k which is the rank K  approximation of A, his conclusions are the same 
as those above. That is, the truncated SVD works when the signal to noise ratio is 
high enough to guarantee that the numerical rank of A derived from the singular 
values is clearly defined and equal to K , the theoretical rank of A and the number 
of exponentials in the model.
Estimating ||E||2 is not straightforward although Rao (1988) gives an approximation 
for the case when the dimensions of A —► oo while held in a constant ratio to
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each other. Because of the nature of the m atrix A, the error m atrix E has a 
complicated structure of correlations between entries made even more involved for 
damped data. As ||E ||2 is the largest singular value of E, which is the square root 
of the largest eigenvalue of ETE, the behaviour of ||E ||2 could be inferred from that 
of the eigenvalues of the random m atrix ETE. However ErE does not conform to 
any of the standard forms for results of this kind which assume that the elements 
of E are independent normal variates. Edelman (1989) gives a discussion on such 
results. In this case the m atrix E is Toeplitz so there is not complete independence 
between elements.
For higher noise levels the m atrix A becomes ill-conditioned and has ill-determined 
numerical rank, th a t is, the singular values decay gradually to zero with no definite 
break. Hansen (1987) gives a study of the use of the truncated SVD in this situation. 
The motivation for his work can be seen by returning to equations (3.1) and (3.2). It 
can be seen tha t the convergence of the truncated SVD solution to the least squares 
solution is in fact due to the behaviour of u^Y /<rt- rather than just crt- itself. In 
analogy to results on the regularization of ill-posed problems, Hansen defines the 
discrete Picard condition as follows.
Definition:
The right hand side of the set of equations Ab =  Y  satisfies the discrete Picard con­
dition (DPC) if, for all numerically non-zero singular values cq of A, the coefficients 
|u ^ Y | on average decay to zero faster than the <rt.
Hansen shows tha t the success of the truncated SVD in estim ating b  depends on 
the satisfaction of the DPC rather than the existence of a gap in the singular values. 
For matrices with well determined numerical rank k equal to the theoretical rank 
of A it is then sufficient to require tha t the DPC is satisfied for the first k values 
u^Y/cr,- and the remainder of the term s are included in the residual due to noise.
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This is the situation corresponding to the Kumaresan-Tufts method for high signal 
to noise ratio.
However if A has ill-determined numerical rank then the optimal order k for trun­
cating the SVD must be chosen to reduce the influence of the perturbations in Y  
whilst at the same time keeping the error in using the truncated SVD as small as 
possible. The first of these requirements generally leads to a small value of k and the 
second to choosing a large value of k. Hansen shows that a plot of the norm of the 
solution to the least squares problem versus the norm of its corresponding residuals 
for different values of k displays a particular “corner” behaviour. The optimal choice 
of k for applying the truncated SVD corresponds to the value of k giving the points 
in the corner. Equivalently though, the optimal choice of k is the largest value such 
that the coefficients u^Y /cq satisfy the DPC. This means that a plot of u^Y/cq  
should on average decay up to i equal to k and thereafter increase. Figures 3.3-3.8 
show plots of the singular values cq and the corresponding u^Y /cq for simulated 
data sets with 25 complex damped exponentials and different noise levels.
As previously remarked Figure 3.3 displays a clear break at k =  25 so, for this data 
set, the numerical rank is well defined. For the same data, Figure 3.4 shows the 
marked change in behaviour of u^Y /cq at the same value of k. For this noise level 
using a truncated SVD at the value k =  25 which corresponds to the theoretical rank 
will give a good estimate of b. It is of interest to note that using pseudo-random 
simulated errors gives a value of ||E ||2 equal to 3448 which is roughly equal to the 
last of the 25 significant singular values.
In Figures 3.5 and 3.6 the corresponding plots are given for a simulated data set with 
25 peaks having absolute amplitudes between 400 and 800 and noise with standard 
deviation of 500. From Figure 3.5 it would seem that the numerical rank of the 
matrix A is about 20 but because of the high noise level the singular values after
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this are still quite large. The value of ||E ||2 is 34483 which is quite a bit larger than 
the singular values from k = 21 onwards.
The values of uf^Y/cq in Figure 3.6 do not display the same clear behaviour as for 
the low noise case. On average the values are somewhat less up to k = 20 than after 
so there is some justification in using a truncated SVD of 20 terms. This may lead to 
the best possible solution to Ab = Y but in the exponential modelling case we know 
that there should be 25 terms in the truncated SVD. Forcing the SVD to contain 
25 singular values will increase the sensitivity of the estimated b to perturbations 
in the data. This will lead to the increase in variance of the estimates experienced 
below the threshold signal to noise ratio.
Figures 3.7 and 3.8 are obtained from data with an even higher level of noise. It 
can be seen that the singular values decay gradually with no clear gap and the plot 
of u^Y /cq also does not display any change in behaviour. The noise level is now 
too high for a truncation of the SVD to be useful. However, overall the values of 
u fY /cq  are very small so the DPC is satisfied for all i = 1 , . . . ,  M.  Thus including 
all singular values and vectors in the expression for b will lead to the best estimate. 
This means that using the usual Householder reduction to solve for b will give a 
more accurate and also less variable estimate of b than that obtained by using a 
truncated SVD.
3 .4  P ertu rb a tio n  A n alysis
Several authors have investigated the statistical and numerical properties of the per­
turbations in the calculations involved in the Kumaresan-Tufts Prony method. The 
assumption is that the perturbations in the numerical calculations are introduced 
by the noise in the data rather than by rounding error in the calculations. When
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SINGULAR VALUES FOR M = 100
7 0 0 0 0
6 5 0 0 0
6 0 0 0 0
5 5 0 0 0
4 5 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0
3 5 0 0 0
2 5 0 0 0
2 0 0 0 0
1 5 0 0 0
5 0 0 0
Figure 3.3: Singular values of A for noise standard deviation 50, 25 peaks. 
VALUES OF DELTA FOR M=100
Figure 3.4: Discrete Picard condition for noise standard deviation 50, 25 peaks.
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SINGULAR VALUES FOR M=100
7 0 0 0 0
6 5 0 0 0
6 0 0 0 0
5 5 0 0 0
5 0 0 0 0
4 5 0 0 0
4 0 0 0 0
3 5 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0
20000
1 5 0 0 0
F ig u re  3.5: Singular values for A for noise standard deviation 500, 25 peaks. 
VALUES OF DELTA FOR M = 100
figure d.b: Discrete Picard condition for noise standard deviation 500, 25 peaks.
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SINGULAR VALUES FOR M = 100
75000
70000
65000
60000
55000
50000
4 5000
4 0000
35000
30000
25000
20 000
F ig u re  3.7: Singular values of A for noise standard deviation 1000, 25 peaks. 
VALUES OF DELTA FOR M=100
Figure 3.8: Discrete Picard condition for noise standard deviation 1000, 25 peaks.
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the signal to noise ratio is high, results on the perturbations to the estimates of the 
LP coefficients and thus the estimates of the frequencies and dampings can be used 
to provide the statistical properties of these estimates for simple models. This leads 
to observations such as the effect that the number of LP terms has on the variance 
of the estimates. Such results give guidelines to the most efficient implementation 
of the method on more involved models.
This section contains a brief review of this body of work but it must be stressed 
that the assumption of high signal to noise ratio invalidates any generalisation of 
the results to a complete statistical analysis of linear prediction methods. Also 
many of the references to be discussed are concerned primarily with non-damped 
complex exponentials and it is not obvious that the resulting recommendations on 
the optimal choice of the length of the LP equation generalise to the case of damped 
data.
The work of Rao (1985, 1988) has been mentioned in the previous section. He 
claims that for non-damped sinusoids choosing the length of the LP equation, M, 
approximately equal to 2Ar/3 (where N  is the number of data points) leads to the 
best estimates of the frequency.
Porat and Friedlander (1987) look at the variance of the estimates of the LP coef­
ficients for a model with damped exponentials. This variation will directly affect 
the variance of the frequency estimates by affecting the accuracy of the polynomial 
rooting step. In fact all the methods discussed in this section combine perturbation 
analyses of the SVD step and the polynomial rooting step. Assuming high signal 
to noise ratio, Porat and Friedlander use a first order Taylor series expansion of 
the estimated LP coefficients about their true values. They also assume that the 
Kumaresan-Tufts forwards and backwards approach correctly separates signal and 
noise zeros on either side of the unit circle. In this case they show that the first two
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LP coefficients for a model with a single real damped sinusoid display decreasing 
variance as the number of LP coefficients increases. The relative behaviour of the 
variance of the first two LP coefficients for large and small dampings is displayed in 
a simulation study.
For the non-damped model, Hua and Sarkar (1988) show tha t for high signal to noise 
ratio there is a complicated dependence of the variance of the frequency estimates 
on both Af, the order of the LP equation, and on the phases of the exponential 
term s in the model. For the same model, Kot, Parsatharathy, Tufts and Vaccaro 
(1987) use a one step power method to show that the variance of the frequency 
estim ate displays a U-shaped dependence on M  with minimum variance attained 
at M — N/3  and the variance increasing dram atically as M  tends to 0 or N.  The 
phase of the exponential does not appear in their result but this is because their 
model has only one term .
Later work by Tufts, Vaccaro and Kot (1989) uses a m atrix approximation method 
to develop results for the variance of the perturbation in the frequency estim ate 
for high signal to noise ratio, allowing for damped complex exponentials. Their 
result displays clearly the dependence of this variance on the noise variance and 
the separation of the frequencies in the model. If a particular frequency is close 
to another the variances of their estim ates are very large. The dependence of the 
variance on the length of the prediction equation and the LP coefficients themselves 
is not explicitly clear from their results.
Clergeot, Tressens and Ouamri (1989) investigate models with non-damped data and 
show th a t the Kumaresan-Tufts frequency estim ates display large variances for very 
short or very long prediction length Af. For particular models they show that for 
two complex exponentials there are two local minima for the variance as a function 
of M  and these roughly occur at N / 3 and 2N/3.  This agrees with the informal
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argument of Rao (1985).
Finally Okhavat and Cruz (1989) look at a model with a single damped complex 
exponential and prove tha t the variance of the estim ate of the damping parameter 
from the Kumaresan-Tufts m ethod follows the same U-shaped behaviour for large 
or small M.  They also prove tha t the performance degrades rapidly as the damping 
increases.
The following conclusions which are drawn from these references when implementing 
the Kumaresan-Tufts method for several damped complex exponentials can only 
be broadly stated. To minimise the variance of the frequency (and probably the 
damping) estimates the length of the prediction equation must be neither too small 
nor too large. But this corresponds with our earlier discussions on the effective or 
numerical rank of the coefficient m atrix A. If M  is too small, A has effective rank 
less than K , the number of exponentials, so using an SVD truncated at K  terms 
will lead to highly variable estimates. If M  is too large, A has few rows and many 
columns so the effective row rank will again be less than K .
A ttem pts to further clarify the dependence of the variance on M  by large scale 
simulation studies on data  sets simulated from models with several exponentials 
have not proved successful. The m ajor problem is tha t, for realistic noise levels, it 
is difficult to set up an autom atic system for distinguishing noise and signal peaks 
given by the M  roots of the polynomial. This is a practical difficulty in using the 
linear prediction or Kumaresan-Tufts Prony m ethod on large scale models. This 
topic is further discussed in the analyses presented in the next section.
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3.5 E xp er im en ta l R esu lts
To assess the performance of the Prony or Linear Prediction method of parameter 
estimation, a variety of simulated data sets has been analysed. The parameter values 
are generated randomly within certain fixed bounds which are chosen so that the 
resultant model is fairly typical of NMR data. For example the damping factors are 
all similar rather than ranging over a wide interval. Data sets with varying noise 
levels are used to show that the Linear Prediction method fails to find all the peaks 
at low signal to noise ratio. All calculations are done on a Fujitsu VP100 vector 
supercomputer.
As discussed in the previous section there are several alternative approaches to solv­
ing the overdetermined system of equations which defines the LP coefficients. The 
analyses of this thesis use a NAG (1990) subroutine which carries out a Householder 
reduction to solve this set of equations. The truncated SVD method of Kumaresan 
and Tufts finds all the peaks only at the lowest noise levels. This corresponds to 
the theoretical discussion of the previous section which shows that truncating the 
singular value decomposition to the known number of terms in the model may not 
correspond to the optimal truncation which will include fewer terms. Investigations 
of several data sets with high noise levels have shown that the values u ^ Y / crt are all 
small for i larger than K  so including all terms in the singular value decomposition 
does not lead to gross perturbations in the estimates of the LP coefficients. A singu­
lar value decomposition that includes all singular values is theoretically equivalent 
to the Householder reduction solution.
Several authors in the NMR literature such as Gesmar and Led (1989) propose 
forming the normal equations and solving them using a Cholesky decomposition. 
This has the advantage of requiring less computer time and memory but it is known 
to lead to less reliable solutions. Golub and van Loan (1989) show that the error
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in the solution obtained by this method may be proportional to the square of the 
condition number of the coefficient matrix A. The Householder reduction leads to 
a solution with error proportional just to the condition number of A provided the 
residuals are small (which will be true for high signal to noise). For ill-conditioned 
matrices this difference leads to the Cholesky solution being very much less accurate 
than the Householder solution. Part of this problem is in the formation of the matrix 
A h A for the normal equations. For badly conditioned A this step may introduce 
large inaccuracies into the calculations.
A restriction on the ease of implementation of the LP method for models with many 
terms appears in the second step of the Prony method, that is, in finding the zeros 
of a polynomial of order M. The coefficients of the powers of 2  in the polynomial 
are given by the LP coefficients, that is,
B(z) = zM + 6(1)zm_1 + • • ■ + b(M).
Many library routines for solving polynomials have an inbuilt restriction that M  
be less than 100. As we require M to be very much larger than A, the number of 
exponentials in the model, this will limit the size of models that can be tested. In 
this section all the models generated have 10 damped exponential terms. Algorithms 
such as that of Steiglitz and Dickinson (1982) can be used when the damping is light 
so all zeros lie near the unit circle.
Both forwards and backwards prediction are used in the algorithm. In forwards 
prediction the signal solutions appear inside the unit circle along with most of the 
noise peaks. For data with high signal to noise ratio these peaks are easily separated 
as the noise peaks have large dampings. In backwards prediction the signal solutions 
fall outside the unit circle and must be inverted to obtain the estimates of the 
dampings. At significant noise levels the separation of noise and signal peaks is not 
as clear and a further filtering mechanism is required. It proves to be satisfactory
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to accept peaks whose dampings fall in a certain range where the limits of this 
range are dependent on a priori knowledge of the values of the dampings. This is 
a reasonable assumption for NMR experiments as the dampings are all much the 
same and quite light. W ithout such knowledge the acceptable range for dampings 
must be set fairly large and undesirable noise peaks will inadvertently be included 
in the calculation of the complex amplitudes and the plotting of the spectrum.
The th ird step of the Prony method may appear quite straightforward but accuracy 
at this step is crucial if a two-stage process for two-dimensional data is to be built 
upon the one-dimensional estim ation procedure. Details of the calculation at this 
step are given in the appendix to this chapter. If too many frequencies are included 
in this step then the resultant estim ates of the am plitudes may not be accurate. 
W hen the noise level is low any noise peaks tha t are included will have negligible 
estim ated amplitudes. W hen the noise level is high a significant proportion will be 
modelled as a sum of complex exponentials, the number of terms being equal to the 
number of frequencies in excess of K  included in the am plitude estim ation step.
An added problem with this step is tha t the accuracy of the estim ated complex am­
plitudes depends crucially on the accuracy of the frequency and damping estimates 
passed to it. Even assuming tha t the correct number of peaks is used in this step, 
the estim ated am plitudes can be quite inaccurate. The author’s experience with 
simulated data  sets leads to the conclusion tha t the damping estim ates obtained by 
the LP m ethod are biased. The degree of this bias depends on the noise in the data 
and the size of the true dampings. The larger the damping, the more biased the 
estim ate with the bias leading to the estim ated dampings being consistently greater 
than the true values. Am plitude estimates made from these inaccurate damping 
estim ates must be unreliable. Table 3.1 shows the true values of the dampings and 
frequencies for a simulated data  set with the LP method estim ates in brackets. It 
can be seen tha t, although the frequency estimates are accurate, the dampings are
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Dampings Frequencies
-4.5366 (-5.0685) 455.6370 (455.7932)
-4.8455 (-5.3968) 571.5708 (571.5643)
-4.9328 (-6.3152) 876.5356 (876.6018)
-4.6846 (-5.3399) 918.4915 (918.5823)
-4.8193 (-8.7560) 975.2148 (975.5489)
-4.5176 (-6.7434) 983.4639 (983.7737)
-4.9108 (-6.2539) 1773.8826 (1774.0729)
-4.6572 (-4.8911) 1934.3928 (1934.3743)
-4.6410 (-4.9063) 1986.9521 (1987.0006)
-4.6965 (-5.5195) 2037.6572 (2037.7263)
Table 3.1: Frequencies and dampings for a model with 10 peaks. LP estimates given in brackets.
over-estimated. Table 3.2 gives the same results for a simulated data set with heav­
ier damping. The estim ates of the dampings are worse than for the lighter damping 
case and two close peaks fail to be separated.
The results of the analyses of simulated data are plotted as spectra in Figures 3.9 to 
3.12. The formula for the spectrum  is given in Section 1.2. The Fourier transform 
spectrum  of the simulated tim e domain data is also given for each example so that 
comparisons can be made. The LP analysis does give more information than the 
Fourier transform as its output is a list of estimates of the param eters of the model 
and these can be compared with the known param eter values used to generate the 
simulated data.
Figure 3.9 shows the two spectra for a data  set with 10 peaks having absolute 
am plitudes between 900 and 1000, damping factor between -5.0 and -4.5 and noise 
standard deviation, referred to as cr, of 200. The value of A t is 1/2370.8 where 
2370.8 is the spectral w idth from a real NMR experiment. There are N  = 1024
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Dampings Frequencies
-14.5644 (-28.2791) 256.2852 (256.2901)
-14.8898 (-24.4003) 393.6282 (392.8629)
-14.3665 (-19.7407) 520.1357 (519.9394)
-14.2788 (-19.6897) 1043.8430 (1044.4998)
-14.3221 (-16.2023) 1570.5588 (1570.6283)
-14.1967 (-23.2087) 1631.4048 (1631.0700)
-14.7375 (-23.0775) 1682.8091 (1683.5661)
-14.6309 (-18.9430) 1713.7390 (1714.2588)
-14.9254 (-38.1346) 1861.9722 (1870.4667)
-14.0550 (-38.1346) 1871.0356 (1870.4667)
Table 3.2: Frequencies and dampings for a model with 10 peaks, dampings larger than in Table 
3.1. LP estimates given in brackets. Dampings are consistently overestimated.
data  points generated and so 1024 points in the resulting spectra. The value of M , 
the number of LP coefficients is 95. For this data set the LP analysis produces a 
smoother spectrum  than  the Fourier transform with correctly located peaks. There 
are a couple of minor peaks due to noise signals which were not correctly separated 
from the signal peaks.
In Figure 3.10 the data  set was generated with heavier damping between -10 and 
-9.5 but lower noise, a  =  100. The spectrum  is quite acceptable and the two very 
close peaks just after 800 are both estim ated by the LP analysis although this is not 
clear on the plot.
The next data set had more variable peak amplitudes ranging from 400 to 1000, the 
damping is between -4.5 and -5 and the noise standard deviation is a  =  300. The 
spectrum  in Figure 3.11 looks acceptable but from the param eter estimates output 
it is known tha t the double peak after 800 is estim ated by the LP analysis as only 
one peak with much larger damping.
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In Figure 3.12 the noise level is increased to a  =  500 with the peak amplitudes be- 
tweem 400 and 800 and the damping between -5 and -6. Although the LP spectrum 
is smoother than the FT spectrum and the frequencies are accurately estimated, 
inaccuracies in the damping estimates lead to more noise peaks being included and 
the amplitudes being inaccurate.
In Figure 3.13 the noise level is now at cr = 1000 with the other parameters the 
same as in Figure 3.12. Not all the signal peaks have been found so the frequency 
as well as the damping estimates are unreliable.
To show the dependence of the LP analysis on the size of the dampings, a further 
data set was generated with dampings between -15 and -16 and relatively low noise 
level cr = 100. The resultant spectrum in Figure 3.14 shows that the LP method 
fails to find the parameters of this model.
It is possible that the LP analysis at higher noise levels could be improved by 
increasing M, the number of LP coefficients. Even so there appear to be many 
disadvantages to using the LP method in practice on data sets modelled as the 
sum of many damped complex exponentials. At low noise levels and with relatively 
light dampings the LP analysis gives acceptable parameter estimates. However as 
the noise level or the damping increases the performance of the algorithm falls off 
rapidly. This reflects the lack of statistical consistency of Prony’s method for damped 
data. The success of the Kumaresan-Tufts method for lightly damped low noise 
data is due to the fact that the damping is practically negligible and the statistical 
assumption of stationarity of the data is effectively satisfied. Another complication 
when implementing the LP method is that the choice of M, the number of LP 
coefficients, affects the accuracy of the calculations in a way that is difficult to assess 
without knowledge of the parameters of the model. Finally the separation of the 
noise and signal peaks is a major problem as the differentiation caused by backward
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prediction becomes blurred at higher noise levels when the zeros of the polynomial 
B(z)  are not very accurate. This difficulty of discerning the K  signal peaks from the 
M  solutions of the polynomial equation increases as the number of peaks becomes 
large in real experimental models because many peaks may have amplitudes close 
to the noise level. These inadequacies have led to the development of an alternative 
param eter estim ation technique to be introduced in the next chapter.
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FOURIER TRANSFORM SPECTRUM
SPECTRUM FROM LP PARAMETER ESTIMATES
Figure 3.9: a =  200,900 < r* < 1000,-5 < bk <  —4.5 Low noise, light damping, LP estimates 
satisfactory.
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FOURIER TRANSFORM SPECTRUM
SPECTRUM FROM LP PARAMETER ESTIMATES
Figure 3.10: a =  100,900 < r* < 1000,-10 < fejt < —9.5 Low noise, heavier damping, LP 
estimates satisfactory.
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FOURIER TRANSFORM SPECTRUM 
i  1 I 1 I 1 I 1 I I I 1 I I I I r
SPECTRUM FROM LP PARAMETER ESTIMATES
Figure 3.11: a =  300,400 < r*. < 1000,-5 < 6* < —4.5 Higher noise, low damping, two close 
peaks near 800 not separated.
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FOURIER TRANSFORM SPECTRUM
SPECTRUM FROM LP PARAMETER ESTIMATES
Figure 3.12: a = 500,400 < < 800,-6 < 6k < — 5 High noise, frequency estimates correct,
damping and amplitude estimates incorrect.
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FOURIER TRANSFORM SPECTRUM
SPECTRUM FROM LP PARAMETER ESTIMATES
F i g u r e  3.13: a  — 1000,400 < r* < 8 0 0 , - 6  <  bk <  — 5 Very high noise level, LP method fails.
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FOURIER TRANSFORM SPECTRUM
SPECTRUM FROM LP PARAMETER ESTIMATES
Figure 3.14: a  =  100,400 < r* < 800, —16 < 6* < —15 Very heavy damping, LP method fails.
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A P P E N D IX  3.1: E s t im a tin g  th e  co m p lex  a m p litu d e s .
In the final step of Prony’s method the complex am plitudes Ck must be estimated 
from the model
K
y(n ) = c*zk
k =i
for n = 1 , . . . ,  N,  where the Zk =  exp( — bk +  i2irfk)At  and the bk and fk are the 
estim ates of the dampings and frequencies. This requires the solution of the following 
overdetermined system of equations
Zc =  Y
where
/  \
Z i Z 2 ‘ '• • ZK
J2 9 J2
Z 1 Z2 • • z K
„,N N
z l Z2 *• ' ZK
C =  (Cl, . . . , Ck ) T ,
Y  = ( y ( l ) , . . . , y ( N ) ) T.
All algorithms discussed in this thesis use a standard NAG (1990) subroutine to 
solve these equations by a Householder reduction of Z. However the solutions to c 
do not prove to be very accurate when tested on simulated data  with the true values 
of bk and fk used. This is due to the decay in the absolute size of the entries in the 
rows of Z. For damped data  zf7, . . . ,  Zjt will be very much smaller than Zi , . . . ,  zk 
and the heavier the damping the more extreme the decay. It seems th a t some scaling 
will be required.
It is well known, see Golub and Kahan (1965), tha t the performance of methods 
to solve overdetermined systems of equations is dependent on proper scaling of the 
coefficient m atrix. The scaling strategy tha t seems to work best for this particular
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problem is to multiply the m atrix Z by a diagonal m atrix so tha t the resultant 
m atrix has elements of roughly equal size. The inverse of the largest amplitude of 
the elements of a row is used as the multiplier for that row ensuring tha t all rows 
have elements with absolute values between 0 and 1. The right hand side Y  must 
also be multiplied by the same diagonal scaling m atrix. The resulting least squared 
problem is in fact a weighted least squares problem.
Because of the success of introducing the scaling strategy into the am plitude estim a­
tion step a similar modification has been included in the LP coefficient estimation 
step of the LP algorithm. The coefficient m atrix there, referred to as A throughout 
this chapter, also displays decay in the absolute values of the elements in each row 
because of the damping in the model.
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C h ap ter 4
A  S ta te  Space M eth o d  for 
E stim a tin g  F requencies and  
D am p in gs
4.1 In trod u ction
The use of a state-space based method of parameter estimation was first introduced 
to the NMR literature by Barkhuijsen, de Beer and van Ormondt (1987). They 
referred to it as the HSVD (Hankel Singular Value Decomposition) algorithm so it 
will be referred to as such here. Instead of the three-step estimation procedure of 
Prony’s method, the state-space formulation leads to the replacement of the first 
two steps of Prony’s method, that is, finding the LP coefficients and the roots of the 
resultant polynomial, by the calculation of the eigenvalues of a particular matrix. 
This matrix is derived from the singular value decomposition of a Hankel matrix 
formed from the data values. These eigenvalues give estimates of the frequencies and 
dampings which can be used in a final least squares step to estimate the amplitudes
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and phases of all components.
Barkhuijsen et al. (1987) acknowledge the work of Kung, Arun and Rao (1983) 
who developed the technique as the “Toeplitz approximation m ethod.” The original 
work on the use of singular value decomposition for state estim ation was by Moore 
(1981).
The following sections of this chapter give details of the HSVD method after an 
initial exposition of the relevant linear system theory. Later sections concentrate 
on a proof of the equivalence of the Barkhuijsen algorithm to Prony’s method and 
discussion of the numerical sensitivity of the algorithm and statistical properties of 
the param eter estim ates. Not all of the results are new, however, in this thesis some 
previously published results are discussed with more statistical rigour. This leads 
to the conclusion tha t the HSVD algorithm gives better param eter estimates than 
Prony’s method, an observation which is also supported by analyses of simulated 
and real data  sets.
4.2 S ta te  Space S y stem  T h eory
The results given below can be found in any standard system theory text such as 
K ailath (1980).
A linear time-invariant discrete tim e model for n =  0 , 1 . . .  is given by
x(rc +  1) =  Ax(rc) +  bu(n)
y(n) = cx(n) (4.1)
where the dimensions of x, A, b, c are p x 1, p x p, p x  1, 1 x p  respectively and 
where y(n)  is the observed output at tim e n, u(n)  is the input to the system and 
x(n) is the “state” of the system at tim e n. The m atrix A is referred to as the state
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transition m atrix. The triplet (A ,b ,c )  defines the system.
Two infinite dimensional matrices can be formed. These are
/  \c
O  =
cA
c A 2
and C =  (b, Ab, A 2b, . . . ) ,
V: 7
and are referred to as the observability and controllability matrices.
If the rank of O  is equal to p (it must be <  p) then the system is completely 
observable. If the rank of C is equal to p (it also must be <  p) then the system is 
completely controllable.
The m atrix  C maps the infinite-dimensional past input into the current state vector 
and Ö  maps the state vector into the future output.
From the definition (5.1) of the system, it can be seen tha t the infinite Hankel m atrix 
of impulse responses
H
ho h\ 
h\ /12
If O  and C are both of rank p then H must also be of rank p and maps the past 
input to the future output. This leads to the following definition.
Definition:
The triplet [A, b, c] is term ed a minimal realization if O  and C are both of rank p.
The minimal realization is not unique, in fact any two minimal realizations (A, b, c) 
and (A', b', c') are related via similarity transformations as follows,
A' =  TAT - 1
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c' =  cT -1 
and b ' =  T b
where T is a non-singular m atrix.
Thus the observability m atrix O' formed from A' and c is equal to O T-1 while the 
controllability m atrix C  is equal to T C. It follows, then, that
O'C  =  O T T ^ C  = OC.
This leads to the conclusion tha t any factorisation of the Hankel m atrix of impulse 
responses into a product of two matrices of rank p, eg H =  X 1 X 2 , satisfies X i =  
ö T -1 and X 2 =  TC for some non-singular square m atrix T and where O and C 
are the observability and controllability matrices of some minimal realization of the 
system.
4.3 D ev e lo p m en t o f  th e  H S V D  A lgorith m
The following exposition of the HSVD algorithm is based on Barkhuijsen et al. 
(1987), but with a more formal treatm ent.
Let the model for the one-dimensional damped sum of exponentials be expressed as
K
Vn =  Y1 CkZk + en, n  =  1, . . . ,  TV, (4.2)
k= 1
where cjt is the complex am plitude of each peak and
— g( — i>k+*2fl'/k)A*
where 6* and /* are the damping and frequency of each peak, and en is complex Gaus­
sian noise. The notation yn rather than y(n) is adopted for convenience throughout 
this chapter.
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A Hankel data m atrix Y  of dimensions L x AI is set up as
Vi V2 • • .  Vm
V2 V3  •  • • V M + 1
Y  - where L = N  — M  -f- 1.
Vl Vl+l  . . .  Vn
The choice of M  and hence L will prove to be im portant but for the moment all 
tha t is required is tha t L > K  where K  is the number of resonances in the model.
A state-space model for the noise-free part of the data, x(n) = Y,k=i ckzJt ? can be 
w ritten as
w (n) =  Zw(n — 1) +  c u(n)
x(n)  =  eTw(n) (4-3)
where the state transition m atrix Z is a K  x K  diagonal m atrix with z i , . . .  zk on the 
diagonal, cT =  (ci, C2 , . . . ,  c#) is the vector of amplitudes and eT =  (1, 1, . . . ,  1). 
Note th a t c corresponds to the vector b  of section 4.2. The input u{n) is a unit 
impulse at tim e zero, so u(n)  is zero for n > 0.
From this model we see tha t
x(n) =  e TZnc
/ \
Cl
= (1, 1, 1)
z i ’
• Z2
'K /
\ CK )
= E ckz nk .
k=1
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The observability matrix is given by
O =
l  T \ e A
eTZ
eTZ2
1 1  • • 1
Z l Z2 • • z K
z l Z\  • • 7 2ZK
i \
V ' /
and the controllability matrix by
C = (Zc, Z2c, Z3c, ...)  =
CiZi
C2Z2
c x z \  
C2 Z2
Cl z \  
C \ z \
\  CK ZK  CK Z2k  ck z \  . . .  j
The formulae for the observability and controllability matrices agree with Barkhui- 
jsen et al. (1987) who factorise the finite noise free Hankel matrix X as follows 
( \  (X\ x 2 
X2 x 3
XM
^ XL X L+ 1 /
1 1 . .  1
Z l z 2 . . ZK
\  / 2
C \ Z \  C i Z {
C2 Z2 C2z \
L - l  L - 1
\  Z \  Z2
. L - l
C2Z¥
y y c k z k  ck z zk ckzk /
The observability matrix is a Vandermonde matrix, that is,
Ot = Ob Z (4.4)
where Ot is formed from O by removing the top row and Ob is formed from O 
by removing the bottom row. The elements of Z can be obtained by solving the
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overdetermined set of simultaneous equations represented by equation (5.4). The 
least squares solution is given by
Z = (Of a)-1 ofo„
and the estimates of the dampings and frequencies are obtained from the diagonal 
elements of Z. In practice, of course, we cannot obtain the observability matrix but 
will have to investigate other minimal realizations of the system.
From the state space theory of the previous section it is evident that a factorisation 
of the Hankel matrix into a product of two matrices of rank K  must be found and 
that these matrices are related to the theoretical Ö and C.
The singular value decomposition of the noise-free data matrix X provides such a 
factorisation. This is
x = u*a*v £
where Ak is diagonal with the K  largest singular values of the L singular values of 
X down the diagonal, and U jc and V k are formed from the K  corresponding right 
and left singular vectors.
For the noise-free model the remaining L — K  singular values will be zero, so the 
factorisation of X as U^A^-V^ is exact. When working with the noisy data ma­
trix Y, the singular value decomposition U #A k^ k ls matrix of rank K  which 
is closest in Frobenius norm to the data matrix Y.
A decision must be made on how to replace this factorisation into a product of three 
matrices by a product of two matrices of rank K.  Moore (1981) advocates using 
U/f AJ/2 and A)/2V ^ which is referred to as a “balanced realization.”
Barkhuijsen et al. (1987) use U k and Ak ^ k so algorithm is developed accord­
ingly. There is some evidence that the balanced realization is more robust numeri­
cally, but theoretically the two choices are equivalent because of the non-uniqueness
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of the minimal realizations. A fuller justification of this equivalence is given later is 
this section.
Now the L x K  m atrix U k of K  eigenvectors of X X ff is equal to the theoreti­
cal observability m atrix multiplied by a non-singular m atrix =  OQ say. The 
Vandermonde structure of Ö, tha t is, Ot =  Ö&Z implies tha t the m atrix U #  satisfies
U , =  U t Q - 1ZQ
which we write as U t =  U^Z' where U t is U k with the top row removed and U& is 
with the bottom  row removed. Z' is a K  x K  m atrix which is, in general, no 
longer diagonal.
As Z' is obtained from Z by a similarity transformation, Z' and Z will have the same 
eigenvalues. Thus, to estim ate the Zk and hence the frequencies and dampings, it is 
necessary to find Z' and then its eigenvalues.
The overdetermined system of L — 1 equations given by
Ut =  U 6Z'
can be solved to give
z'= (u"U(/y1 u"u.
Let the bottom  row of U k be u£f, then
ufut = u£UK-uiU£
= I -  uLu"
(4.5)
as the columns of are the orthonormal eigenvectors of X X ^ .
Using the Shermann-Morrison formula from Golub and van Loan (1989) for the 
inverse of U^U*,, the formula for Z' becomes
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The K  eigenvalues of Z' are then calculated. These give the estimates of z\, . . . ,  Zk 
and the param eters bk and fk for k =  1, . . . ,  K  can be obtained from the relationship
z k  =  e ( - 6fc+‘27r/k )A<
giving
h  = T  I z k \
and
fk =  ^ A t ar3 Z k •
The estim ates of the amplitudes and phases are found by carrying out a least squares 
calculation as in Prony’s method.
In summary, then, the estim ation procedure of the HSVD algorithm is as follows:
• Form the Hankel data m atrix Y  of dimensions L x M ,
• carry out the singular value decomposition of Y  and truncate to K  singular 
values and vectors giving Y  =  U k A/cV ^ ,
• calculate Z' from equation (4.6) using the m atrix U k  of singular vectors,
• find the K  eigenvalues of Z \
Finally we show how the choice of the two factors from the SVD does not affect the 
final solution.
In the above discussion, the observability m atrix Ö is equated to and
Z' =  ( u f u ^ - ' u f u , .
If instead O  is equated to U ^ A 1/2 we get first tha t (U ^-A '/2)f, =  U jA 1/2; this can 
be verified by writing out in full, and then
Z" =  ( ( U * A 1/2) "  (U k A ^ ) “ 1 (U k A '/2) "  ( u k A '/2) (
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= ((U iA ’/2) "  ( u 6A,/2) )  ' (U^A1/2) "  (U ,A1/2)
=  (A 1/2U f U 6A 1/2) “ 'A 1/2U ^ U tA 1/2 
=  A -1/2 ( U f  U k) _1 A “1/2A 1/2U f  U ,A 1/2 
=  A “1/2Z 'A 1/2
which is a similarity transform ation of Z' and thus will have the same eigenvalues.
4.4  R ela tio n sh ip  to  P r o n y ’s M eth o d
The attraction of the state  space derivation of the param eter estim ates given above 
is tha t it avoids finding the zeros of a very large order polynomial. However it can 
be shown tha t finding the eigenvalues of Z' is theoretically equivalent to solving for 
the roots of the polynomial formed from the K  Prony coefficients. Yan and Gore 
(1988) present a somewhat involved argument to show tha t the two methods are 
equivalent. This equivalence is, however, more neatly displayed by showing another 
minimal realization of the system. Several alternative realizations are given by 
Mulholland, Cruz and Hill (1986) using the canonical forms given in Kailath (1980). 
The following discussion concerns their “observability” canonical form.
The noise-free model can be shown to be derivable from the state space formulae
w  ob(n +  1) =  A obw ob(n) +  b o6u(n)
x(n) = cobw ob(n) (4.7)
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where the input u ( n ) is a unit impulse at time zero,
0 1 0 . . . 0
0 0 1 . . . 0
A ob —
0 0
5
1
- a K  - O l k - i • . . .  —«1
and cob =  [1, 0, . . . ,  0]T.
From the equivalence of the two minimal realizations (4.3) and (4.7) it follows that
Ao6 = TZT-1
for some non-singular matrix T and thus Z and A ob have the same eigenvalues, that 
is, zi, z2, . . . ,  zk• Finding the eigenvalues of A ob means solving
det | r^l — A0b I = 0
which reduces to the polynomial
z K +  oqz K ~l +  ol2z k ~2 -F . . .  +  olk — 0.
Thus the step in the HSVD method of finding the eigenvalues of Z' is equivalent to 
solving the K  degree polynomial formed from the K  Prony coefficients. This leads 
to the conjecture that the derivation of Z' is in some sense equivalent to determining
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the Prony coefficients. The derivation of the state transition matrices for different 
realizations appears to be the same as reparam eterisation of the original model in 
term s of the ct and Z{ or in terms of the Prony parameters.
4.5 A lgorith m  P erform ance
On both simulated and real data the HSVD algorithm of Section 4.3 performs well. 
The m ajor com putational requirements are in the singular value decomposition of 
the L x M  data  m atrix Y  where, for data sets with many peaks, L will be of the 
order of several hundred. As the NMR data is complex, this part of the calculation 
has been programmed directly by forming the m atrix Y Y H, then calculating its 
eigenvalues. All calculations are in double precision (64 bit). The algorithms for 
calculating the SVD without explicitly forming Y Y H (or Y Y T for real data) are 
available only for real data. Thus, when L is large, the m ajor part of the CPU time 
is spent in calculating the L eigenvalues of Y Y  .
The NAG subroutine library (1990) has been used and the program implemented 
on a Fujitsu VP 100 vector processor. Some small attention to vectorisation details 
is required in the code tha t calls the library subroutines. Because of this and the 
efficient vectorisation of the NAG subroutines, dram atic speedups can be achieved 
compared with executing the calculations on a conventional VAX machine. The 
eigenvalue calculations which form the m ajor part of the com putation in the algo­
rithm  are particularly suited to vectorisation as the same operation is applied to 
entire columns of the m atrix.
It is worth commenting at this point tha t the conventional Prony’s method does not 
show such spectacular speedup. This is because the calculation of the polynomial 
at various values of z is usually carried out using recursive formulae. These are not
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vectorisable without some modification to the recursive method. Such modifications 
lead to only small increases in speed.
Figures 4.1 to 4.7 show the Fourier transform and the spectrum  obtained from the 
HSVD param eter estim ates for a variety of simulated data sets. Figures 4.1 to 4.6 
correspond to the data sets used in Chapter 3 for the Prony analysis. Each model is 
the sum of 10 damped complex exponentials. It can be seen tha t the HSVD method 
copes well with the higher noise and more heavily damped data sets for which the 
Prony m ethod failed. Figure 4.7 shows the result of the analysis of a data set with 
very high noise level. In this case it is difficult to separate signal and noise peaks in 
the Fourier transform but the HSVD spectrum  displays all ten peaks. The frequency 
estim ates agree with the known simulated values but the damping estim ates are less 
accurate. This example demonstrates tha t the am plitude estim ates are not reliable 
if the dampings are not correctly estim ated. It should be noted tha t in Figure 4.3 
the HSVD analysis correctly estim ated the two very close peaks which the Prony 
m ethod failed to separate. This ability to correctly estimate very close frequencies 
is a major strength o f the HSVD algorithm.
The following table (Table 4.1) shows results from analyses of 100 simulated data 
sets of a model with 20 complex damped exponentials. The mean and variance of 
the frequency and damping estim ates for the third peak of a model with 20 peaks 
is given. The standard deviation of the pseudo-random normal noise added to 
the signal was set at 100 with the maximum peak am plitude being 1000, giving a 
signal to noise ratio of 16-17 dB. Different data  sets have different noise realizations 
added to the underlying signal. The param eter values were based on analysis of 
an NMR data  set. The estim ated frequencies and dampings are averaged over the 
estim ates from each of the 100 simulated data  sets. The exception is for M  =  200 
for which only 50 data sets were used, to reduce com putation time.
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The different values of M  govern the dimensions of the data m atrix Y  which is Lx M 
where L = N — M  +  l , TV being 1024 data points. As M increases, L decreases so the 
m atrix Y Y H of dimension L X L decreases in size and the singular value calculation 
is smaller. However, values of L tha t are too small lead to poor estimates of the 
frequencies and dampings and it can be seen tha t, for this model with 20 peaks, a 
value of L of about 100 is necessary to give reliable estimates. This has similarities 
to the Kumaresan-Tufts modification to Prony’s method of increasing the length of 
the prediction equation.
The Cramer-Rao minimum variance was calculated by inverting the total informa­
tion m atrix  calculated at the true param eter values. Table 4.1 shows tha t for a wide 
range of values of L the HSVD algorithm produces estimates which have means very 
close to the true param eter values and variances near to the Cramer-Rao bound.
The details of the estim ation of the am plitudes and phases have not been given 
here as the least squares procedure for their estim ation is the same as for the Prony 
m ethod. Also, the performance of the estim ation of the am plitudes and phases de­
pends heavily on the accuracy of the estim ation of the frequencies and dampings. 
This consideration occurs again in Chapter 5 as reliable estim ation of all 4K  pa­
ram eters is necessary for extension of the one-dimensional param eter estimation 
procedure to two-dimensional data sets.
A m ajor problem with applying HSVD in practice is tha t the value of K  may not 
be known. In theory it should be possible to estim ate K  as the numerical rank of 
the data  m atrix Y . From the discussion of the previous chapter it is known that 
the numerical rank of Y  is the value oi'k for which the singular value crfc+1 is very 
much smaller than the singular value cr*. This occurs when the SNR is high. For 
low SNR there is no definite cutoff in the singular values as displayed in Figure 4.8 
which shows a plot of the logarithms of the singular values for a real NMR data set.
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F O U R I E R  T R A N S F O R M  S P E C T R U M
STATE SPACE SPECTRUM
Figure 4.1: a = 200,900 < r* < 1000,-5 < 6* < —4.5 Low noise, light damping, HSVD 
estimates satisfactory.
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FOURIER TRANSFORM SPECTRUM
y  f V \* A N »
STATE SPACE SPECTRUM
Figure 4.2: er —  100,900 < r* <  1000,-10 < 6* <  —9.5 Low noise, heavier damping, HSVD 
estimates satisfactory.
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FOURIER TRANSFORM SPECTRUM
STATE SPACE SPECTRUM
Figure 4.3: a  =  300,400 < r* < 1000,-5 < 6* < —4.5 Higher noise, low damping, two close 
peaks near 800 both estimated.
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FOURIER TRANSFORM SPECTRUM
STATE SPACE SPECTRUM
T 1 I 1 1 1 I i I i | i | i | i | i | r
Figure  4.4: er =  500,400 < r* < 800, —6 < 6* < —5 High noise level, HSVD estimates accurate, 
compare with Fig. 3.12.
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FOURIER TRANSFORM SPECTRUM
STATE SPACE SPECTRUM
Figure 4.5: a =  1000,400 < n, < 800 ,-6  < 6* < — 5 Very high noise level, HSVD estimates 
satisfactory, compare with Fig. 3.13 where LP method fails.
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FOURIER TRANSFORM SPECTRUM
STATE SPACE SPECTRUM
Figure 4.6: er = 100,400 < r* < 800,-16 < 6* < —15 Very heavy damping, HSVD estimates 
satisfactory, compare with Fig. 3.14 where LP method fails.
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FOURIER TRANSFORM SPECTRUM
STATE SPACE SPECTRUM
F igu re  4.7: a =  1500,400 < rjt < 800, —6 < 6* < —5 Extreme noise, Fourier transform spectrum 
does not show peaks, HSVD frequency estimates are accurate.
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Frequency Variance Damping Variance
True Values 156.5231 .0014 -9.9239 .0550
s: ii to o o 156.5215 .0020 -9.9752 .0619
M =341 156.5197 .0019 -9.9335 .0494
M =512 156.5202 .0019 -9.9307 .0485
M =643 156.5202 .0018 -9.9290 .0488
M =825 156.5199 .0021 -9.9373 .0624
o001II 156.5197 .0028 -9.9587 .0901
M = 950 155.5544 49.1940 -16.6332 4007.5167
II i—1 o o o 167.9649 81.5197 -35.2594 424.9440
The variances of the true parameter values are the Cramer-Rao variances. 
For M =950 other peaks did not display such large variation.
Table 4.1: Average frequency and damping estimates of one out of 20 peaks from 100 simulated 
data sets. Estimates are given for different values of M to show the dependence of the accuracy 
of the HSVD estimates on the dimensions of the data matrix.
The HSVD algorithm appears however to be fairly robust to incorrect values of 
K.  Obviously if the value of K  used by the algorithm is smaller than the true 
value then peaks will be missing from the resultant spectrum. Tables 4 .2 -4 .6  show 
the effect of incorrectly specifying the value of K . Table 4.2  gives the param eter 
values for a simulated data  set with 10 peaks and noise standard deviation equal 
to 200. Table 4.3 gives the param eter estim ates from the HSVD algorithm when 
the correct value of K,  tha t is 10, is used. In Table 4.4  results are given for an 
analysis when K  is incorrectly given as 9. Eight of the ten peaks are estim ated fairly 
accurately and the final set of param eter estim ates is easily defined as anomalous. 
Table 4.5  shows the results for using K  equal to 11. In this case the third set of 
param eter estim ates differs markedly from the rest in having a much larger value 
for the damping and a small amplitude. This corresponds to part of the noise. 
Incorrectly specifying K  as 15 rather than 10 gives the results of Table 4.6. In this 
case the five extraneous peaks are identified by their small amplitudes and, in most
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Amplitude
r
Phase
<p
Damping
- b
Frequency
/
620.4946 -.4636 -6.9568 27.4218
568.6343 -1.4885 -8.4263 34.2272
466.0881 -0.0147 -9.4837 328.0967
502.4805 -0.4892 -9.1874 542.4331
463.9866 -1.2015 -9.2609 913.7766
768.6045 -1.3044 -5.8522 1000.8774
673.2766 -1.4189 -9.7909 1519.3540
562.6968 -1.1908 -9.2356 1573.9995
747.6997 -0.8448 -8.2379 1774.7881
510.1550 0.2612 -9.3941 2015.7507
n =  1024, A* =  1 /S W , S W  =  2370.8
io
yn = Y s  rkei*kel-ik+i2'rM*L,n + e(n)
k =  1
e(n) ~  7V(0,2002)
Table 4.2: True values of the parameters. Estimates of these parameters are given in Tables 
4.3-4.6 for different values of K  in the HSVD algorithm.
cases, by their anomalous damping. The remaining 10 estim ates of the frequencies 
are still acceptable. However the inclusion of so many extra term s in the SVD leads 
to less accurate estim ation of the dampings, and, as a result, of the amplitudes and 
phases. It can thus be concluded that the HSVD analysis handles some extra terms 
and th a t extraneous noise peaks can be differentiated from the signal peaks. In 
practice the value of K  can be estim ated from the Fourier transform.
To conclude this section results are given of an analysis by the HSVD algorithm 
of data collected from an NMR experiment. The compound under investigation is
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Amplitude Phase Damping Frequency
r <\> - b /
663.1147 -0.5343 -7.0839 27.4532
562.5306 -1.5078 -8.3772 34.2365
524.0730 0.0219 -10.4779 327.9630
500.4166 -0.5549 -9.9092 542.5140
441.4102 -1.3359 -10.0907 913.8482
729.4969 -1.3359 -5.5646 1000.8839
645.5907 -1.4090 -9.1005 1519.3921
598.7338 -1.1924 -9.5305 1573.9489
726.1063 -0.8171 -7.8051 1774.7752
511.3776 0.2874 -8.1949 2015.6146
Table 4.3: Parameter Estimates using K =  10. True values in Table 4.2
Amplitude Phase Damping Frequency
r <t> - b /
663.4340 -0.5381 -7.1013 27.4569
565.4569 -1.5085 -8.4156 34.2357
* 777.6601 -0.5153 -271.7583 374.3580
520.1707 -0.5330 -10.2151 542.4927
725.3244 -1.3665 -5.5429 1000.8969
644.2055 -1.4089 -9.0832 1519.3540
598.1074 -1.1886 -9.5215 1573.9995
726.6342 -0.8142 -7.8111 1774.7715
536.4332 0.2961 -8.5596 2015.6053
* denotes an anomalous peak.
Table 4.4: Parameter Estimates using K  = 9. True values in Table 4.2.
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Amplitude
r
Phase
4>
Damping
- b
Frequency
/
662.5761 -0.5341 -7.0802 27.4529
562.7976 -1.5087 -8.3793 34.2369
* 41.6599 -1.6876 -25.7349 208.5909
525.6159 0.0206 -10.5030 327.9645
500.8916 -0.0551 -9.9144 542.5144
441.5749 -1.3359 -10.0924 913.8482
729.6458 -1.3473 -5.5654 1000.8840
645.7128 -1.4091 -9.1013 1519.3922
598.8303 -1.1926 -9.5311 1573.9491
726.0627 -0.8172 -7.8047 1774.7753
511.0964 0.2871 -8.1920 2015.1649
* denotes an anomalous peak
Table 4.5: Parameter Estimates using K  = 11. True values in Table 4.2.
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Amplitude
r
Phase
<f>
Damping
- b
Frequency
/
633.4312 -0.4681 -7.0716 27.4510
575.3272 -1.5323 -8.3686 34.2409
* 23.9172 -2.3299 0.3280 213.2518
* 15.4391 1.3693 -35.0317 267.7190
489.4195 0.0336 -10.1586 327.9657
524.5950 -0.5374 -9.8943 542.5133
* 3.6891 -0.5585 -3.1496 725.4794
461.1865 -1.2694 -10.0623 913.8478
750.8082 -1.2968 -5.5601 1000.8840
646.6481 -1.4463 -9.0917 1519.3890
605.0437 -1.1806 -9.5218 1573.9454
733.2204 -0.8298 -7.8118 1774.7720
516.3643 0.2853 -8.3015 2015.6172
* 58.2673 1.6284 -94.0379 2059.7108
* 60.7185 1.8359 -5.9768 2086.7730
* denotes an anomalous peak
Table 4.6: Parameter Estimates using K  = 15. True values in Table 4.2.
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called m elittin and the experiment is carried out on a solution of m elittin in water. 
The value of K , the number of exponentials in the model, is not known. There 
were 2048 complex data points and a data m atrix of dimensions 800 x 1245 was set 
up. The logarithms of the resulting singular values are plotted in Figure 4.8. They 
show a very sharp initial decline followed by a gradual decrease with no marked 
cutoff point to indicate a suitable value of K.  This means tha t the number of peaks 
must be estim ated from the Fourier transform shown in Figure 4.9. Even this is 
not simple so the analysis is carried out using a value of K  of 150 which appears to 
be larger than the expected number of peaks. After estim ating the 150 dampings 
and frequencies a certain number, in fact 52, are discarded because the dampings 
are positive or very large negative. Frequencies with dampings of less than -30 are 
thus not included in the calculation of amplitudes and phases. This value of -30 
is a rather subjective choice and a better choice could perhaps be made based on 
specialist knowledge of the background chemistry.
The m elittin spectrum  presents extra difficulties in the form of the very large peaks 
at the extrem e ends of the spectrum. These are due to the water solution and 
are considered to be “nuisance peaks.” The presence of such high amplitude peaks 
affects the calculations of the HSVD algorithm. It is not yet possible to quantify 
this influence but it can be conjectured tha t the singular values correspond to the 
am plitudes of the exponentials in the model. Thus the initial one or two large 
singular values are due to this water peak. Figure 4.10 shows the spectrum  resulting 
from the HSVD estim ates. As frequencies with positive dampings are not included in 
the spectrum , the relative size of the peak which appears at the extrem e ends of the 
spectrum  is reduced in the state space spectrum . In Figures 4.11 and 4.12 segments 
from 500 to 800 of the Fourier transform and the state space spectrum  are plotted. 
From this it can be seen tha t the broad peaks of the Fourier spectrum  have been 
resolved into distinct peaks. In fact, experimental chemists have stated tha t the two
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Figure 4.8: Log singular values for melittin, L=800.
close pairs of peaks circled in Figure 4.12 could not be resolved by Fourier transform 
methods although their existence is known because of the chemical formulation of 
melittin. It must be remembered that the output of the HSVD algorithm gives much 
more information than just the plotted spectrum. Full scrutiny of this information, 
in particular the damping estimates, is required to obtain a good spectral estimate 
when the number of peaks is unknown.
As can be seen from both the simulated and the real data sets, the HSVD algorithm 
produces very good parameter estimates when the value of L is large enough and, 
on the same data sets, works far better than Prony’s method. The reasons for this 
are not immediately obvious. The next section discusses and attempts to at least 
partly explain this difference.
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Figure 4.9: Fourier transform spectrum of melittin.
Figure 4.10: State space spectrum of melittin derived from HSVD estimates.
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Figure 4.11: Segment from 500 to 800 of Fourier transform spectrum of meiittin.
4.6 N u m erica l S en s it iv ity  o f  th e  H S V D  A lgo­
r ithm
Various authors look at the behaviour of the HSVD algorithm from a purely numer­
ical point of view and treat the statistical noise as perturbations of the data which 
affect the sensitivity of the calculations. There are few attempts to investigate the 
statistical behaviour of the parameter estimates. Both aspects are important. Ide­
ally, a good estimation procedure should produce estimates with certain desirable 
statistical properties such as unbiasedness, consistency or minimum variance. As 
well, and especially for large models with many parameters, numerical techniques 
which are relatively insensitive to perturbations in the data are preferred.
An early study by Mullis and Roberts (1976) gives a discussion of the effect of finite
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C 1— I— r
Figure 4.12: Corresponding segment of state space spectrum. The circled duplets are more 
distinct in this spectrum than in Fig. 4.11.
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word length arithmetic on the calculation of the output of a digital filter represented 
in a state-space formalism. They show that the accuracy of the output is dependent 
on the realization and give conditions on the scaling and choice of realization to 
minimise the round-off error. Their minimal noise realization was referred to as 
a balanced realization. This is the same terminology used by Moore (1981) and 
already introduced in Section 4.3.
Although the main aim of Moore’s work was to develop an efficient method of model 
reduction, his discussion of the use of the singular value decomposition has some rel­
evance to explaining the success of the HSVD method. He claims that the superior 
numerical properties of the Golub and Reinsch (1970) singular value decomposi­
tion algorithm account for a major part of the efficient numerical performance. As 
the present implementation calculates the singular values more directly than the 
Golub and Reinsch algorithm but still displays good numerical performance, it is 
perhaps more due to the effectiveness of the singular value decomposition (however 
implemented) as a noise reduction technique.
Moore also advocates the use of the balanced realization which involves equating the 
observability matrix with UicA]/2 in the singular value decomposition. He comes to 
the conclusion that the balanced realization minimises the condition numbers (with 
respect to inversion) of the observability and controllability Grammian matrices, 
which optimises the pointwise state control and zero input state observation of 
the system so the balanced realization leads to the best possible state estimation. 
The effect of using the balanced realization instead of equating Ö to Uk in the 
HSVD algorithm has not been investigated because the present performance of the 
algorithm was more than adequate. The following discussion is concerned with the 
numerical properties of one part of the present HSVD implementation.
Rao (1989) attempts to explain the numerical robustness of the HSVD algorithm
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applied to noisy data where the signal is modelled as a sum of non-damped com­
plex exponentials by looking at the matrix Z \ He claims to show that Z', which 
has eigenvalues zi , . . .  , z k , displays properties that ensure the insensitivity of the 
eigenvalue calculation to perturbations in the elements of Z'. The proof relies on 
showing that Z' tends to a normal matrix as L —► oo. Rao’s argument lacks rigour 
at some points and a more rigorous version of his argument is given here. First, a 
formal definition of a normal matrix is required.
Definition
A normal matrix A satisfies A A H = A HA.
Golub and van Loan (1989) show that A is normal if and only if A can be diago- 
nalised by a unitary similarity transformation, that is, there exists a unitary matrix 
Q such that QHAQ is diagonal with the eigenvalues of A on the diagonal. Golub 
and van Loan define the departure of a matrix A from normality as
A2(A) = | |A | | ^ - £ |A , f  (4.8)
t=l
where the A, are the n eigenvalues of A. A2(A) is always non-negative. Note that 
if A is normal, A2(A) = 0.
If the matrix Z' in the HSVD parameter estimation procedure is normal (or near 
normal), the calculation of its eigenvalues will be least susceptible to perturbations 
in the elements of Z' and hence the final step in calculating the frequencies will 
be as accurate as possible. The formula for Z' is the same for both damped and 
non-damped models, the dampings not explicity affecting the singular value decom­
position of the data matrix.
We now show that, for a non-damped model with resonances z* = exp(i2xfkAt), 
then A2(Z') —► 0 as L —> oo, that is, as N  —► oo and the dimensions of the data 
matrix become large.
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The K  eigenvalues o f Z ' are Zi, z2, . . . ,  zk and \zj\ =  1. I t  fo llows th a t YliLi |At |2 =  
YliLi k t  |2 =  K  when equation 4.8 is applied to  Z '. To show nea r-no rm a lity  fo r Z ' it  
suffices to  prove th a t ||Z ||p  —> K  as L —> oo. B y standard m a tr ix  norm  inequalities
llZ 'lh < IIZ'IIf  <  v ^ | |Z '| |2.
Then, as A 2(Z ')  >  0,
0 <  \\Z\\2f - K  < K \ \ Z \ \ l - K
and ||Z |]p  — K  —> 0 w il l fo llow  i f  ||Z ||2 ► 1 as L —► oo. T h is  is the conclusion tha t 
Rao (1989) used to  define near no rm a lity .
Now, fro m  equation  (4.6),
+  u " u <V l - u f u  bJ
w ith  u&, U b and U t as defined in  Section 4.3 and derived from  U x  the m a tr ix  o f K  
singular vectors from  the singular value decom position.
Thus
iz'ili < l | i+ t T ^ n J blKlbllu.lhK ll!
2 ( 1+T ^ r S )  »u" > «  
1
1 -  N il
K ir
■IIUfll2IIU.il:
From  the  o rig in a l re la tionsh ip  between Z , U& and U *
U t =  U 6Z '
and so IIU .II, <  ||U t ||2||Z '||2 and ||Z '||2 >  flg j|L .
Therefore i t  fo llows th a t
liu.lh
I|U»||2
< llZ 'lh < i - N I ■||Uf||2||U«||2.
in
Next it can be shown that 11U^ , ||2 =  11U£ ||2 =  1- This result is set as a problem in 
Stewart (1973) but was independently derived so the proof is included here. Since 
U a has orthonormal columns ||U a'x ||2 =  ||x||2 for all vectors x. The 2-norm of a 
m atrix is equal to its largest singular value and can be defined as 
, , tt  I I _____ l|U*x||2 MTT „ ___ ||U ,x ||2
l|Ut|12 -  T|ox l ^ j i 7 and l|Ul112 -  x|bx l ^ j r
and for vectors assume that ||x|| denotes ||x||2.
( u \
Let U a =
and
and the vector x  be (aq, . . . ,  x l )t . Then
V /
!|U *x ||2 =  I^ H lu .ll2 +  lx2|2||u2||2 +  . . .  +  |xt n |U t ||2
[|U(,x||2 =  ||U Kx ||2 -  | ^ H M 2 
=  ||x ||2 -  |xL|2||ut ||2.
Thus
l|Ufc||2 =  max 2 - 4 I K I I 2
=  max x
which will equal 1 if x  is such tha t x l  is zero.
Similarly ||XJf ||2 =  1.
Using these equalities gives
1 < ||Z'||2 < —
I K I I 2 ’
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which will give ||Z '||2 —+ 1 as L —* oo provided ||u l || —► 0 as L —> oo.
This result follows from showing that all elements of the m atrix of eigenvectors U ^  
are small, say =  0 ( L r) where r < 0 as L —► oo. Then | |u l | | 2 =  0 ( K L 2N) —► 0 
as L —► oo.
By assuming tha t one of the is not of order Lr , in fact u u  =  0 (1) say, it follows 
from the orthonorm ality of the eigenvectors tha t u ,j must be zero for all i ^  / ,  U{3 
must have \u j j \ =  1 and u j j  =  0 for j  ^  J .  Such structure in the eigenvectors 
is equivalent to the m atrix X X W formed from the data m atrix having one column 
(and hence one row) all zeros except for the diagonal element. The Hankel nature 
of the data  m atrix X  precludes such structures so no elements of the m atrix U can 
be 0 (1 ). Thus | |u l | | 2 —» 0 as L —► oo.
This concludes the proof tha t | | Z ' —> 1, ||Z '||p  —> K  and Z' tends to a normal 
m atrix  with robust eigenvalue calculation as the number of data points increases.
For the case of a model with damped complex exponentials where the Zk are ex­
pressed as Zk =  exp(—bk +  i2Trfk)At, the departure of Z' from normality is given
by
0 <  A 2(Z') <  \\Z'\\2f  -  £  e"26*At,
k=i
Using the same argument as above leads to the inequality
K
0 <  A 2(Z') <  K IIZ'H2 -  Y2 e~2bkAt.
k=l
Because U k  is a m atrix of eigenvectors with orthonormal columns, it will still hold 
th a t || Z '||I —► 1 as L —» oo. Thus the upper bound on A 2(Z ') will tend to the limit
K  -  Efci e-26‘A1.
For NMR data, the damping is often very small and e_26fcAl will not be much less 
than 1 for all k and this upper bound or A 2(Z') will be close to zero. For lightly
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dam ped data Z' is very close to normal for large data sets.
For heavily damped data this upper bound for A 2(Z') will be larger, though never 
greater than k .  This makes it difficult to form conclusions as to the behaviour of 
A 2(Z '). Any attem pts at investigating the behaviour of ||Z '||f  directly have not 
proved successful so this remains an open question.
Experience with analysis of simulated data sets shows tha t the HSVD algorithm 
obtains more accurate estim ates of the frequency and damping param eters than the 
Kumaresan-Tufts method. This is observed even at very low noise levels when the 
noise can be thought of as a very small perturbation of the numerical calculations. 
This difference in performance is also commented on by Kot, Parthasarathy, Tufts 
and Vaccaro (1987) and Okhavat and Cruz (1989). It is interesting to see if any 
evidence for this appears from an investigation of the relevant perturbation theory.
There are many similarities between the two methods, both of which rely on the 
singular value decomposition of a particular m atrix. In the HSVD algorithm this is 
the data  m atrix
/  \
y\  •  •  •  vm
_  V2  • • • 2 / M + l
* >
^  V N - M + 1 • •  •  V N  )
and for the Kum aresan-Tufts Prony algorithm using M linear prediction coefficients 
the relevant m atrix is the m atrix of coefficients of the overdetermined system of 
equations which defines the LP coefficients, tha t is,
A =
Vm
v m + i
y  i
y 2
y  y N - i  • • • y N - M  /
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In the HSVD method the 2 i , . . . ,2 /c  are the eigenvalues of the matrix Z' which 
is formed from U k , the first K singular vectors of Y . These eigenvalues are not 
affected by a change of basis of the singular vectors as using U/cQ, say, instead of 
\Jk  leads to a Z' with the same eigenvalues. Thus the subspace generated by the 
singular vectors is more important than the actual singular vectors.
The noisy data matrix is Y  is represented as
Y  =  X  +  N
where N  is a noise matrix and where X  is formed from the noise free model so that 
X  is of rank K. Let the rank K approximations of Y  and X  obtained from the SVD 
be Y x  and X x  respectively. We wish to show that the subspaces generated by the 
singular vectors of Y  and X  are close. These invariant subspaces are respectively 
the range spaces of Y x  and X jx, 7£(Yk ) and 7£(X/c). From the results in Wedin 
(1972) and Stewart (1973) we see that the angle between 7£(Yk ) and 7£(Xx) is less 
than e/6 where, in this case, 6 is the value of the K th singular value of Y  and is 
typically quite large. The value of e is given by m ax(||R u ||, ||R 2 1 1|) where
IIR11II =  II -  N V g ||  <  ||N ||
and
IIR-21II =  II-N ^ U jf l l  <  ||N ||.
Thus, using Wedin’s terminology,
||sm Ö (7J(Y ^),^ (X K) ) | |< | | N | | / ^ .
This will be small if ||N|| is small where ||N|| is the largest singular value of the 
matrix of errors.
In the Kumaresan-Tufts Prony method the singular value decomposition is used 
to solve the overdetermined system of equations for b to give b =  A*y where the
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pseudo-inverse A t = V # T h e  sensitivity of the estimate of b obtained from 
the noisy coefficient matrix A depends upon the sensitivity of the pseudo-inverse 
to the noise level. Let A = B + E where B is noise free, then Wedin (1972) and 
Stewart (1977) show that
||Bt -  At|| l|E l|l + y/5 
l|Bt|| -  2
where vk is the K th singular value of A and ||E|| is the largest singular value of E.
Because the order of the columns of Y and A does not affect the singular values we 
can use a result of Golub and van Loan (1989) on the interlacing properties of the 
singular values of matrices that differ by one extra row. It can be shown that
<?1 >  I 'l  &K+1  >  • • • l ' N - M  >  & N —M + l
and ||N|| > ||E|| > • • •. Therefore in practice ||N||/<tx and | |E | | / ^  will not be very 
different from each other.
This shows that the major step in the calculation of the Prony estimates 
is more sensitive to the noise perturbation than the corresponding step 
in the state space algorithm. As a result, for the same noise level, the 
Prony estimates will be more variable than those obtained using the 
HSVD algorithm.
4 .7  S ta tis tica l A n alysis  o f  F requency E stim a tes
The statistical properties of the frequency estimates obtained by the HSVD algo­
rithm are investigated by Kot, Parthasarathy, Tufts and Vaccaro (1987). Their 
study is restricted to a model with one undamped exponential but they indicate 
that a similar analysis can be carried out for a model with one damped exponential.
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The method for deriving the mean and variance of the frequency estimate does not 
generalise in any obvious way to models with more than one exponential so it is 
not clear that the following results give more than an indication of the expected 
behaviour of the parameter estimates for general models.
Kot et al. refer to an analysis of the damped exponential in Vaccaro and Kot (1986). 
However, the latter reference is difficult to obtain so a complete discussion is given 
here.
Consider the simple model
y„ =  ce<-6+<2,r/>A'n,
=  cei- b'+iw)n, N  (4.9)
Form the noisy Hankel data matrix H and compute its singular value decomposition 
to give
/  \  
y i  . • • vm
H = H + N =
\  y i  . . .  yN )
k = 1
= üsvw
where ciq,. . . ,  <j£, the diagonal elements of S  are the singular values of the noisy 
matrix H, U =  (ü i,ü2, . . . ,  u^) and V =  (vq, v2, . . . ,  Vjw).
N is the additive noise Hankel matrix and the ~  notation is used to differentiate 
vectors and matrices obtained from the noisy data from their noise-free equivalents
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which can be calculated theoretically from the model.
The m atrix Z' of equation 4.6 becomes
X  =  ( ü ^ ü / ) -1ü ^ü f (4.10)
where
uf =  (txi(l),.. .,  ux(L -  1))T 
ü/ =  (txi(2), — , ul (L))T ,
and this should be equal to exp(( — b +  i2Trf)At) referred to as z.
From the discussion of Vaccaro and Kot (1987) it can be seen tha t under high SNR, 
H  is nearly a rank one m atrix and the principal singular vector can be approximated 
by a first-order expansion in the noise m atrix N ,
üi = ii! T —N vi. 
o1
Substituting this in equation 4.10 gives
1 ulU)ui(j  +  1) + ^ - v fn f u j ( j  + 1) '
n f n y + i V i  J
L—1
E
j=i
(4.11)
where ui(ji) is the j th element of the vector u i, n, is the zth row vector of the noise 
m atrix  N , and Ui, Vi, <7i are the principal left and right singular vectors and singular 
value of H  given as
|c|
y/ 1  -  e~2bAt(M+1)y/l -  e~2bAtL 
(1 -  e -26At) 1
v T — er 2bAt
V, =
e ~2bAtL  ( 1 ’ Z ’ 2r2’ ’ ” ’ z L  0 ’
A  *
■c (z z 2 z M)
yj  1 — e- 2bAt
\c\yjl -
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Note that as 6 —► 0 these results tend to those of the undamped case given in Kot 
et al. (1987).
Now define a new random variable
Z = X e b'-'u'
= P1 +  iQ’ say
where b' is the true damping bAt , and uj is the angular frequency 27t/A T  The error 
in the estimate of the angular frequency is
u je = uj — uj = tan-1 9L
p> '
Now find the expected value of Z noting that the second and third terms in equa­
tion 4.11 have zero expectation. This gives
E(Z)  = £  uKftuAj  + + £  1 E ( v f n f  ni+lVl) e**-“ .
j = 1 J=l a i
Substituting for Ui and Vi and using the fact that
E  ( n ^ n , )  = 2 ^
0 0 - • 0 >  
1 0 • • 0 
0 1 0 - 0
\ 0 • 1 0 /
leads to
E(Z)
1 _  e -2 b ‘( L - i )  _  i ) M 2 a J
l - e - i k ’L + |c|(M + 1)2£ '
From this it can be seen that E(Q') = 0 and E(P') = 1 + 0(1/M ). Retaining only 
the linear term of the Taylor Series expansion of tan~l (Q'/P') shows that as M  and
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L become infinite, E(coe) =  0. This means that the estim ate of the frequency is 
asymptotically unbiased.
Okhavat and Cruz (1989) extend this discussion to the estim ate of the damping. By 
expressing the error in the damping estim ate as A(6') =  ln (|Z |) — \nX  and retaining 
only the linear term  of the corresponding Taylor Series expansion they claim that 
E(A(b'))  is zero and thus the damping estim ate is also unbiased.
Both Okhavat and Cruz and Kot et al. give results for the variance of the damping 
and frequency estim ates respectively. These variances are shown to satisfy a U- 
shaped relationship with the choice of M.  The variances are very large at values of 
M  near to 0 and N  and display a broad minimum in between. This behaviour was 
observed in the simulations discussed in Section 4.5.
If the asym ptotic unbiasedness of the frequency and damping estim ates for a model 
with one exponential can be generalised to larger models then the HSVD algorithm 
produces statistically consistent estimates. Recall tha t in Chapter 2 it is shown 
that the conventional Prony’s method does not give consistent param eter estimates. 
A rigorous theoretical statistical proof of consistency of the HSVD estimates is 
beyond the scope of this thesis but the following gives an informal argument which, 
supported by experience with simulations, leads to the conjecture tha t the HSVD 
algorithm produces statistically consistent estimates.
Define the Frobenius norm of a m atrix A as ||A||^ =  where the elements
of A are a ty. Let the model be expressed as yn =  fin +  en =  CfczjJ +  en. The 
maximum likelihood estim ates of the c* and Zk are obtained by minimising the 
nonlinear sum of squares
± \ y „ - E c kz t f .  (4.12)
t =  l
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This is equivalent to minimising
/  \ (  \ (  \
2 1  * 2  Z K Cl y  i
z 2 z 2 z 2z \  z 2 • • • Z K C2
—
V2
N  jV  TV
\  z l  z 2 • • ‘ Z K  / {  c K  y v  Vn )
For the noise free data the state space factorisation of the Hankel data m atrix is 
X  =  OC where
l 1 . . .  1 \
Z\ Z2 z K
N —M „ N - M N - M
Z 1 z 2 • ZK
( 2 M  \C \ Z i C \ Z {  . . . C i Z F
C2 Z2 C2 z 2 . . .  C2z ^
•
\  C K Z K c K z 2k • •  c K z %  /
It can be shown that, for the noisy data m atrix Y ,
IIY  -  OC\\p = \y1 - E c kzk\2 + 2 \ y , - L  
+ L \y i  -  £ckz£I2 +  • • • +  |yjv -  £  | 2 .
As all term s of ||Y —OC\\F are positive it follows tha t the choice of z i , . . . ,  zF , Ci,. . . ,  ck 
th a t minimises eqn.(4.12) also minimises ||Y  — OC\\2F and vice versa.
Using the singular value decomposition guarantees the minimisation of the Frobe- 
nius norm ||Y  — OC\\2F where O and C are of rank K. It follows tha t the O and C 
th a t satisfy this minimum must also satisfy OC =  the truncated sin­
gular value decomposition of Y . It thus appears th a t the conjectured statistical 
consistency of the HSVD algorithm is due to the fact th a t the minimisation carried
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out by the SVD gives the same estimates as tha t of the original non-linear sum of 
squares.
In conclusion it can be said tha t the HSVD algorithm is the most accurate and 
reliable estim ation procedure available for estim ating the frequencies and dampings 
from data modelled as a sum of complex damped exponentials. Compared with 
Prony’s method and its various modifications, the HSVD algorithm is less sensitive to 
noise in the data and produces param eter estim ates with better statistical properties. 
Although the HSVD algorithm is itself sensitive to the value of M , the dimensions of 
the Hankel data m atrix, minimum variance estim ates of the frequency and damping 
param eters are obtained for a wide range of values of M.  In the following chapter 
this m ethod will be extended to estim ate the param eters of a two-dimensional NMR 
model.
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C h a p te r  5
A p p lic a tio n  to  T w o -D im e n s io n a l 
N M R  S p e c tro sc o p y
5.1 In trod u ction
A recent development in NMR spectroscopy has been to carry out a sequence of one­
dimensional experiments using two separate magnetic pulses to perturb the mag­
netisation of the solution. The solution is allowed to settle back to equilibrium for 
a certain tim e t\  after the first pulse and, after the second pulse, the magnetisation 
is measured as a function of time t2 as for the usual one-dimensional experiment. 
This is repeated for increasing values of t\ and the measured magnetisation, called 
the Free Induction Decay (FID), is now a function of both t\  and t2. The general
model used to express the underlying structure of the signal is now
J K
y m n z= ' ^ 2 ’^ r ^k e i<f>j k e ( - c ] + i 2 i r g j ) A t i m e ( - b k+ i 2 n f k ) A t 2Ti (5. 1)
j  =  1 Jt=l
for m  = 1 , . . . ,  M  and n =  1 , . . . ,  N  and where rjk represents the am plitude of the 
(j, k)th peak, (pjk is the phase, Cj and bk are the damping param eters in the two 
directions, gj and fk are the frequencies and A t\ and are the respective time
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increments.
In the two-dimensional NMR case the dampings and frequencies are the same in 
both dimensions and the tim e increments, A^i and A ^  are generally the same. The 
theoretical Fourier transform of equation (5.1) is
O, \ v - v -  (  CJ +  -  9j) \  (  h  +  i2*(V2 -  fk) \
° S S W  U + < -■ (* -* > * )  ■ (s-2)
For the NMR data if this is plotted as a contour plot the result will be a pattern of 
diagonal and off-diagonal peaks of varying width and amplitude. Different molecules 
have distinctive spectra and the pattern  of peaks can be used to identify particular 
chemical couplings within the molecule. These are then used to construct a model 
of the structure of the molecule. The advantage of using a two-dimensional rather 
than a one-dimensional experiment is tha t two peaks which are too close to separate 
in the one-dimensional spectrum  result in a pattern  of four close peaks in the two- 
dimensional spectrum. Although this m ultiplet may still be too close to separate 
the fact tha t it will be four times the size of the point in the spectrum  due to a 
single peak means tha t it can be recognized as a m ultiplet rather than as just a 
single peak. Another advantage of the two-dimensional NMR approach is that, by 
special selection of the phases of the magnetic pulses, the resulting spectrum  can be 
made to show the pattern  of a subgroup of the couplings within the molecule.
In the same way as for the one-dimensional case, taking the Fourier transform of a 
truncated decaying data  set can introduce artifacts into the spectrum. Techniques 
such as apodising or windowing to minimise this effect lead to loss of resolution in the 
spectrum . Thus alternative methods of spectral estim ation are being investigated.
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5.2 T w o-D im en sion a l Sp ectra l E stim a tio n
As the two-dimensional spectrum  is presented as a picture, a possible approach 
to extracting detailed information from the spectrum  is to use techniques of im­
age processing. The method given most coverage in the literature is the maximum 
entropy m ethod of Gull and Skilling (1984) introduced to NMR by Laue, Skilling 
et al. (1985). The maximum entropy method aims to reduce spurious detail from 
the image and enhance the resolution of the significant peaks. Some modifications 
are required to cope with negative peaks such as occur in phase-sensitive spectra. 
Although improved pictures of the spectrum  are obtained, the values of the model 
param eters still have to be estim ated from the spectrum. This may be straight­
forward for the estim ates of the frequencies as they are just the locations of the 
peaks, but there is not sufficient detail in the spectral image to give estim ates of 
the dampings and amplitudes. For this we must return to param eter estimation 
techniques.
Generalisation of Prony’s m ethod to two dimensions has much in common with work 
on two-dimensional digital signal processing. For example see Rabiner and Gold 
(1975). Also Kumaresan and Tufts (1981) extend their one-dimensional Prony’s 
m ethod to two-dimensional frequency and wave-number estim ation for a more re­
stricted model than (5.1). To display the two-dimensional Prony’s method consider 
a simple model
y{m ,n )  = ceil'* tmei“Atn. (5.3)
Assume th a t a forwards prediction equation is satisfied by the noise-free data,
y(m, n) =  a0iy (m , n — 1) +  an t/(m  — 1, n — 1) +  ai0y(m  — 1, n). (5.4)
Substituting for the y from (5.3) gives
1 _ — iu/At _ — ii/At —tu /A f —iuAt __ pi
1 — o,q \ C  — c i n e  c  — Q>i q £  — U.
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Thus the equation
z i z 2 -  aoizi -  axoz2 — au  = 0 (5.5)
is satisfied when Z\ =  etuAt and z2 = etwAt. Provided the a0i, «io and an  can be 
estim ated from (5.4) then the solutions to the polynomial equation (5.5) will give 
the exponentials of the frequencies in both directions.
For the more complicated model (5.1) the Prony difference equation is
J K
y (m ,n )  = Y ^  ajky (m  -  j , n  -  k). (5.6)
j=0 k=0^j
The corresponding polynomial equation is
z 2 -  J 2  T  ajkz{z t ;=0 .  (5.7)
j=o k=0^j
Although in theory the Z\ and z2 roots of this equation can be used to find the 
frequencies in both directions, in practice a general polynomial P ( z \ , z 2) does not 
have a unique factorization into lower-order polynomials. It will thus not be possible 
to identify the proper roots.
Kumaresan and Tufts advocate plotting the surface of
1
5 (e 'u, e'*') (5.8)
1 -  E/=o Efc=0 ajke - ^ e - ^
for different values of /i and u. This is for an undam ped model where Zi and z2 are on 
the unit circle. At the values of // and v for which (5.7) is satisfied the surface of (5.8) 
will exhibit large peaks. They suggest using the FFT  to generate this plot. Such an 
approach would require large amounts of computer tim e to produce a picture which 
may not be any more informative than the Fourier transform, especially for models 
with many exponential terms.
A ttem pts to estim ate the two-dimensional model directly using a state-space for­
mulation have also met with difficulties. The state-space models for doubly indexed 
sequences in A ttasi (1976) and Rung et al. (1983) apply to less general models than
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(5.1). In particular they require that can be factorised as rje^-’r^e1^ '5. W ith­
out this assumption it is not clear tha t a two-dimensional state-space model can be 
formulated.
An alternative approach is to treat the two-dimensional estim ation problem as a 
sequence of one-dimensional problems. The rationale for this can be seen by looking 
at the model (5.1)
Uran
J K
r j k ^ ]k  e (_CJ+*27r^ j ) ^ t i m  e ( - i,fc+‘27r/k)A<2n
j = 1 k= 1
^  ^ m ) e l<I,(fcm )e ( - i,fc-l-»27r/fc)At2n  
k = l
(5.9)
where
J2 rJ*e A - C j + U n g ^ A t x m
j = 1
(5.10)
Thus for each m =  1 , . . . ,  M  the data set =  (ymi, Vm2 , •• •, J/miv)r  can be mod­
elled as a one-dimensional sum of damped complex exponentials. From each of these 
data sets the frequencies and dampings in the t2 direction can be estim ated as well 
as the complex amplitudes 5 for k =
For each k the “data  sets” R* are set up with =  { R ^ \  • • •, R ^ ) T and the R ^  
are modelled as a one-dimensional sum of exponentials. From each of these data 
sets we obtain estim ates of the frequencies and dampings in the ti direction and the 
complex amplitudes r^e*^* for j  =  1, . . . ,  J.
Clearly there is scope for improvement in this method as the frequencies and dam p­
ings in each direction are estim ated many times over. There are several different 
approaches discussed in the literature. In the NMR situation Schussheim and Cow- 
burn (1987) suggest using the Fourier transform in the t2 direction followed by a 
Prony’s m ethod approach in the t\ direction. The reason for this is tha t in the 
two-dimensional NMR experiments there are more data  points measured in the t2 
direction (often 1024 or 2048) than  in the t\ direction (usually 256 or 512). This is
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due to the instability of the chemical solution over long periods of time. As a result 
the decay of the data to the noise level in the t\ direction is truncated while it is 
likely to be complete in the t2 direction. The Fourier transform in the t 2 direction 
will not display leakage into sidelobes from the peaks in the spectrum  so it will give 
a fairly reliable estim ate of the frequencies in the t 2 direction.
Kumaresan and Shaw (1986) and de Beer et al. (1988) use the ORA algorithm 
of C hapter 2 to carry out the one-dimensional estimations. Kumaresan and Shaw 
concentrate on a simpler model and carry out an iterative procedure alternatively 
searching for the best frequency estim ate for each direction. Their work is for the 
undam ped model. Because of the theoretical drawbacks to the estim ates obtained 
by the ORA algorithm this method was not pursued.
Gesmar and Led (1989) use the conventional Prony’s m ethod to solve the one­
dimensional problems. They also recognise the duplication in the repeated estim a­
tion of the frequencies and dampings and suggest tha t all the data be combined to 
give one very large data set to be used to estim ate the LP coefficients which lead 
to the frequency and damping estimates. They note tha t the difference equation 
satisfied is
K
Vmn — ^  1 b ( t y y m ,n —l 
1=1
for m  = 1 , . . . ,  M, n =  1 , . . . ,  N  and advocate using the whole M N  data  points in 
the overdetermined system of equations to solve for b. Their procedure then carries 
on as outlined above. Gesmar and Led prefer to use a Cholesky decomposition of 
the normal equations to solve for b. From the discussion of Chapter 2 it is known 
that this version of Prony’s m ethod is statistically suboptimal. Another application 
of Prony’s m ethod to a two-dimensional NMR data set is by Luthon, Blanpain, 
Decorps and Albrand (1989). Their data is a simple model with only four peaks in 
each direction and it does not necessarily follow tha t their method will work as well 
for more complicated spectra.
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Because the two-stage estim ation procedure uses the estimates of as input
data to the second series of one-dimensional problems it is essential tha t the algo­
rithm  used produces the best possible estimates of these complex amplitudes. As 
these are obtained from the estimates of the t 2 direction dampings and frequencies 
the best possible method of estim ating bk and f k should be used. This will be the 
HSVD algorithm of Chapter 4.
5.3 E stim a tio n  P roced u re  and E xam p les
The first version of the two-stage algorithm to be implemented uses a more direct 
approach to estim ating all the param eters of the model
=  £  £  r , e ( - cJ+’2*9>)A llm e (-4k+«2»A)A(2n +  ^  ( 5 . U )
j = 1 k = l
where m  = 1 , . . . ,  M,  n = 1 , . . . ,  N  and emn is complex normal noise.
The param eters bk and f k for k =  1 , . . . ,  K  can be estim ated from any one of the 
data sets, or F ID ’s, =  (ymi , . . . ,  ymN)T• In practice the param eter estimates will 
vary slightly between data rows because of the effect of the noise on the accuracy of 
the HSVD algorithm. It may be necessary to estim ate these param eters for several 
of these data  sets and then average the results to obtain more reliable param eter 
estim ates.
If da ta  sets are drawn up in the other direction, tha t is, y(n) =  (yi„ , . . . ,  y\in)T, 
these can be used as the data  inputs to estim ate the param eters Cj and gj for 
j  =  1 , . . . ,  J. For very noisy NMR data  sets these will not be as reliably estim ated 
as the t2 direction param eters because of the smaller number of observations in the 
t\  direction. Once the param eters Cj,gj , bk and f k are estim ated these estimates can 
be substituted into (5.11) and the resulting least squares problem solved to give the 
estim ates of all r j k and <f>jk . The overdetermined system of equations consists of
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M N  equations in J K  unknowns.
For data sets with 512x1024 data points this procedure works extremely well on 
simulated data sets with relatively few peaks in each direction. A Householder 
reduction is used to solve for the rjke'^J*. However the memory requirements for 
this approach are very large. Even on the Fujitsu VP100 with a job memory limit 
of 24 Mbytes only very small models can be handled. Because of this the two-stage 
procedure of the previous section has been implemented.
The frequencies and dampings in both t\  and £2 direction are estimated from the 
relevant data set, or, if necessary, averaged over several data sets. The estimates of 
bk and fk are then used in equation (5.9)
ymn =  j r  4 m)e''*(r ’e<-t‘+i2' ' ‘>A,2n
k=l
to estimate the ] for h =  1 , . . . ,  K  for each value of m =  1 , . . . ,  M.  This
involves M  least squares solutions to an overdetermined system of N  equations in 
K  unknowns. It is simply the final step of the HSVD algorithm repeated M times.
Using the estimates of Cj and gj , j  =  1 and these estimates of and
substituted into equation (5.10), a further K  systems of M  equations in J 
unknowns can be solved to give the estimates of rjk and (f>jk for all j  =  1 , . . . ,  J  and 
k =  1 , . . . ,  K .  For a model with 20 peaks in either direction the calculations of the 
peaks in each direction takes 44 sec CPU time and the calculation of the rjkt%^ k as 
well as the construction of a two-dimensional spectrum from the parameter estimates 
takes 7 min of CPU time on the Fujitsu VP100 supercomputer.
Figures 5.1 to 5.3 show the two-dimensional spectra obtained from a simulated data 
set with 10 peaks in each direction. The spectra are all displayed as contour plots. 
Figure 5.1 shows the Fourier transform. The ridging between peaks is one of the 
major artifacts introduced by the Fourier transform. A major aim of the alternative
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Frequency v?
Figure 5.1: Fourier transform spectrum, 10 peaks in each direction.
parameter estimation method of spectral estimation is the removal of such artifacts. 
Figure 5.2 shows the spectrum constructed from the parameter estimates. It shows 
no ridging and consists of isolated peaks. Figure 5.3 is an expansion of the bottom 
right hand corner of Figure 5:2 to show in greater detail the separation of the two 
very close peaks.
Figures 5.4 and 5.5 display the Fourier transform spectrum and the spectrum re­
sulting from the HSVD parameter estimates for a two-dimensional model with the 
same 15 peaks in each direction. The increased resolution of the parameter esti­
mation spectrum is such that two very close peaks which are inseparable in the 
Fourier transform are separated in the state space spectrum. As well it should again 
be stressed that the output of the parameter estimation method gives much more
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Figure 5.2: State space spectrum derived from the HSVD estimates.
Following figures use the same axes.
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Figure 5.3: Part of state space spectrum, note separation of close peaks.
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Figure 5.4: Fourier transform spectrum, 15 peaks in each direction.
information than just the plotted spectrum as estimates of the location, width and 
height of the peaks are calculated.
When applying the two-dimensional parameter estimation method to real data sets, 
problems arise because of the complicated nature of the experimental procedure 
used in practice. The reason for this is that the NMR spectroscopist is interested 
in only one term of the full expansion of the formula (5.2) for the spectrum. If (5.2) 
is fully expanded and (j)jk is assumed to be zero, the real part becomes
J K (
T T rJ*
j =l k=i
\ ^ + 4 jt2 ( i/ i — g, ) *  
- 4 ' ■  ( ?
)(62+47r2(j/2_/fc)2
J'l~9i t*2~fk
c2+47T2(t/i - g , ) 2 I V b2k+4ir2 ( u 2 - f k )2
\
Terms of the form c ; /  (c? + 4 x 2 ( i / i  — < 7 j ) 2 )  are referred to as absorption peaks and
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F igure  5.5: State space spectrum derived from the HSVD estimates.
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are all positive while terms of the form (iq — g3)/  ycj T 4-7T2(v\ — g3)2j are positive 
for frequencies less than g3, zero at v\ — g3 and negative otherwise. These are called 
dispersion peaks. The absorption peaks are preferred and, for the two-dimensional 
spectrum , the first term  is the preferred form of the spectrum. It should be noted 
tha t the imaginary part of the two-dimensional spectrum  is the sum of two terms 
both of which are the product of absorption and dispersion peaks.
It is impossible to extract the absorption x absorption term  directly from the Fourier 
transform. However experimental procedures have been developed which lead to this 
spectral form. These consist of collecting data  from two experiments known as the 
N + P  and the N-P experiments. Details of the procedure are not relevant here but 
one aspect of it tha t should be mentioned is tha t, because of the instability of the 
compond in solution over a long time, the necessity to perform two experiments for 
every value of t\ means tha t the truncation of the decay in the 11 direction is twice 
as severe as it would be if one experiment is performed at each value of t\ and using 
the same At \ .
If a param eter estim ation technique is employed to estim ate the parameters in the 
tim e domain model (5.1) directly from the complex data set represented by the i/mn, 
then the absorption x absorption spectrum  can be constructed from the param eter 
estimates. In fact any of the four parts of the full expansion (5.2) can be constructed 
as well as its real and imaginary parts and the absolute value spectrum. Thus this 
more sophisticated m ethod of spectral estim ation leads to a significant increase in 
the information available from the data set compared with tha t produced by the 
Fourier transform  approach.
Current experimental design and data  collection procedures are optimised for subse­
quent Fourier transform  com putation and isolation of the absorption x absorption 
peaks. As such they do not yield raw data in a form suited to showing the full
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power of the two-dimensional HSVD analysis. Heavy experimental use of the NMR 
equipment and lack of staff resources has meant tha t data  in the form required for 
the HSVD analysis has not yet been collected. To reveal the full power of the HSVD 
method a synthetic data  set is thus employed. The simulated data set displays many 
of the characteristics of the m elittin spectrum  discussed in Chapter 4. The successful 
application of the one-dimensional HSVD algorithm to the one-dimensional melittin 
data justifies this extension to two dimensions.
The simulated data  set has 50 peaks in each direction and 300 x 1024 data values are 
used. This inequality of t\ and t2 dimensions is typical of NMR data. The Fourier 
transform spectrum , plotted in Figure 5.5, shows many extraneous peaks due to 
the high noise level and some close overlapping peaks which cannot be separated 
visually. On the other hand, the spectrum  in Figure 5.7 is generated from the 
estim ates of the 2700 param eters in the two-dimensional model and it shows clearly 
resolved peaks with no ridging and an absence of spurious peaks. The locations 
of these estim ated signal peaks agree with the known frequencies used to generate 
the simulated data. Such artifact free spectra are used by the NMR spectroscopists 
to hypothesise patterns of couplings within the molecule which lead to conclusions 
about its chemical structure.
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Figure 5.6: Fourier transform spectrum, 50 peaks in each direction.
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Figure 5.7: State space spectrum derived from the HSVD estimates.
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C hapter 6
D iscu ss io n
6.1 D irection s for Further R esearch
There are three areas in which further research should be fruitful. On the practical 
side, full testing of the two-dimensional spectral procedure awaits the collection of 
suitable data  sets. Once these are available it should be possible to significantly 
increase the amount of information obtained from a two-dimensional NMR data set.
Turning to the theory of the param eter estim ation methods, mention should be 
made of the m atrix pencil m ethod given by Hua and Sarkar (1990). They show 
that, although this m ethod is theoretically equivalent to Prony’s method, it displays 
superior com putational accuracy. Their proof of the theoretical equivalence of the 
two methods is similar to th a t given in Section 4.4 for the state space method. Rao 
(1990) shows th a t, in fact, the state  space method and the m atrix pencil method 
lead to equivalent calculations for the frequencies and dampings. It is tem pting 
to conjecture tha t the m atrix  pencil method represents another realization of the 
system producing the noise free signal.
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Finally a study of the nature of the maximum likelihood response surface is of 
interest. In Chapter 1 the suggestion was made that techniques such as Prony’s 
method or the HSVD algorithm could be used to provide initial estimates for the 
non-linear minimisation problem to estim ate the model param eters directly. That 
is, minimise the objective function
N
E
71=1
y(n)  -  E r t e ^ ‘e_i,‘+i2,r/‘)Aln 
k=1
to improve the param eter estim ates provided by alternative techniques. This gives 
the true maximum likelihood param eter estimates when the noise is normally dis­
tributed. W hen applied to simulated data  the minimisation invariably converged 
after a few iterations to a set of param eter estim ates th a t are very similar to the 
initial values however far these may be from the true param eter values. The same 
behaviour is observed when the modified Prony method or GRA algorithm is ap­
plied to data  sets modelled as the sum of several damped complex exponentials as 
the GRA algorithm also finds maximum likelihood param eter estimates.
Some explanation of this phenomenon can be gained from Rice and Rosenblatt 
(1988) who investigate the shape of the maximum likelihood response surface for 
the model y(t) = a0 cos(u;o£ +  <^ o) +  e(£) for the noise e(t) distributed as ./V(0, cr2). They 
show tha t, for this undam ped model, the response surface has many local minima 
and the distance between them  is o(Ar_1). They also show that the estim ate of the 
am plitude is extremely sensitive to inaccuracies in the frequency estim ate and this 
sensitivity increases as the am plitude decreases.
If it can be shown tha t similar results hold for the damped exponential model then 
the implications for param eter estim ation of NMR models are extremely im portant. 
Firstly, the problem of estim ating model param eters gets more difficult as the num­
ber of da ta  points increases and as the complexity of the model increases. This is 
supported by experience with techniques which purport to work well on simple mod-
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els with small data  sets but which fail to produce reasonable param eter estimates 
when applied to larger models and data sets.
The second implication of Rice and Rosenblatt’s results concerns the application 
of param eter estim ation techniques to the two-dimensional NMR data. In the pro­
cedure given in Chapter 5, estim ates of amplitudes at the first stage were used as 
input to the next stage to find the estim ates of the complex amplitudes. Any lack 
of accuracy in these initial am plitude estim ates will affect the further calculations. 
A detailed study of the interrelationship between the estim ates of the frequency 
and damping and the resulting estim ates of the complex am plitudes would be very 
useful.
6.2 C on clusions
On the basis of the research discussed in this thesis we can conclude that
• For truncated data  sets modelled as the sum of decaying complex exponen­
tials, param eter estim ation techniques are a valuable alternative to the Fourier 
transform for spectral estimation.
The Fourier spectrum  suffers from artifacts introduced by trunca­
tion of the data  set and loss of resolution from techniques used to 
reduce these artifacts. Fine detail in the spectrum  can be obscured 
when the data  is corrupted by noise. Param eter estim ation tech­
niques give lists of estim ates of all param eters, frequencies, dam p­
ings, phases and amplitudes. These can then be used to construct 
spectral estimates.
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• Theoretically equivalent methods of param eter estim ation do not necessarily 
perform equally well.
This is shown to hold for Prony’s method and the state-space based 
method known as the HSVD algorithm. Although the two ap­
proaches represent different realizations of the system, the fact that 
they are minimal realizations means tha t they are in some sense 
equivalent. Despite this the sequence of calculations required by 
Prony’s method is more involved and more sensitive to perturbations 
due to noise in the data. Prony’s method has three m ajor calcula­
tions, solving a large overdetermined system of equations, finding 
the zeros of a large order polynomial and solving a least squares 
problem for the complex amplitudes. In the HSVD algorithm these 
become respectively, carrying out a singular value decomposition of 
the data m atrix and finding the eigenvalues of a highly optimised 
m atrix while the last step is unchanged.
This thesis shows that the first step of the HSVD algorithm is less 
sensitive to perturbations in the data than tha t of Prony’s method.
Also the eigenvalue calculation of the second step of the HSVD algo­
rithm  is insensitive to noise. The result of this is tha t the estimates 
from the HSVD algorithm are more accurate than those of Prony’s 
m ethod. An added complication with the statistically consistent 
versions of Prony’s m ethod is tha t a m atrix which must be inverted 
is found to be ill-conditioned in practice despite being theoretically 
positive definite.
• Algorithms for which the m ajor computational burden is in subroutines that 
can easily be vectorized or parallelized are preferable for contem porary super­
com puter architectures.
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Experience with applying both Prony’s method and the HSVD algo­
rithm  to the same data sets shows that the eigenvalue calculations 
of the HSVD algorithm are carried out much faster on a vector 
processor supercomputer than the Prony step of finding the roots 
of a polynomial. Speed of calculation is not a consideration for 
one-dimensional modelling. However it becomes more im portant in 
the two-dimensional case when there may be thousands of applica­
tions of the one-dimensional param eter estimation. The speed of 
the HSVD algorithm means tha t the calculation of all 2500 complex 
amplitudes for a 50 x 50 two-dimensional model takes only 14 mins 
of CPU tim e on a Fujitsu VP100.
• The HSVD algorithm outperforms Prony’s method and its modifications when 
estim ating the param eters from data modelled as the sum of many damped 
complex exponentials.
The theoretical differences discussed above have been tested on sim­
ulated and real data sets. The superior performance of the HSVD 
algorithm is shown as the noise level increases, as the level of dam p­
ing is increased and as the number of terms in the model is increased.
It is the param eter estim ation method of choice for estim ating the 
param eters from noisy data  modelled as the sum of many damped 
complex exponentials.
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M a r g a r e t ; K a h n ,'"M a r g a r e t  M a c k i s a c k , M.R. O s b o r n e , a n d  G.K. S m y t h
A b s t r a c t . Consistency of Prony’s m ethod and of related algorithms based on maximum likeli­
hood (ORA) is discussed as the num ber of observations n -+ o o b y  considering the simplest possible 
models. Two sampling regimes are relevant, corresponding to transient problems and problems 
of frequency estim ation; and these are associated with rather different kinds of behaviour. The 
general pattern  of behaviour is th a t the stronger results are obtained for the frequency estimation 
problem. However, consistency is not autom atic, the algorithms considered are all scaling depen­
dent, and a new feature emerges which is the im portance of an appropriate choice of scale in order 
to ensure consistency of the estim ates in certain cases. The tentative conclusion is th a t the ORA 
algorithms are superior to their exact maximum likelihood counterparts (GRA), especially in the 
frequency estim ation problem.
1. I n t r o d u c t i o n
The basic problem considered in this paper is the estimation of the parameter vector ß  6 Rp 
in fitting to observations t/;, i =  1,2, • • • , n by models of the form
p
Vi — ^  ' &kßk(ßki ~f" (IT )
k=1
where the independent random variables e, ~  iV(0,cr2) for i — 1,2 ,n.  Here ßkißkß)  is
given either by
(1 )  <t>k(ßk,t) =  k  =  1 ,2  • • • , p ,
where ßk is assumed to have positive real part, and if its imaginary part is nonzero 
then its complement also occurs in (1.1), or
(2) ßkißkß)  = cos(ßkt + wjt), k = 1,2 • • • ,p, where the ßk are real.
It is assumed that the observation points f,- are equispaced (so that fj = t\ + (i — l)h). However, 
it is necessary to distinguish between the sampling strategies appropriate in the two cases. In 
the first the condition Rl(ßk) > 0 ensures that the signal is transient so that measurements 
made for large t contain no information. Here we can assume that all observations are made 
in a fixed interval which can be chosen to be 0 < t < 1, and in this case we have t\ = 0 and 
h = l / ( n  — 1). The importance of this point was first noted by Malinvaud [3]. In contrast, 
in the second case the signal is persistent so that observations made for arbitrarily large time 
contain information. Here it is appropriate to choose the scale of t so that h = 1.
The restriction to equispaced data points is the basis for the common element in the algo­
rithmic approaches to these two different classes of estimation problem because both models 
then satisfy difference equations with constant coeficients. In the first problem there exist real 
coefficients c,(/3), i = 1,2 • • • ,p +  1 such that
p+i
Y ^ cj<t>k{ßkßi+j-i ) = 0, i = 1,2--- ,n — p, k =  1,2--- ,p. 
j =i
Also, given c, ß  is given by
ßi = ^ log(Xi)
( 1.2)
(1.3)
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where A;, i = 1,2 • • • ,p  are the roots of the equation
p+i
^ CiAi_ 1 = 0 . (1.4)
2—1
The idea of reparametrizing the problem in terms of the recurrence parameters c; goes back 
to Prony [8]. This is not the only possibility of interest, and one important alternative [6], [7] 
proves to be the difference parameters defined by
p+i
= 0 i = 1,2 ■ , n -  p, k -  1,2 •• • ,p (1.4)
j=i
where is the usual forward difference operator.
The frequencey estimation problem is slightly different in that the assumed model really 
is a linear combination of 2p trigonometric terms, and the condition that the roots be pure 
imaginary means that (1.4) must factorize in the form
% f[(A 2 - ( 2 - 7 /t2)A + l), (1.5)
i = l
and this implies that Ck — C2P+2-k,  k = 1,2 ••• , 2p + 1, and that (1.5) has roots of the form 
\ k =  e±t/3k where 2 — rjj. — 2cos(ßk). The corresponding difference form is
p
+ l 2j)E}4>k(ßk,ti) = 0, i = 1,2 - - • , n - 2 p ,  * = 1 , 2 - -  ,p (1.6)
3=1
where 62 is the second central difference operator, and E  is the forward shift operator.
Prony’s method in its modern guise is a naive application of least squares to estimate c. 
Let
p+i
rk  =  Y l C iyk + i - 1> k = 1» 2 — , n - p .  (1.7)
t = i
Introducing matrices X j  : R n —<■ R n~p, and Yc : Rp+1 —► R n~p where
(Xc) i j  = Cj-i+1 , j  = *,••• , i  + p, = 0  otherwise, (1.8)
(Xe)ij = Vi+j-u j  = 1 . 2-”  , P +  1, i =  1 ,2 — , n - p ,  (1.9)
then (1.7) can be written
r = X j y  = ycc. ( 1. 10)
Remark 1.1 There are corresponding definitions for Xd, and Yd in the difference form for the 
basic recurrence. Because X T is the matrix with rows formed from the coefficients in the the 
difference equation it is determined up to a scalar multiplier. Thus Xd is just a rewriting of 
X c together with a rescaling. Yd has the components
(Yd)ij = h - p+j- 1A p~j+1yi, i = 1,2*** ,n — p , j  = 1,2 •• • , p + l .  (1.11)
Because r is homogeneous in the components of c it is necessary to impose a scale - say
-*
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Typical choices of scale include ß(c) = | c Tc, and ij)(c) = sTc for some s prescribed. Prony’s 
original choice was s = e i. With this notaton the estimation problem becomes
min rTr, (1.13)
c,V'(c) = l /2
and the corresponding necessary conditions give the estimating equation
Yct Ycc =  AV</>(c)t (1.14)
where A is the Lagrange multiplier associated with the constraint (1.12). It will be seen that 
the estimate c obtained from (1.14) depends on the choice of scale in general.
It is relevent to ask how well does the solution to (1.12), (1.13) approximate the true 
parameter values c* for the particular model observed when the amount of data is large. The 
standard tool for answering this consistency question is the law of large numbers. We need 
here the form used in Osborne and Smyth [6] (it can be found, for example, in Stout [11] where 
precise conditions are given) . To cope with the sampling of transient signals it is appropriate to 
introduce triangular arrays of random variables. Let e nj ,  j  =  1, 2 • • • ,  n, n — 1,2 • • • form 
such an array of iid random variables with £ { e nj} = v,  and V { e n j } =  cr2 , and let uniformly 
bounded constants 7j,- be given such that lim 7^ —► 7,• for each fixed j  as n —»• 00. Then the
n —► 00
required result is that almost surely
1
n I n j t n jj=1
v lim — 7 ,-
n—*00 Tl Ji=1
In this case it is possible to display a limiting problem for (1.14). Writing (1.1) as
Vi =  H{ß *,ti) + €j, (1.15)
where ß* is related to c* by (1.3), and using the above result to estimate the contribution of 
the stochastic terms, it follows almost surely that for the sampling regime appropriate for a 
transient signal
1 f 1
- Y ct Yc = p(ß* ,t)2dteeT + a21 + o(l), n -> 00, (1.16)
n Jo
where e T = [1,1 • • • , 1]. Note that
(1) the limiting contribution of the stochastic component (which here corresponds also to 
its expectation) is of the same order of magnitude as the contribution from the mean 
//, and
(2) the limiting contribution fron the mean gives almost no information on ß*.
Thus, in this case, we are justified in using the term inconsistent to describe the solution to 
(1.12), (1.14).
Performing the same calculation for the frequency estimation problem in which h = 1 gives 
the estimate valid almost surely for large enough n:
1 1 p- YcTYc = l y aj
n  c c 0  i —I 1
1
cos(-ßi)
cos(ßi)
1
cos(2pßi) 
cos((2p-  1 )ßi)
+ er2/  + o(l).
, cos( -2pßi ) cos(-(2p -  l)ßi)  . . .  1
(1.17)
Now there is some prospect for a correct limiting value as c* is an eigenvector of the mean 
contribution associated with the eigenvalue 0; and it follows that
lim c = c* (1.18)
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provided the scale can be chosen so that the limiting contribution from the stochastic part can 
be cancelled in the necessary conditions (1.14) by the resulting Lagrange multiplier term. This 
requires
<72c * = lim —V ^( c)T, (1.19)
n —► oo n
and can be satisfied provided
^(<0 = ^c r c . (1.20)
However, it does not appear that (1.18) would hold in general for other choices of scale. This 
specialised form of ip(c) is that appropriate to the Pisarenko form of the algorithm, and leads 
to an eigenvalue problem for c. It follows directly from (1.17), (1.19) that A/n is a consistent 
estimator of a 2 when the scale is chosen by (1.12), (1.20).
2. Maximum likelihood formulation
The problems with Prony’s method stem from the uncritical use of least squares. Essentially, 
forming the difference equation has correlated the errors. We have using (1.10)
£ {r (c> (c * )T} = X j £ { e e T}Xc
=  <r2X j X c ( 2 . 1)
so that the correct least squares formulation is
min c TYeT( X j X e) - l Ycc. (2.2)
c,t/)(c) = l /2
This appears to have been considered first for normal errors by Day and Osborne (Osborne 
[4]) who show that it corresponds to maximum likelihood estimation in this case. Osborne [5] 
gives an iterative reweighting algorithm for finding a point at which the necessary conditions 
for a minimum of (2.2) are satisfied (this will be referred to as algorithm GRA standing for 
Gradient condition Reweighting Algorithm). A simulation study is used to demonstrate that 
GRA can be very effective. Smyth in his thesis [10], and Osborne and Smyth [6], [7] show the 
consistency, scale independence, and asymptotic stability of the method under weak conditions 
on the probability distribution of the errors for the first sampling regime (transient signals). 
GRA is applied to the frequency estimation problem (the second sampling regime) in [2].
An alternative algorithm (ORA for Objective function Reweighting Algorithm) is suggested 
in [4] and also in Bresler and Macovski [1], Here the reweighting is applied to the objective 
function (2.2) directly (that is in contrast to applying the reweighting in the statement of the 
necessary conditions for a minimum of (2.2) which is the key characteristic of GRA). Let
Mc(c) = X ? X C. (2.3)
Then a step of ORA takes the form
Cfe+i = arg min cTY j  Mc(ck)~xYcc. (2.4)
c,V'(c)=l/2
The necessary conditions for this minimization are
ycTMc(cjt)“1ycc = A V ^ ( c ) t  (2.5)
where A is the Lagrange multiplier associated with the scaling constraint. We will assume that
VV>(c)T = $ cc (2.6)
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where 4>c is positive (semi) definite. This choice has the advantage that efficient schemes based 
on inverse iteration are available to solve (2.5). For example, let
Bk = Y?  M(ck)~l Yc,
then one possible iteration scheme computes at the i’th step
[5 fc- A i $ c]u i+i = $ cv ;/ s fv i ,
[■Bfc-Ai$c] v i+i =  $ cu i+i,
X _ x Sf+lUt + l
^«+1  rr
s/+iv i+i
where s; defines a scale for the process and typically might be chosen as $ cv;. For any sensible 
choice the process is cubically convergent. Typically, the iteration is terminated when the 
change in A relative to an estimate of a2 is very small (values of order 10- (15-,Ofl(rd) have 
typically been used in our work).
Note that (2.5) suggests that choice of scale is important in ORA. By comparison with the 
strict form of the necessary conditions, the necessary conditions (2.5) omit the term obtained by 
differentiating Mc(c) in calculating the gradient of (2.2). This leads to a simpler computational 
form for ORA. But it also means that ORA is not a priori computing the right quantity as it 
omits terms which are certainly not negligible. However, (2.5) is associated with a useful result 
because if c is a consistent estimator of c* then A/n is a consistent estimator of <r2, where A 
is the minimizing eigenvalue in (2.5). This should be compared with the similar result for the 
Prony/Pisarenko method in the frequency estimation case.
Let the scale be chosen such that
cT$c = l .  (2.7)
then it follows from (1.10), (2.5) that
A = cTY j M ~ xYcc
= y TPy  (2.8)
where P  is the projection matrix
P = X cM~l X j .
Let /z be the vector of mean values (so y = fi + e), and p  be the corresponding vector evaluated 
at ß  where ß  is derived from c using (1.3), (1.4) so that
Pii =  0.
Then
£{A} = £{eTPe}  + fiT Pfi
= (n -  p)cr + nKn\\ß -  /3*||2
where the norm is the euclidean norm, and
(2.9)
K n = 0(1), n ->■ oo. 
The estimate for K n follows on noting that
ßTPn = [n- ß]TP[n ~ ß] 
< \ \ P - P \\2
because P  is a projection
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~ n \ \ ß - - ß \\2 / ( ~ ) !*  (2.10)
0
where
s =
\\ßm- ß \ \
( ß m~ ß ) .
Thus the asympltotic unbiassedness of Ä/n as an estimate of a2 follows from the consistency 
of ß.  To show that \ / n  converges to its expectation in probability as n —*■ oo note that
V{A} = £{(eTPe)2} + 4pTPp,a2 -  (n -  p)2cr4, (2.11)
and, assuming a normal distribution for e,
£{(eTPe)2} = cr4 ^  PijPki(f>ij6ki + + f>uf>jk),
= a4{ ( n - p j 2 + 2\\P\\2f }, (2.12)
where ||.||^r is the Frobenius norm. Now, as
l | f >l l r  =  £ l H >< N l | , < » .
V{^} = 0 ( ^ , < A  1/3-/3
r> ' n
An application of Chebyshev’s inequality with fixed 6 > 0 gives
0, n -* oo.P{lz£Öi>l}<vte
(2.13)
(2.14)
This verifies the convergence in probability.
3. T he c o n sist e n c y  question  for  ORA ( difference  p a r a m ete r s)
In this section the consistency question for ORA estimates is addressed by considering in 
detail the simplest possible problem corresponding to
/i(f) = a xe~0lt. (3.1)
For this problem the question of consistency can be addressed by elementary means. Extension 
of results to more complex models requires a different approach, but preliminary calculations 
using the procedure employed by Osborne and Smyth [7] to analyse GRA suggest the principle 
result that consistency holds for ORA only if the problem scale is chosen appropriately remains 
true. The correct scalings are identified already for the simplest model, and these predictions 
check with the results of numerical simulations.
The ORA modification of Prony’s method is considered first in its difference equation form. 
For one exponential (1.7) takes the form
dxh 1A y i + d2yi = r i, i = 1,2 • • • , « - ! (3.2)
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so that
xT =
Yd =
—d\h~l + d2 d\h 1
—d\h~l +  d2 d\h~l
—d\h 1 +  d2 d\h - l
h 1 At/x yi
h~l /Ay2 1/2
■ h 1 A j/„ _ i  2/n-i - 
and, setting r = h~2d\ — h~l d\d2,
Md = X j X ,
2 r +  — r
—t 2r +  —r
- r  2r +  cß.
The eigen decomposition of Md is well known. We have
MdVi = ViVi (M V =  FT)
where
V, =  4 Tsin( —  )2 +  dl, i = 1,2 • • • , n — 1, 2 n
( v i ) i = vf5isin(— -^), j  =  1,2 • • • ,n  — 1, z = 1,2 • • • , n — 1.
(3.3)
(3.4)
(3.5)
(3.6)
(3.7)
n—1
It is known that v, =  -y^ z2 where 1 < 7 ; < 7r2 so that, in particular, A < 0°, Vn. We will
1=1 *
also need the singular value decomposition for D the matrix representation of the operation 
h - 1 A. This is
D m  =  A/Vj (D t =  UAVt )
where
Z7T
Aj =  2h~1sin(— ), i — 1, 2 • • • , n — 1, (3-8)
2n
10 27T 1
(u«)i = V -c o s (  — (j - - ) ,  j  =  1,2 ••• ,n,  i =  1,2 ••• , ( n -  1). (3.9)V n n 2
The matrix Y j M ^ l Yd evaluated at d* is critical in determining if d —> d* as n —> 00. To 
check this out we proceed as in the case of Prony’s method and compute the limits as n —* 00 
of
( 1) the contribution of the mean term, and
(2) the contributions of the stochastic term.
Consistency will follow if the mean term dominates and forces d* to be the limiting solution to 
(2.5). If the mean term is of the same order as the stochastic contribution, as in (1.16), (1.17), 
but still contains the information necessary to identify d*, and if convergence of the stochastic 
component to its expectation can be demonstrated, then consistency can still be expected 
provided the scale x/j(d) is chosen appropriately. In terms of (2.6) this requires that $ d be 
proportional to the leading order term in the contribution of the stochastic terms. However, if
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the limiting form of the stochastic term is a non trivial random variable with scale comparable 
with the mean contribution then ORA is inconsistent. The aim in this section is to show that 
the first possibility obtains for the difference form of ORA.
Writing out the matrix in detail gives
Y j M dYd = D ( n  + e)T Eq( ß  + e)T M ^ [ D ( n  + e) Eo( M +  e ) ]
where E q — [I  Oj.The contribution from the mean is given by
Eq Md 1 Eq n h 2(e(3lh -  l ) 2 h~l ( e ^ h -  1)
h 1(e/3lh -  1) 
1
(3.10)
(3.11)
TNote that [1 - ß \ ]  + 0(h)  is an eigenvector of (3.9) associated with the eigenvalue 0. As
the terms in the matrix braces are each 0(1) as n —► oo, the order of this term depends on the 
order of iiT Eq M d x Eq {l . To estimate this we use the eigen decomposition to obtain
(3.12)
where
-gl jJj = y » n(* ^ )e=2
j =1
is essentially a decreasing function of i. As
Ik ss n
lJ  sin(knt)e~^tdt = 0 ( n ) 
o
for small k, and
1 1
V  — = 0(1) V n
it follows that
HTEq M d xEo n  = 0(n).  (3.13)
The important expectation is that of the terms quadratic in e. These are given by
T = eT DTMd xD e eTD TMd 1E0e' eTE^M~l De  eTE ^ M j l EQe (3.14)
To estimate these it is convenient to define
e* = VTE0e ,
(3.15)
( 2 )
(3.16)
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then e f , t = 1,2 • • • , ( » — 1), and e*, * = 1 ,2 • • • , (n — 1) are independent and ~  N (0, a2). To 
calculate the expectations we have:
(1) ^ { r22}:
£{T22} = trace £{Md 1E0 e €TEq }, 
= trace £{T _1 e* e*T},
n —1
= 0(1). (3.17)
(2) £{T21}:
£{T2i } = trace £{Md 1D e eTEq }, 
= trace £{T-1 A e*T},
(3.18)
(3) £{Tn }
S{Tn } = trace £ { M d 1D e e TDT }, 
= trace£{T _1Ae# e#TA},
n  —1
= "2E
i=l
= O(n)
M
as it follows from (3.6), (3.8) that all the terms in the summation are 0(1).
We can show the convergence as n —+ 00 of to its expectation readily. The pattern of the 
argument is illustrated by Tu.
n—1 \ 2
T n  =
i=l ‘ 
ct2 n _ 1  ^2
m + 0(1)) a-s-’ n ^ ° °
1 =  1 *
by the strong law of large numbers.
The remaining stochastic terms become negligible in comparison with the mean term as 
n —*• 00. We consider the term
Z = eTE^M~1E0 iJ. 
= e*Tr ~ 1VTEoti
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(terms involving D add nothing new). The law of large numbers doesn’t help here ( Z/n  is a 
sum of terms of the form 0 (—^ ) e*); but the Chebyshev inequality permits a simple estimate 
in probability. The relevant variance calculations give
V{Z} = V{ eTE * M - xEoti}
= S{ h t Eq V T ~ 1 e* e*TT ~ xV TE0 n},
is
= a 20(n);
Then for <5 > 0, fixed,
nl>s}< V{Z/n}E- 0, n —* oo.
The above estimates bring us to much the same point as that reached in discussing the use 
of Prony’s method to estimate frequencies in section 1. Again we have that the mean and 
stochastic components of the model contribute terms of similar magnitude. Thus, although 
the mean term has the correct limiting form, d* can satisfy the limiting estimating equation 
to leading order terms only if the scale can be chosen so that
1
0 + o(l)
In particular, this is satisfied provided
V>(d) =
(3.19)
(3.20)
The above results are illustrated by a small simulation which is reported in table 3.1. In 
this GRA and ORA for the consistent scale (3.20) are compared with ORA for the inconsistent 
scale V’(d) = d\ -f d\. Data is generated using
Vi exp( - 4----- - ) + G, in — 1
1,2 n
where e; ~  1V(0,0.01). The first column indicates if the GRA or ORA procedure was used, and 
in the latter case with which scaling. Values, reported in pairs, are the means and standard 
deviations for 100 replicates of the estimate of ß,  the number of iterations (iter), and an 
estimate s of the standard deviation given by
2 s r , . ( m  - K ß . t i ) ) 2
n — 2p
(3.21)
This is used here for ORA rather than the formula based on (2.9), (2.14) in order to be able to 
make a direct comparison with GRA. The use of a -  0.1 is large enough to make all methods 
work reasonably hard for the smaller values of n, and the inconsistent case essentially cannot 
cope. Certainly the predictions of our theory are born out. The interesting observation is 
that GRA and consistent ORA are strictly comparable in performance, so that the relative 
simplicity of ORA is likely to make it the method of choice. This comparability persists also 
for simulations we have carried out for two exponentials, but here numerical difficulties which 
arrise due to the illconditioning of M  for larger values of n become more evident.
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n = 10 ß iter s
GRA 4.0835 4.390 0.097
1.0784 1.197 0.027
ORA 4.2241 3.300 0.098
d\ 1.1198 0.870 0.028
ORA ** 11.90 **
d\ +  d\ ** 7.31 **
n = 30
GRA 4.0409 3.420 0.1010
0.4230 0.727 0.0135
ORA 4.0885 2.420 0.1010
d\ 0.4319 0.496 0.0135
ORA ** 14.00 **
d\ +  d\ ** 7.15 **
n = 100
GRA 4.0044 3.040 0.1003
0.2360 0.567 0.0066
ORA 4.0181 2.0 0.1003
d\ 0.2375 0.0 0.0066
ORA 6.0134 13.07 0.1219
d\ -f d\ 0.6166 2.79 0.0127
n = 300
GRA 4.0236 2.490 0.0999
0.1224 0.577 0.0037
ORA 4.0281 2.0 0.0999
d\ 0.1227 0.0 0.0037
ORA 5.9229 12.62 0.1204
df +  d\ 0.3204 1.41 0.0068
Table 3.1: Simulation results for difference parameters
4. T he c o n sis t e n c y  question  for ORA ( recurrence  p a r a m ete r s)
The recurrence form does not lend itself easily to the same techniques that proved successful 
for showing consistency for the difference form. The complication comes from the property 
tha t in the limit as n —*■ oo the components of c just become the corresponding binomial 
coefficients independent of ß  making it necessary to examine higher order terms. For this 
reason we study the equivalence between the two formulations and derive the results for the 
recurrence form from those derived for .the difference form in the previous section. Let
then
Fcc = [ E0y  E iy]c ,
= YcTcT~l c ,
= Yd d.
Thus
Yd =  YCTC, d = Tc-1 c. (4.2)
Now, remembering tha t M  is unchanged under the reparametrization, this permits the neces­
sary conditions (2.5) to be put in the form
T j Y j  M ~ l YcTcT ; l c =  \ T j  § cTcT ~ lc (4.3)
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Comparing with (4.2) shows that identical results are obtained in the two parametrizations 
provided the scale transforms according to
$ d = T?<S>cTc. (4.4)
To see what this means consider the scale defined by
4>c £i, 6  > o (4.5)
Multiplying out gives
<f>d =  h~2{ 6  + 6 o
o
o + 0 (h ) }
Comparing this with (3.19) shows tha t any nonzero scaling matrix of the form (4.5) is consis­
tent. Examples of consistent scalings include
ip(c) =  c2, c2 4- c\, and c\.
These would appear to include all cases of interest except the original Prony scaling which is 
not of this form and presumably not consistent. An example of an inconsistent scaling is given
by
V’(c) =  (ci + c 2)2.
For the example considered in the previous section, the corresponding results in this case 
are given in table 4.1. The results follow the same pattern as before showing the same sharp 
distinction between consistent and inconsistent scalings. The results for the two cases ip(d) = 
d\ , and ip(c) =  c\ are identical confirming (4.4).
n = 1 0 ß iter s
ORA 4.2241 4.430 0.0978
r2c2 1.1198 1.103 0.0275
ORA 3.9999 3.920 0.0977
4  +  4 1.0362 1.061 0.0275
ORA ** 12.58 **
(ci +  c2)2 ** 8.11 **
n = 3 0
ORA 4.0885 3.190 .1010
r2C2 0.4319 0.563 0.0135
ORA 4.0023 3.020 0.1010
c\ +  c\ 0.4172 0.681 0.0135
ORA ** 14.79 **
(ci + c2)2 ** 7.52 **
n = 100
ORA 4.0181 2.570 .1003
r2c2 0.2375 0.497 0.0066
ORA 3.9919 2.430 0.1003
c\ +  c\ 0.2347 0.498 0.0066
ORA 6.1642 13.87 0.1243
(ci +  c2)2 0.6517 3.11 0.0137
n = 300
ORA 4.0281 2.0 0.0999
4 0.1227 0.0 0.0037
ORA 4.0194 1.970 0.0999
4  + 4 0.1222 0.300 0.0037
ORA 6.0564 13.29 0.1225
(ci +  c2)2 0.3361 1.50 0.0771
Table 4.1: Simulation results for recurrence parameters
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5. T he question of consistency in the frequency estimation case
The above calculations suggest that the effectiveness of ORA for the estimation of rate 
constants associated with transient signals can be quite adequate provided the correct choice 
of scale is made. However, the frequency case is associated with results of a rather different kind 
in maximum likelihood calculations, and these suggest parallel questions for ORA. First, the 
global maximum of the likelihood is known to give 0 (n~ 3/2) accurate estimates of the frequency 
parameters, and this super convergence result contrasts with the 0 (n ~ 1|/2) result usual in 
such calculations. The catch is that the likelihood surface in its original parametrization 
has many local minima (the number increasing with n) which are all within 0 (n -1 ) of the 
correct frequency estimate, and that the corresponding amplitude estimates are inconsistent 
[9]. Second [2], the re-parametrization in GRA does not save it from the difficulties caused by 
multiple stationary points.
More elaborate calculations are involved if an attempt is made to analyse ORA in the 
frequency case following our previous procedures as the simplest example already involves two 
exponential terms. For this reason we have resorted to a numerical approach. We consider the 
signal
n(t) = cos(. Olf + 1),
and data is generated using
yk = fi(k) + ek, k = 1,2 - • ■ ,n
where, as before, ek ~  N ( 0, .01). Again the data reported are the means and standard devia­
tions of the results of 100 replications for each of n = 10,30,100,300, and follows the same basic 
format as before, but the estimates are sorted in increasing value ot their imaginary part before 
averaging. Also, this time the results for Prony’s method are quoted as well. The inconsistency 
of Prony’s method for other than the Pisarenko scaling is clear, but the performance of the 
other methods is interesting. No special assumptions were made about the Prony parameters 
so it was not assumed in advance that the rate constants were pure imaginary. The calcula­
tions were started at the true parameter values in each case, and this proves close enough to 
the actual computed estimates for GRA to avoid the convergence problems outlined above. 
Calculations have been carried out both for the recurrence and difference form of ORA, but 
the results are very similar so that only the recurrence results are reported. ORA encounters 
some trouble when n = 10, so the extra constraint that I m ß  G [—7r, zr] was imposed. When 
this constraint was active for some of the experiments the corresponding results are starred. 
Only the Prony results are given for n = 300 as the errors in the ORA calculation of the rate 
constants proves to be in the sixth decimal place. The GRA estimate for s is calculated fron 
(3.21). The corresponding ORA estimates are very similar and are not recorded. Instead we 
report the values of (A/n)1/2 for this and for the prony calculations. These show a tendency to 
underestimate s when the estimation procedure is consistent. The results are given in Table 
5.1. This shows two very interesting aspects of our calculations:
(1) Here the choice of scale needed to ensure consistency for ORA is clearly much less 
important in both the recurrence and difference forms. This could be compared with 
the discussion of Prony’s method where nothing could be done in the transient case, 
but there proved to be a consistent scaling in the frequency case.
(2) The ORA results exhibit the same super convergence results as GRA.
One point which does not show up here could prove to be at least as important. Other testing 
that has been carried out suggests that ORA appears much less sensitive than does GRA to the 
choice of starting values for large n. The multiple stationary values of GRA can be explained 
by noting that the gradient of the objective function (2.2) has poles at the zero eigenvalues 
of X TX,  and there are lots of these in the frequency case. On the other hand, ORA has an 
essentially unique minimum for almost all ck, and this provides a kind of smoothing mechanism.
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n = 1 0 ßi ß2 iter s
GRA —0 .1 0 0 3  — 0 .2 6 3 3 i 0 .0 9 5 9  + 0 .2 6 3 3 t 4 .7 9 0 .1 2 2 6
0 .4 1 2 7 0 .4 0 6 6 1 .1308 0 .0841
prony - 0 .2 0 6 7  -  0 .3212? 0 .1 8 1 5  + 0 .2 2 7 0 t 0 .0 8 7 9
4  + 4  + 4 0 .9 8 0 4 0 .3481 0 .0 3 0 0
0  RArec - 0 .1 0 1 9  -  0 .3 9 2 2 i 0 .1 1 0 4  +  0.20371 4 .9 6 0 .0 7 8 3
4  + 4  + 4 0 .7 7 3 2 0 .3 3 4 0 4 .8 0 9 3 0 .0 2 3 2
prony 0 . 8 9 2 8 -  1 .2 5 9 H 0 .8 7 1 1  +  0 .0 9 6 7 t 0 .1 4 0 2
4 1 .7370 0 .9 2 0 7 0 .0 2 9 5
0  RArec - 0 .0 5 1 6  -  0 .2 2 4 2 t 0 .0 9 0 1  +  0 .2 2 4 2 t 4 .8 7 0 .0 8 0 0
4 0 .2 1 0 6 0 .2 1 9 0 1 .0508 0 .0246
prony - 0 . 0 0 1 7 -  1 .9 7 5 8 t 0 .2 7 4 9  +  1.0019t' 0 .2010
(ci +  c 2 + c3)2 1 .1596 1 .9723 0 .0258
0  RArec 0 .0 3 6 1  -  1 .5 8 7 9 t 0 .2 1 0 2  + 0.6454t' 24 .45* 0 .2 0 4 0
( c i  + c2 +  C3)2
n = 3 0
1 .1220 1 .8136 11 .005 0 .0 7 1 4
GRA 0 .0 0 0 8  -  0 .0 9 9 2 t 0 .0 0 0 8  + 0 .0 9 9 2 t 2 .64 0 .1 0 0 2
0 .0 1 1 8 0 .0 1 1 8 0 .5 2 3 0 .0 1 2 6
prony - 0 .0 4 8 9  -  0 .0 9 8 0 t 0 .0 4 2 6  + 0 .0 6 6 5 t 0 .0 9 5 3
4  + 4  + 4 0 .4 2 5 2 0 .1 6 2 8 0 .0 1 6 4
0  RArec 0 .0 0 0 6  -  0 .0 9 9 4 t 0 .0 0 0 6  + 0 .0 9 9 4 t 2 .3 7 0 .0 9 3 3
4 + 4  + 4 0 .0 1 1 7 0 .0 1 1 7 0 .501 0 .0 1 1 8
prony 1 .4 0 7 6 -  2 .5 7 6 1 t 0 .5 8 5 2 0 .1471
4 1 .5714 1 .3104 0 .0 1 4 2
0  RArec 0 .0 0 2 8  -  0 .0 9 8 0 t 0 .0 0 2 8  +  0 .0 9 8 0 t 2 .9 2 0 .0 9 3 3
4 0 .0 1 2 2 0 .0 1 2 2 0 .3 9 3 0 .0 0 1 8
prony - 0 .7 0 6 4  -  2 .0 0 0 1 t - 1 . 0 2 4 6 +  1 .1 2 1 4 7 t 0 .6 9 6 5
( c i  + c2 +  c3)2 0 .7 5 3 7 1 .7296 0 .0 1 6 2
0  RArec 0 . 0 2 7 1 -  0 .1 1 7 4 t - 0 .0 2 7 1  +  .1 1 7 4 t 5 .4 2 0 .1 1 4 2
(Cl + c 2 +  c3)2
11=100
0 .0 1 0 5 0 .0 1 0 5 0 .8 4 3 0 .0 2 0 4
GRA 0 . 0 0 0 0 -  0 .1 0 0 0 t 0 .0 0 0 0  + 0 .1 0 0 0 t 2 .0 8 0 .1 0 0 0
0 .0 0 0 7 0 .0 0 0 7 0 .3 9 4 0 .0 0 6 8
prony - 0 .0 0 8 5  -  0 .0 9 0 7 t - 0 .0 0 1 9  +  0 .0 9 0 7 t 0 .0 9 8 9
4 + 4  + 4 0 .0 5 2 6 0 .0 3 4 7 0 .0 1 0 0
0  RArec 0 . 0 0 0 0 -  0 .1 0 0 0 t 0 .0 0 0 0  + 0 .1 0 0 0 t 1.96 0 .0 9 8 0
4  + 4  + 4 0 .0 0 0 7 0 .0 0 0 7 0 .1 9 7 0 .0 0 6 6
prony 1 . 7 9 6 9 -  3 .0 7 8 8 t 0 .1 1 7 2 0 .1 5 2 8
4 0 .7 8 3 8 0 .7 4 2 7 0 .0081
0  RArec 0 . 0 0 0 0 -  0 .1 0 0 0 t 0 .0 0 0 0  +  O.lOOOi 2 .3 7 0 .0980
4 0 .0 0 0 7 0 .0 0 0 7 0 .5 0 6 0 .0 0 6 6
prony 0 . 0 9 9 3 -  1 .7 7 7 5 t 0 .0 9 9 3 +  1 .7 7 7 5 t 0 .6 8 6 6
( c i  +  c2 +  c3)2 0 .1 0 6 3 0 .1 0 6 3 0 .0 0 9 9
0  R A r e c - 0 .0 0 0 0  -  0 .1 0 0 4 t - 0 .0 0 0 0  + 0 .1 0 0 4 t 2 .8 9 0 .0 9 8 4
( c i  +  c2 +  c3)2
n = 3 0 0
0 .0 0 0 7 0 .0 0 0 7 0 .3 1 5 0 .0 0 6 7
prony 0 .0 0 0 5  -  0 .0 9 9 3 t 0 .0 0 0 5  +  0 .0 9 9 3 t 0 .1001
4  + 4  + 4 0 .0 1 0 9 0 .0 1 0 9 0 .0 0 5 4
prony 1 .6 9 3 3 -  3 .1 4 1 6 t 0 .0 1 5 2 0 .1 5 4 5
4 0 .2 7 0 9 0 .0 0 1 2 0 .0 0 4 8
prony - 0 . 1 2 8 4 -  1 .7 8 3 7 t - 0 . 1 2 8 4 +  1 .7 8 3 7 t 0 .6943
( c i  + c2 +  c3)2 0 .0 5 8 7 0 .0 5 8 7 0 .0 0 5 8
Table 5.1: Simulation results for frequency estimation
6. C o n c l u sio n
The consistency of estimates given by the Prony, GRA, and ORA algorithms as n —*• oo 
has been discussed in the context of the simplest possible applications. Not much can be 
done for Prony in the transient case, but a distinguished choice of scale (corresponding to
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Pisarenko’s method) gives consistency in the frequency estimation problem. In the transient 
case ORA requires a particular choice of scale to be consistent for the difference parameters. 
But this permits us to deduce a useful family of consistent scales for the recurrence parameters. 
Here GRA and ORA appear to be strictly comparable methods. In an interesting contrast 
to the transient case, it appears to be much easier for ORA to be consistent in the frequency 
estimation problem. But more importantly, it appears to be much less sensitive to choice of 
starting value than does GRA while still producing super convergent estimates of the frequency 
parameters. Thus ORA would appear to be the superior method in this case.
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